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year institution. Ib is qualitative stud}

rsught to find out what co □Id be de nt- o -tu

colleges, receiving four-year institutio is. family, am: tribes to mate the path smoother.
Fourteen former Little Hawk ufcbai college students participated in the study
They had earned at least 30 credits at l title Hawk t

college, ami transferred to one o f

two four year institutions. The participants *^wc ail non -traditional students hut their
experiences differed depending on the■institution theyr attended. The students that went to
University o f Somewhere were full-time students. Tblose that w ait to Anywhere College
were part-time. The characteristics o f he two institutions are quite different which
resulted in different experiences. The participants* stories were recorded using the
qualitative research method o f storytelling. From the data two themes emerged, factors
of adjustment and transition forces. Tf rec categories emerged from the factors o f
adjustment theme: (a) academic adjustment, fb) social adjustment, and (c) personal
adjustment Two categories emerged from the transition forces thane: <» forces that
deterred and -(b) forces that assisted.
Some o f the recommendations c crived from Hits study include

Establish a position for a transfer officer to objain articulation agreements,, advise
students, develop a curriculum fur transfer, m

provide oncouragctmmt

A BSTRACT
The purpose o f this study was io gain an understanding of the transfer jotinic
transition faced by Native American students transferring from a tribal college to a four-

Develop a course in the currtc.sium lor Iran

:r student:-

Have an education coordinator to be a corUao person after rransferrinu to assist
the student.
4. Tribal college faculty provide lore rigorous Instruction and w riting across the
curriculum.
5. Tribal colleges and four-year ms< itutions collaborate, have an articulation
agreement, and work together m other transfer issues
6. Have role models and mentors for transfer students

7. The majority of students expen ci^ccd hardshi is
The participants in the study hid a strong desire for an education to better sustain
the»r family, their extended family, ant their tribe. I ■icy seem to have "fire m the belly'
although some seemed to have had a b Tighter light th in others. Even though they
experienced major hardships, they still persevered.

CHAPTER
NTRODUC 7
M v story begins in the sumni er of 1981, w ion my husband made a job change and
we moved with our children to Little Vi Mage. a cc)^iniunity within a traditional tribal
reservation. It ts an open reservation , although tht tribe retains authority over trust land
and tribal members. At the 2000 census the population of Little Vdlage was about 2,$00,
and the county about 10,000 The tr be has about 2,000 registered members. In 1981
Little Village became our home and we assimilated into the community
Three years after moving to ittle Village

decided to go back to work outside of

the home. I had a business education degree and secretarial experience along with
teaching experience in a high school and a post- set endary busin ess school. I looked in
newspapers and inquired at job Serv ce for positions for which 1 was qualified. 1 found a
position open as tribal chairman’s secretary, f knew the tribal offices were located about
eight miles south of town but had never been out ft ere. I applied for the position and
received an interview with the tribal haitman. He was verv kind; however, lie said I
should be teaching at Little Hawk College, not applying for a secretarial position What!
A college, where was it? I h; i been iijs Little Village three years and did not know a
college existed I inquired and found out that the tr ba! con mun tv college vs as located in
relatively the same proximity as the mhlai offices sc 1 submitted n application. In the
fail of 1984, 1 began teaching night classes as adjur ct faculty at

title Hawk College, the

next v *ar i became full-aim; 1 was t aching post-s rlcondarv students, a wonderUi
position, and i was so excited to be ba < teaching business class*x:$.
l have I'cers teaching at the tribal college for ever 25 years and have seen many
changes. When \ began teaching at tl
years, three of those years it was stn.

college it h

only been in existence for five

vocational and then academic classes were

added. I have seen the college grow from a few students to almost 300 I have seen it
change from having three academic classrooms to nine. When f irst stalled teaching
faculty hat! no desks or space in which to keep le a d in g materials , so we earned
everything we needed around with us all day. Now each faculty member has an office
equipped with a desk, bookcases, and a computer. The main building hits doubled in
size, a vocational building has been bii ilt, and a log cabin, which is used for cultural and
community activities, has been added o the campus There have been a lot o f positive
changes at Little Hawk College over the past 25 you is
liven with all the changes at Little Hawk Col ege, my concern has always been
for the students. The average age o f tfe : tudenls has decreased from 2? in the spring of
2005 to 24 m 2010, even though the cl iskroom is still made up o f a majority o f single
mothers. My business classes contain i composite o the typical student at Little Hawk
College. On February 25, 2008. ! took a poll of the students in all five of mv classes
which was as follows:
*

14% single males (all having children who are living w ith the mother)

«

14% married males

*

5% married females

»

10% single female, no child

*

57% single mothers

Mv heart goes out to student; . aspect all s' s elc mothers as thev share their
experiences and struggles with sick children, being the only primary parent tor their
children, trying to go to school full t me, depending on family for help with the children
caring lor family members other than their children, the car breaking down, the water
pipes freezing, no money for gas for ir;

, and the list goes on. My heart breaks

for these students as they work hard md try to overcome many trials to get an education
On February 25. 2008 1 askec students in nriy five classes why they were attending
school. Students shared with rne tha they were going to school fo be able to get better
jobs, be a good example for their fan iiies, and be leaders in their tribe I see a desire and
determination for an education each emester when students register for school,
Attending school to obtain a degree i ; important to students; they sec it as an important
asset for themselves and their families.
In my many years of teaching business courses at Little Hawk College i have seen
Native American students leave the utihal college full o f excitement and anticipation as
they make plans to continue their education at a fotir-year public institution. Some of
them persist and cam a bachelor's degree, others reiijtkrn before the first semester is over.
Being both an advisor and faculty me inner in a coll ilge with a student population fewer
than 300, 1 get very d o se to students, When a student shares that he'she is thinking about
transferring to a four-year institution, he advisor researches the general education
courses that are required at the prospective institution. Together hey prepare an
education plan for their time remainin »at the tribal college

l giv e the business students

my support and let them /now how ptjjud I am of t Him for bavin 3 made the big decision

to venture on to pursue a hacealauieate degree, f sen

excitement in students as the': uet

ready for the next phase of their educat on. I am exci Jjed for the few who return having
earned their baccalaureate degree, but i

sad for tho >e; who quit and return to Little

Hawk College for they did not fulfill their dream.
I want to tell you three stories, each about a different Native American student
who transferred to a four-year institution. The stones Will be through my eyes as 1 have
not questioned the students about their specific expen ences. From my educational
viewpoint and observations there are di fit-rent outcomes from each story.
My first story is about a student I will call Liz Liz was a typical female student
at Little Hawk College, a female single parent with children, who wanted to get an
education to make a difference for her children. Liz earned A ’s and B's in her courses at
the tribal college, attended classes when she or her children were not sick, and held down
a part-time job working 20-35 hours a week. When Liz came to me in the fall o f her
second year at Little Hawk College and hared that she was thinking o f continuing her
education after she graduated with her jssociate’s degree, 1 was excited for her. She had
not decided which school she was going to transfer to, but had a couple in mind. We
researched the schools to determine wh ch courses she could take while she was still at
Little Hawk College that should transfer^ to either sch o l During spring semester Liz
started making plans for tier transfer and move. She Lad decided to transfer to University
o f Somewhere in Eastvilie, basically because it pro vie fed free tuitio n for Native American
students As she talked about her plans ! could sense Si feeling of anticipation about the
new adventure, yet one of puzzlement ajs jo what to expect. I tried to encourage her and
have her focus on the outcome of a bachc o r's degree. The following fail Liz quit her job

and went off to school. She did m i take her chil ren and move but instead decided to
commute hack and forth as she haq (family who offered to wat|ch her childrer. while she
was attending classes. Two years atjer Liz earned her bachelor’s degree, and is now
working in one of the tribal offices as
s a program director. She has stopped in my office a
couple of times and from her conversation about her job and education, I can tell she is
T
very proud o f the fact that she earn ed a bachelor’s degree and of course, I am very proud
of her as well. Liz transferred to a four-year institution, earned a baccalaureate degree,
obtained a job with the tribe, and is a great educa ional examp c for her children.
My second story is about a student I will <jral! Karen, lyaren was also a typical
female Little Hawk College studen', a single parent with a son who wanted to get an
education to make a difference for her son and to lead by example. Karen came to me,
her advisor, during spring registrati :m of Iter secoid year and told me she wanted to
transfer to a four-year tribal university. 1 was vety excited for her because I knew, from
T
what she had shared previously, tha family and b alive Americ;an culture was very
important to her; therefore, 1 felt a lour-year (riba university should be a good fit. f
worked with Karen to prepare her anaidentically fell transfer. The following fall Kanen
moved with her child to continue her education at a tribal university. When she returned
during Christmas break, she came It the college and visited her friends and relatives
When I saw her I asked her how tilings were going at school and she responded, with her
head hung low and in a despondent one of voice ’ ok " ! got the impression that she did
not want to talk about it so 1did not pursue the question. After our spring semester had
started ! still saw Karen around school 1 inquired how she was doing; she responded by
saying that she registered for classes on-line and d d not yet need to be back at school vet

Karen went hack to school, but bv t re end of Feb: l aw, she was back at Little Hawk
College visiting friends and relatives. She shared with me that the school was not a aood
fit for her, Karen wanted to confine her educatii I but for some reason(s) chose to return
home. Sne still has not gone back to continue her educational pursuit of a baccalaureate
:ee.
My third story is about a stu lent 1 will cal Tom. Tom was a single young man, in
his early twenties, with a daughter n the custody of the mother Tom was an intelligent
and likable student with great poten ial and a beaming personality. When he came to
class he contributed to discussions and worked on his homework. When he did not come
to class, he got behind on his hem evo rk and often times failed. One day during spring
semester, Tom came to accounting class all excite! and said he was going to transfer to a
university located out of state the fo lowing fall. I was excited or Tom but concerned
because o f poor attendance he dernoinstrated in m 3 classes and his lack of completing
assignments. I expressed my enthusiasm for his adventure and alked with him
extensively about his great potential and that the important piec es for his success were to
attend classes and stay caught up with his homework. He said he knew attendance was
important and what it would take for him to pass iris courses wi h me that semester as
well as the courses he would be taking at the university the following fall. A couple of
ccks later Torn quit coming to clasp and failed amounting. That fall I heard from our
academic counselor that Tom was attending the university; I prayed that he would attend
class and study hard. A few weeks Itl!tier the eouns dlor told me "om quit school and he
did not know where he went. Over a year later To m came to sp ring registration all smiles
and happy to announce that he was going to attend Utile Hawk College to re-take the
6

accounting class, raise his grade point and then go tack to the universit\. Tom nnr.iod
accounting with a B and the following fall took off for the big university again. He c d
not stay in touch with the counselor or me, but we heard from his friends that he quit
school. The only thing l do know is th at he has not returned to Little Hawk College.
enjoyed having Tom in class, when he was there, as he always richly added to the
discussions. Torn wanted to complete a bachelor’s degree, but as far as I know, has not
yet conquered that goal.
I am proud o f the Liz’s that earn the baccalaureate degree, but my experience,
over the last 2.5 years, indicates to me hat there are loo many Kai ens and Toms that do
not. It saddens me to think that there are Native American students who have a desire to
continue their education after Little Ha wk College buit do not succeed,
What is happening when Little Hawk Co 11eg students transfer to four-year
institutions for a baccalaureate degree and do not complete it? Is there something that
people at Little Hawk College can do? Is there something that people at four-year
institution can do? Is there something trial family and friends can do? I want to research
the transferring of Native American st idents from SLidle Hawk College to a four-year
institution to see what tribal colleges, our-year insti utions, and families can do to make
the transition easier and help students o be successful in pursuit of a baccalaureate
degree.
Education
'he percentage o f Native Arne lean high sch :>oi graduates is lower than the
United States population in general. A cfcording to the 2000 U.S Census Bureau, 80% of
the total United States population was hi gh school graduates whereas onlv 72% of the

Native American population was ’r

h school gr; duates. In 2 >02, N am e Americans

made up 1.5% of the total population in the Unit ?d States, ho ,vq\•er. onIv 1*•'o ot the tola;
college and university enrollment Freeman & F tJx, 2005). li 2006 Native Americans
continued to make up 1.5% o f the o lul popululu !p in the Unr ?d States but comprised
. 1% of the total college and unive rsity enrollment, up .1% front 2002 (DeVoe et
al., 2008).
Post-secondary graduation rates are lower for Native American students than
other minority students. Freeman and Fox (2005) issued a National Center for Education
Statistics report on students who g'aduated from high school in 1992. to see where they
were with their educational attainment in 2000 Table l show s the percentage
distribution by race/ethnieily o f thb highest post? econdary attainment of 1992, 12

th

graders who were likely postsecondary participants (Freeman & Fox, 2005).
Table 1, Percentage Distribution of Highest Pos secondary Attainment o f 1992 12th
Graders in 2000.
Graduate

Total

9.0

6.4

99.9

24.1

4.4

2.1

100.0

15.1

6.0

2.5

99.9

33.6

9.7

8 1

100.0

10.5

3.1

1.7

100.0

31.0

8.2

Race/ethnicity

None Certificate Assoc

BS/BA

Wh i te/no n - Hispan ic

37.3

4.°

33.8

B iac k, non -H!span ic

59.2

5.3

Hispanic

63.1

5.0

Asian/Paciftc islander

36.5

4.5

American Indian/
Alaska Native

77 A

1.2

Total

42.1

4.9

;5

S
.6

8.1

BS/BA+

100.0

'table I reveals that Amenc tri India;. Ale ka N ative b id the highest percentage
ul students that had received no degree and the lowest perccnta nc of students that
graduated with any degree except fc r Black, non-filispanic Associate Degrees
Freeman & Fox, 2005) Several studies (American Indian College Fund. 2008;
Voorhees. 2003) indicate that tribal ctdleges are responsible foi the larger number of
American Indians completing assoc ate and bachelor degrees.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau for 2000 (United [States Census Bureau,
2000), of the general population age 2|5 and over, 24% have bachelor’s degrees or higher,
but only 12% o f the American Indian^ have a bachelor’s degree or higher. The report
Status and Trends in the Education b/A m erican fkdiens and Alaska Natives,
Devoe, 2008) described the percen age o f educat on adults over the age o f 25 who have
completed according to race in 200' shown here i n Table 2.
According to Table 2. 44% of American Indian/Alaska Natives attended some
college which is lower than all others except Hispantes which ij> 32%. A lower
percentage of American Indian/Alat ka Natives completed a bachelor’s degree than any
other race/ethriicity, Hispanic is. relatively dose. A lower percentage of American
Indian/Alaska Native obtained grad rate degrees than their White or Asian peers but did
have percentages relatively close to other racial and ethnic groups. American
Indian; Alaska Natives have the largest percentage with some c

tee but no

beyond high school. Again these statistics con fir;m that American lndian/Alaskan is an
underrepresented group in the hijhtjr education ar ena.
There are a high number of ^opimundy co Jcgc student; that never make u to a
four-year institution (Chen, 2000)

Some of the reasons are sta ted as rising costs o f

{able 2. Percentage Distribution of \iiulfs Age 2: -mi Over, b v Hi chest 1. cvei
Educational Attainment and Racc/Et triiciiN in 200

oi

Degrees C omp leted
Less Than
High
School

h&b
b*
Schtool
of GED

White

9.4

2.2

17.4

9.1

20 . n/

7.9

3.2

Black

17.2

6.3

8.9

8.8

13.0

4.4

1.3

Hispanic

39.7

8.4

13.0

6.2

9.4

2.4

0.9

Asian

12.1

9.9

9.3

6.3

3 .7

13.6

7.1

American Indian/
Alaska Native

19.7

8

21.8

9.5

8.6

Native Hawaiian
Pacific islander

11.4

4.4

21.2

9.2

17.7

Race/ethmcitv

College Assoc

BS/BA

Master’s Graduate

1.4

37

j")
L.Jc

four-year institutions and confusing ransfer requirements (Chen, 2009), A California
report states that there is a large gap, which continues to grow, between the transfer rates
for Native Americans and their white beers from C1)|mmiindy co

ges to four-year

institutions (Wagner, 2010). For economic and moral reasons, this educational gap
affects everyone (Chen, 2009), According to Chci i (2009), only seven percent o f the
low-income and minority community

students will attain a bachelor’s degree

within 10 years.
Native American students graduate with a postsecondary degree at a lower rate
than the rest of the population (DeVoe Darling (T urchill, & Snyder, 2008} More than
60% of the small number o f Native American stud inis who even attempt highe
10

education, drop out (Robinson-/

arm.

that has the greatest challenges o hem
to uncover the challenges and ov ;rce>

Native American is the rnmon;', eio .p

ssful in col leg

Therefore, it is important

;nem.

Poverty level is especially h-yh in the N alive American population and family

income is particularly low. Accc
below poverty level whereas 12

to the 2

Census, 26% of Native Americans are

i the Uniter States population is below the poverty

level (U. S. Census Bureau, 200$) The median family income in 2000, foi Native
Americans was 34% below that c f he United States population. In 2006, 27% of
American Indian/Alaska

,ves

eoplc lived m poverty compared to 13% o f the general

population (DeVoe et al . 2008). Poverty amor g Native Americans is very prevalent m
the United States.
Looking a;

2000 Census of the Unit

States fer

population over the age

of 25, the perceiK-ge of people vv ith a high school or higher degree is 80* 4 for the
general population and 71% for Native Americans; for bachelor’s degree or higher it is
24% for the general population and 9% for Native Americans (U. S. CensusBureau, 2000). In 200? the popu ation over the age of 25 in the same categories is seen
by Figure l (Devoe et al 2008)

litis shows there is still a much smaller percentage of

Native American population with bachelor deg;roes and higher than for the overall
’pulation of the United States, u fact, less than half.
1npa! rollege iftole and Purpose
Tribal colleges were created to give higher education opportunities to Native
Americans The first tribal coHen: was created n 1968 with more 5o follow m 1971. and

90%
80%
70%
60 %

OUnsaes: S',
8 Native &rr**rtC&n

50%
40 %
30%

20%

10%
0%
High School Oarfvtato Of Higlw<r

e

Figure !. Population 25 years and o ver.
many more since that time m resport sc to higher education nc
Indian living on reservations C 7> mi/ Colleges

Introduction

o f the isolated American
1999).. Reservations,

where most tribal colleges are located, face high unemployment rates, low income, high
suicide rates, large number o f single parent households, and low participation in higher
education. Tribal leaders recognized the importance of postsecondary education and
decided to deal with the issue, tbeiebv strengfher mg ihetr reservations C’Tnbui Colleges
an Introduction”, 1999). Pavel. Lan more, and VlanAlstinc (20014) report that research
shows native students* academic success is bene filed by acknowledging their cuHtu *1
identity and that “native students ire influenced by their cultures to be peer-cooperative.
visual learners who prefer to acquire competence privately before performing new- skills
publicly” (p 195). Tribal college: take the time o give students the necessary support.
teach to the native learning style, tn 1 address the issues that are of importance to native
students
There arc a limited numhci c: f tribal colleges as at table for Native Americans to
attend O f the 36 tribal colleges »r ic I ;ruled St tes arid Canada, sis offer the bachelor's

a.i the highest degree, two offer 1ic m asters as the highest degree, and the remaining 28
offer the associate’s as the highest iegree (Am mean Indian Higher Education
Consortium, 2008). Because few tribal college:s offer more than an associate’s degree.
students need to transfer to a non tribal college to continue their education beyond the
associate’s degree.
The percentage of Native American higher education students attending tribal
alleges is increasing at a higher rate than at ncin-tribal colleges. From i 997 to 2002,
Native American enrollment in tribal colleges increased by 32% while their enrollment a!
colleges and universities in genera increased by 16% (Freeman & Fox, 2005). The
enrollment of Native American s udents is increasing at tribal colleges at a higher rate
than at non-tribal colleges because tribal colleges focus on Native American culture and
the preservation of language and traditions (Cahalan, Farris, Pavel, Skinner, &
Tippeconnic, 1998; “Championing Success”, 2006). Tribai colleges help students
overcome the economic and social barriers to £ postsecondary education by providing
students with personal attention <Cunningham, Parker, & Parker, 1998; “Championing
Success”, 2006). A commitment to strong personal relationships between students and
faculty and a family-like atmosphere are fostered at tribal colleges (Tierney, 1992b). In
002, nearly 16,000 students were enrolled in ribaily controlled colleges, 13,000 o f them
were American Indians, which represented 8% of all American Indian college students
(Freeman & Fox, 2005). In 2006, more than ! 7,000 student s attended tribal colleges.
13,600 o f which were American Indian (Devon, 2008). The number of tribal colleges
continues to grow along with th< number of students attending tribal colleges.

Since most tribal colleges are conlmumtv coil tlees. A mencan Indian students
must transfer to tour-year institutions m order to com plete their bachelor degrees, but at
inis transition point the percentages of graduates fall, The evidence shows that of the
Native Americans starting higher education, a large percentage stop at associate’s degree
or drop out before obtaining a bachelor ’s degree, 7 he high attrition rate at the
undergraduate level severely restricts /(men can Indi4ra students* career opportunities
(Brown & Kurpius, 1997). According o Tiemev, (Jtickson et ah, 2003; Tierney, 1995)
American Indians are the least likely ethnic or racial group to enter a postsecondary
institution or graduate from one. Statistics are not errcouraging for an American Indian to
receive a bachelor’s or advanced degree.
ribal colleges are leaders in the economic development efforts o f the tribe and
combining the preservation o f tribal history, culture, and. traditions with academic
preparation. There are obstacles to ecc nomic develo ament on a reservation which
include the following; low levels of ed 'jqation, low Icvel of investment, shortage of
skilled workers, high rates of poverty ;|nd unemployment, lack o f management expertise,
and more (Cunningham, Mcrisotis, O'Brien, & Gonzjalcs, 2000). Tribal colleges can
offer courses that are specific to focal reservation needs (Cunningham, Mcrisotis,
O'Brien, & Gonzales, 2000; Institute for Higher Education Policy for the American
Indian College Fund. 2006) Tribal co leges take the lead in cultural values arid
economic development efforts.
Statement of the Problem
Native American students do n >i complete baccalaureate degrees at the same i.ec
as then peers. According to Tierney { 995). most studies mdteate that 3$% of the Nam<

Americans that go to college will no\ recdtv c a oacinclor’s degree. A solution suggested
by Tierney 11992} is for Native Ameers ;an students jo first attend a two-year institution
and then move “successfully along iim he pipeline' "(p. 19} Unfortunately relatively few
students who attend a tribal commurr it y college e v .ir receive a bachelor’s degree
(Tierney, 1992b). Tribal colleges hedp students to f

academic skills needed to

he successful in predominately white institutions, (rut when transferring to four-year
institutions the culture and values art different and they feel isolated and alienated;
therefore, they find it difficult to succeed academically (Ortiz & HeavyRunner, 2003;
Institute for Higher Education Folic;' for the Amer ican Indian College Fund, 2006).
Students feel a lack o f cultural support at mainstre im institutions (Institute for Higher
Education Policy for the American Indian College Fund, 2006). Little research has been
conducted on the transfer of Americh n Indian .stud Hnts. Part o f fhe lack of research is due
to the relative newness o f the tribal ojleges as we 1 as the smal percentage o f American
Indians attending postsecondary schh pis nationwide.
Pi rpo.se of the Study
The existing literature addref ses the retention issue of N alive Americans at tribal
colleges and the general student population at non tribal colleges, but it does not
adequately examine the Native Amqrican transferring from a cc mimmity tribal college to
a baccalaureate degree granting mst Hi tion. There is a limited a mount of research
targeting Native American students hot start in no|;n-tribal hache lor degree granting
institutions and what leads to their retention or attrition There is a need for a deeper
understanding o f the Native American students’ transition in order to ascertain what leads
to the few who successfully complete their higher educational goals. In order to address
1s

ihe gaps in the research for the

\

itn e Amend in transfer s udceils success uiki non-

success, educational research needed to be eo ducted,
I felt it was necessary tc interview Na live America } tribal college transfer
students who transferred to a fdur-vear mstut lion in order to complete a baccalaureate
degree. They needed to tell their transfer experience stories: how the tribal college
helped or did not help, how the mur-vear msiliiution helped or did not help, and how
family and people outside of th 2 schools helped or did not help them, during or after the.
transfer. By conducting an informal research interview with students who transferred
from a tribal college to a four-) ear institution! they had an opportunity to tell their story.
They talked about factors that 1ed to their persistence, made their transfer difficult, and in
some cases led to their “stopping out." They made recommendations for tribal college.
four-year institution, family, ai d future trans :;c r students. Listening to Native American
students’ transfer stories helped me to under;

their experiences.

The findings of this study can be usee by tribal co leges as well as with bachelor
and higher degree granting institutions to which Native American students are
transferring. The information w ill assist tribal colleges to provide better support serv ices
to their students. It wall also aid the four-year institutions in determining what they can
do individually and in collaboration with tribal colleges to aid transfer students to he
successful in their educational pursuits. Sort Cpan

eivc that four-yeas institutions

recruit students to transfer to 0 cir school, but (sometimes orget about, them after they
transfer. “The mainstream ins) tuitions do no reach out to them or provide the support
students need when they work full time or su >port dependents” (institute for Highereducation Policy for the Amer can Indian College bund. 2006, p. 3k There are programs

d?id assistance that can he provided for the students t 1>|make it mo re manageable tor them
to complete their degree such as Native American advisors. Native American centers,, and
Native American organizations to list a few.
Executive Director of Diversiu and Multicu! uraiism of the Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities system convened a forum n 2006, to di scuss Indian education
issues on Minnesota campuses. Items discussed wer

access and success o f American

Indian students, and best practices for ecruitment, re tention, and graduation of American
Indian students (Lawrence, 2007). Other universities are asking % the same
information. Therefore, a summary report o f this research will be shared with decisionmakers at interested universities and prepared for publication in lf)e Tribal College
Journal.
Other tribal colleges are interested in knowing if and what they can do to support
students in their transition to four-year nislttutions.

ribal colleges want their students to

be successful in their educational pursuits, but are not aware of what they can do to assist
sn that process. The local tribe hits already asked for me to share tiny information with
them in case there is something they can do to assist their people when they leave the
reservation to pursue baccalaureate and advanced degrees. The tribe encourages people
to receive an education and return to tf c reservation o help in the management and
running of the tribe and caring for the pcopile. Famil res affect the transition Families
can he informed how they can support family rncmbtisirs in their educational pursuit. The
findings of this research will be shared with the local tribe, my tribal college, and
submitted as an article for the Tribal C >i egc inurna

C once 7Ua! rramew igk
i utilized theories and research flat are relevant to Native American transfer
students because the study of theories ana research arj| essential to the understanding of
what is happening with litis group of people. Two theories that 1 felt provided insight
-
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Schlossberg’s (1995) transition perspective “focuses on lift events entailing
change” (p. 18). To comprehend the tn nsition meaning for an indjvtdual, an examination
needed to be conducted on the “type of transition,
ran,
the context of thc transition, and the
impact of the transition on the individual’s life” (p. 3$) (Schlossberg, Waters, &
Goodman, 1995). When in transition, people feel inadequate, unsijre, and incompetent,
if people have enough resources to bring to the iransi ion, they can get through it
successfully and discover how to overcome their weaknesses (Sargent &
Schlossberg, 1988). This transition theory includes a 4 S System which “provides a way
to identify the potential resources some pile has to cope with the transition”
(Schlossberg ct ah, 1995, p. 26). The 4 S’s are a person’s situation , sel f. support, and
strategies which, if weak, can be streng’hened (Sargent & Schlossberg, 1988;
Schlossberg el a!., 1995). The iransitio i pcrspcctiv e is an important, change in a person’s
life.
Tierney’s research indicates tha higher educa ion institutions need to adapt
build bridges for Native American stud mis as well as all minority students (Benstmon &
Tierney, 1993; Tierney, 1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1995).

n a summon' o f the presentation

Tierney made to the RETAIN Conference (Retention in Education for Today's American
Indian Nations') it says:
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t icmcy underlines the imperati vc for instilut jms of higher education to
adapt to the needs of American Indian students to abandon “one size tits
all” instructional and program development approaches that are at the root
of minority students’ difficuitie and to construct academic pathways for
Indians and other minority learners in which ‘failure is not an option.”
(p. 3)
The building o f bridges between ribal colleges and four-y •ar institutions are
essential for Native American transfer stjidents (Tierhey, 1991),

iemey (1995) contends

that institution’s need to “develop culturally specific ways of creating mechanisms to
involve American Indian students in the life of their institution” (p. 4) starting with the
mission. He also provides research based suggestions for students to follow to aid in
their graduation (Tierney, 1995). Tierney, Sallee, and Venegas (2 007) state that a few
Indian tribes provide some financial assistance to their people by providing colleges, but
most o f them are community colleges, Tribes need t y provide financial assistance to their
students who move on to a four-year in siitution (Tierney, Sallee, &, Venegas
Everyone needs to work together: four year institutions, tribal col eges. students, and
tribes to build a bridge where “failure is rot an option and excellence is expected”
(Tierney, 199.5, p. 4). Native Americans need an opportunity to attend a public four-year
university and to increase the probability of graduation
Schlossberg’s theory of transition and T ierneys research about Native American
college students helped me to make sejise of what 1 daw in mv research. Schlossbere
refers to the transition experience of pooplc in generll. and Ticme v refers specificah
w as Ulaw <

>IV %
4k,i i}iht m mv study of

transfer the transition experiences affect all transfer students out impact some student
more than others. The study of tr; nsfer involved not only the four-year institution, but
also the tribal college, the students , the family, <nd the tribe. Everyone needs to work
together to bridge the gap.
Research Ou jsttons
J asked the participants to eii their trans er journey story including transition into
the four-year institution. Some of the questions 1 was able to address after hearing the
stones were:
What tire Native Amen can students’ experiences with the transfer process and
the transition to a new environment?
1

>

What people or activities at the tribal college assisted with or deterred from
the transfer and transition process?

> What people or activities at the four- year institution assisted with ot deterred
the transfer and transition process?
>

What people or activities outside the institutions assisted with or deterred the
transfer or transition piocess?

> How were the tribal co lege courses accepted at the four-year institution'.'
>

What adjustments did she student ha\ e to make?

One question that 1 was su ■prised came cut of the study was:
>

How is the experience ;iefferent dope itding on the nstitutiorT

Si,:

mX :

\m enean transfer students need to tell their stories o f transfer m order fos
tuba! colleges and four-year institutions to unde ■stand w hat support they can provide to
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assist present and future transfer Native American s udents. it is important to acclimatize
students to the education world and prepare them tor either a better job or continuation oi
their education. By transfer students sharing their s ones, they have acted as role models
for other students. Native American audents have used their custom of telling stones to
help their fellow students and make the transfer path better for th ose that follow. It is my
heartfelt desire to see all Native Americans follow iheir educatio tal

urns and

capabilities to become leaders in the community and country
Definition ofTethis
Native American/American Irdian. A person who is an enrol Up member of a
tribe recognized by the federal govern men! and/or has one fourth (1/4) degree o f India?
blood. The experience o f the researcher is that “Native American” is the preferred term
used by the tribal members, therefore it will be the term used in this dissertation. The
term “American Indian” is used by some of the referenced documents.
Path. A way of life, conduct "H

. k { Webster's Ninth New Collegiate

Dictionary, 1988)
'sthenic. O re ’s ability to overcome, rise hove, or rec over from the difficulties
u one s life and maintain a balance to complete or achieve goals (Ness. 2001).
Stop out. In this study the term refers to a person who te:mporarily leaves or
withdraws from an educational instit it on for an unspecified per iod o f time and returns
later to complete a degree (Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary).
Transfer shock. The lack of success many students encounter in their transfer
experiences as they transfer from community colleges to four-year institutions (Berger &
Malaney, 2001).
1

1

■as College. “An institution c ;ted m section 532 of the Equity in Educational
Land-Grant Status Act of 1994 (7 U.S ( 301 note), any other institution that qualifies tor
funding under the Tnbally Controlled Community C pilose Assistance Act o f 1978 (25
U.S C. 1801 et seq.}, and Dine' College, authorized in the Navajo Communitv Coilege
Assistance Act of 1978, Public Law 9f -471, title 11 ( 25 U.S.C. 640a note)" (United States
Department of Education).
Limitations
According to Creswell (2008), the researcher identifies po ssible problems and
weaknesses that may result from the study. This study has the following limitations:
The storytellers were all Native Americans who were brmer students at Little
Hawk College. It is felt that these students are typical students from the area
but not necessarily from all tribal college; in the United States.
•

Although the goal was to g jt an understanding o f the Native American
transfer experiences, the reader is cautiored to not assume that the experience
would be the same at any four-year insulation.

•

1 am an instructor at the triba college which could hav e caused the
participants to not be hones t about comments concern! ng the college. At the
time o f the interview, 1 informed the part cipants that t rey could share
whatever hey wanted both. positive and negative about the tribal college
because the goal was for them to help make the transfer smoother for future
students. My intent, as a rc searcher, was to gain insight in tire transfer
experience of the Native American
re:
transfer student rather than to allow my
limitations to interfere
i

•

I only interviewed 14 participants which transferred to two different
institutions.

*

The characteristics o f the two receiving institutions are quite different with
one being a liberal arts college with traditional students and the other a branch
campus o f a college catering to non-traditional students
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CHAPTERH
REVIEW OF TOE LITERATURE
The purpose of this chapter is to examine pe iinent literature as a means o f
establishing background and foundation for the methodological approach used in this
research o f the transferring Native American studen L It is important to first study the
strengths and weaknesses o f tribal colleges and fourj-year institutions and then examine
how that affects a Native American transfer student who is transitioning from a tribal
college to a four-year institution in ore;er to complete a bachelor degree. There is very
little research focusing on Native American student ‘transitioning from a tribal college to
a four-year institution.
The research fell into five basic themes. Thqmc one is the enrollment patterns o f
student transfers and graduation rates as found in the literature. 'Theme two is the tribal
college, its strengths and weaknesses arid how these bfifccl the transfer issue. Theme
three is the four-year institution, its strengths and weaknesses and how these affect the
transfer student. Theme four is the student factors which affect the persistence, attrition,
and transfer issues for students. Theme five is the recommendations, according to the
literature, for the tribal college, the four-year institution, the student, and others m order
to make the transition to the four-year institution a smooth and successful one.
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Theme One: Enrollment Patterns
There are fewer Native American stud ats persisting in colleges and/or graduating
than non-Native Americans (Tate & Schwartz, 1993). Native American students who
ill
first attend a tribal college are four times more likely to complete their bachelor’s degree
after they tra isfer to a four-year institution than those who initially start in a four-year
institution as freshmen (Boyer, 1997). The attrition rate for Native American students
who do not first attend a tribal college is as high as 50 to 75% (Braithwaite, 1997). O f all
the racial or ethnic groups, Native Americans are the least likely to enter higher education
or earn a baccalaureate degree (T ierney, 1995). In order to assist tribal college students
to obtain baccalaureate degrees, it is necessary 1o investigate what is happening at tribal
colleges and the four-year institutions that the s rudenis are transferring to and research
recommendations.
Thome Two: Tribal Colleges
Strengths
The foundation o f the tribal college system, according to an activist interviewed
by Talahongva (2010), is the com ngling o f the Western education and the traditional
values. Native American student^ are taught ho|w the Western education is connected to
the tribal “experiences and knowledge o f the traditional and contemporary worlds'
(Braithwaite, t997, p. 20). Students! are taught that it is their responsibility to be
successful and productive for they have a unique place in the world (Braithwaite. 1997).
They are made aware o f the fact tl at not only is education important to assist them in
achieving their goals but also to assist them in piloblems they may encounter along the
way (Braithwaite, 1997). Tribal colleges, like c immunity colleges, play a si eatificant
25

role in the national system o f higher education (rascareila. & Terenzini, 1998;
Taiahongva, 2010), Preparing students for transfer is a major piece o f that role
(Harbin. 1997).
The Family Education Model was developed to examine why some Indian
students stay in college and others <
drop out. It w;las developed by five institutions: Fort.
Peck Community College, Stone

hi Id College, Saiish Kootenai College, Black feet

Community College, and the University o f Montana, the director was Iris HcavyRunner.
As o f 2003, it was being used by four tribal colleges in Montana (HeavyRunner, Murray,
& SharJey, 2 0 0 3 ). It promotes

ly resilience through a) culttirai/fainlly activities; b)

counseling; c) mentoring; and d) life-skills (Mai nor, 2001). Since family support is a
student’s pie . ;zy coatee o f strength, the studen ts family, including spouse and children,
are regularly invited to be included in social ant sports activities, hi this way, the entire
family develops a part ownership in the college and are not resentful o f the time that the
student spends on campus (Heavy Runner & Dei Delies, 2068). Some o f the activities that
Fort Peck Community College is setting involved in is sponsoring round dances,
pow-wows, and. storytelling as we II .as workshops on stress management, parenting skills,
anger management and the Seven Laws o f Life. The Seven Laws o f lif e are ‘"generosity.
companion, respect for others* pafeuce, opetMiiindedness, humility, and courage'
(Mamor, 2001, p. 11). Another tribal college is energizing the educational experience by
developing learning communities and cohort groups which provide peer support The
personal interaction with students and their fa® lies allows leathers, counselors... and
tutor® to identify problems early and deal with t mm head on.. The. fam ily Education
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Model tackles issues and obstacles for student success (Hernandez, 2006), The tribal
colleges show by their efforts that they care about students
Because tribal colleges are sm4ll, they can f\ulnction culturally as a family and
address the basic needs o f students necessary for thefut to remain in class
(Hernandez, 2006). Students surveyec at 24 tribal cOlieges said that there is warmth and
encouragement that is felt from both faculty and staff and that is “the real key to success’
(Boyer, 1997). They can instill in stuc ents the significance o f an education, how it will
serve them and their family, the problems that may be encountered, and their
responsibility to be productive and successful in life (Braithwaite, 1997). The tribal
college faculty, students, and staff develop a closeness that functions as a family unit
(Boyer, 1997).
Boyer (1997) surveyed over 1600 students in 24 tribal colleges. The following
was reported by the students concerning the faculty: i) highly regarded by students for
their teaching, 2) 94% believed the faculty were accessible outside the classroom,
3) students referred to faculty as “accessible” “supportive,” and “caring” (p. 37)
4) teachers even assist students that are not enrolled in their classes 5) tribal college
faculty emerge as “heroic figures” (p. 37). Students indicated by their survey responses
that the facilities were the weakest link o f the college (Boyer, 1997). Their highest rated
wants were: campus housing, better security, recreational facilities, water fountains, and
control o f the heat (Boyer, 1997). Boyer’s survey o f 24 tribal colleges projects a good
representation since in 1997 there were only 3 1 1rife it colleges, which means fee surveyed
more than 75 % o f them

There is a lack of research for tribal colleges therefore it is necessary to look at
non-tribal/mainstream commijnity college research. There will be some differences and
some similarities but in most cases is the best comparison. Both types o f colleges work
closely with the community, have a focus on instruction rather than research, have
comparable issues, have remediation available, and have a curriculum tailored to the
specific needs of the surrounding communities. Both have a student body that is slightly
older, working, and may have a family. Community college faculty will search out a
student having difficulties where a four-year institution
faculty is reluctant to give direct
button met
assistance to a student who “lacks appropriate academic background” (Townsend, 1995).
Faculty are often accused o f c odd ling stu.denits, but without this help many students may
never reach the level o f being able to transfeiT(Carlan, 2000). Community college faculty
have positive interaction with students whic|h directly affects the students’ academic
achievement, intellectual development, and career exploration (Votkwem, King, &
Terenzini, 1986). While the faculty at community colleges mean well, sometimes they
are too indulgent with the students.
Native Americans often times grow up being con used about their heritage not
knowing if it is good or bad tp be Native Atherican. Tribal colleges are a safe place for
students to go to begin higher education and learn about their heritage, improve their selfesteem, and blossom (Boyer 1997; Ness. 2001). At a tribal college students can receive
individual attention and support, be provided with culturally relevant services and
instruction, and receive the ejjtra support dipt, is needed to assist them in earning a good
general studies education (Anfibler, 1999; Fjix, 2006; Ness, 2001). A tribal college
experienee will help to prepare Native American students for transfer to a four-year

institution to complete another degree as well as ensure that students are well grounded in
their native history and cultures so th ty can se n e as leaders in the tribal community
(Boyer, 2003).
Weaknesses
Most community colleges, as well as tribal colleges, have open enrollment
thereby accepting lower achievement levels for enfrance which often times requires
students to enroll in some foundation courses or re*xe ive special help from faculty or
learning centers (Lee & Frank, 1990). As a result df the less academically prepared
student, community college faculty l<j>wer the standlards to reach the students rather than
teaching at a college pace and prepar ng students fcir competition at a four-year institution,
(Townsend, 1995). In some cases the degree pro:gram requirements are reduced to better
tit the lower achieving student (Grubp, 1991). Co mmunity college faculty are accused of
excessively coddling and enabling students by low oring standards, being too tolerant o f
ineffective behaviors, and watering down course content which is detrimental to the
transfer student (Carlas, 2000). There is concern th at the faculty are not properly
preparing students (or the upper leve division couflS';es (Lee & Frank, 1990;
Townsend, 2001).
Operating funds are always aifi issue with trfhal colleges.1Because o f limited
funds, tribal colleges do not have a gbod system Foj* data-gathering in order to provide a
complete profile o f their students (Boyer, 1997). i ribal colleges have a limited variety o f
courses and degrees because o f funding (Boye;r, 19?7).
Transfer Issues
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One of the community college’s functions) should be the transfer function. It is a
‘second chance” institution providing an opportunity for students to attend a four-year
institution and earn a baccalaureate degree when hey may not have been initially able to
gain access (Grubb, 1991). Higher education tests the acceptability o f community
colleges by the ability o f its transfer students to a bur-year institution to compete as
equals with those who began in a four-year institution (Grubb, 1991). The academic
success o f the transfer student should be one o f the major standards for the assessment o f
the community college (Glass & Haixington, 2002; Grubb, 1991).
Transfer students deal with a lot of issues when transferring. The credits earned
by students attending a community college do not all transfer to a four-year institution
(Lee & Frank, 1990), Sometimes the community colleges cannot offer the courses
required for transfer (Grubb, 1991). Community college classes are often slower paced
and not as much is expected o f students. When students transfer to a four-year institution
the pace is faster and more is expected o f them in order to keep up as well as earn passing
grades; most students prefer the faster pace (Townsend, 1995). The transfer o f credits
and caliber o f courses are big transfer issues for sti dents.
In the first year transfer students have a sharp decline m grades. This often stems
from the fact that four-year institutions have tougher standards than community colleges
and that community colleges grade according to the class norm and do not enforce high
academic standards (Carian, 2000; Dougherty, 199$; Townsend, 2001). Community
colleges do not stress writing as much as four-year Institutions. When students transfer
from a community college to a four-year institution they often lack the writing skills that
arc expected o f a junior %v!tich causes a'serious daitriaging effect lor the students and their
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grades (Dougherty, 1992; Townsend,■1995). After the first semester differences in.
grades from transfer students to students who had started at four-year institutions rarely
exist and have no noticeable difference by graduation time (Carian, 2000).
Theme hree: Four-year Institution

Strength,s
Brigham Young University administered a program for Native Americans and
found many factors that led to student success. Some o f the factors include:
(1) administration backing including the creation o f a separate academic department for
Native American students, (2) careful selection o f faculty, (3) classes created and
recommended for Native American students but not limited to them, (4) strong Native
American Studies undergraduate minor, (5) financial aid office working closely with
students to apply for scholarships and grants as well as providing help in setting up
budgets and achieving part-time employment, (6) academic advising office closely
monitoring student progress, (7) tuttoring labs, (8) campus-wide Native American clubs,
(9) annual Indian week, (10) fundiii g developmeht program (Osborne & Cranney, 1985).
This program resembles other college developmental programs for minority groups
(Osborne & Cranney, 1985).
When high achieving students from low - ncomc backgrounds become engaged on
campus and in the classroom, they uid depth to classroom discussions; in fact, according
to a national initiative study, faculty stated that t rey provide unique insights that enrich
classroom discussions (Dembicki, 2010). The Native Americans are part o f the lowincome background students.
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Weaknesses
Four-year institutions can cause some frustrations for students. Four-year
institutional systems often label stiiden s as deficient when their behavior fails to meet the
preordained analysis of the dominant c jlture’s view o f persistence (Benjamin, Chambers,
& Reiterman, 1993). When minority s' udents enter e four-year institution at the
beginning o f their journey, rather than *oing to a community college first and then
transferring, their grades are usually lower and their chances for success are less (Carlan,
2000). Students become frustrated when the instituti m fails to accommodate their Native
American culture (Benjamin, Chambers, & Reiterman, 1993; Institute for Higher
Education Policy for the American Ind an College Find, 2006).
There are a lot of frustrations the transfer student faces when transferring from a
community college to a four-year institution. The four-year institution expends little
effort to facilitate the transferee and ofien times ignores and neglects him/her compared
to the effort exerted on the freshman stiident (Towns-<!nd & Wilson, 2006). Sometimes
four-year institutions do not accept all he community college credits a student has earned
and also limits the number o f credits thht can be Iran;s ferred into a program
(Dougherty, 1992). Orientation programs to school, clubs, and organizations are
provided for freshman students at four-year institutions but arc very seldom provided for
transfer students (Dougherty, 1992). Tpe minority stbdent entering a four-year institution
has even more frustrations. The typica four-year ins itution lias a small minority
population which ofien times causes some racial tension (Dougherty, 1992), The
transferee experiences stressful situations which need to be faced and overcome in order
to be successful at a four-year institution
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Theme Four: Student Factors
P e r siste n c e a n d S tu d e n t S u c c e ss

There are a number o f factors that contribute to Native American students
persisting in college. Some o f these factors are family support, structured social support,
faculty/staff warmth, exposure to co lege and vocations, developing independence and
assertiveness, and reliance on spiritual resources (J aekson, Smith, & Hill, 2003). The
desire to reo ;ve an education and return to the resi©rvation to help their people is another
driving force for them to continue w Lth their educaltiion (McKinley & Brayboy, 2004).
That desire includes helping family, friends, and tribe Indian culture is that education is
not for personal and financial status 3ut how it wil raise the level o f family members,
and how it will make a difference fir the tribe (E

,awrence, personal communication.

October 27, 2010). When a student nakes a commitment early to attend college, the
proficiency for success is enhanced ([Benjamin, Chambers, & Reiterman, 1993). Cultural
heritage is to have a vision and work to reach that vision one day at a time; every day
keeping that vision in mind and ever y day getting a little closer (E. Lawrence, personal
communication, October 27, 2010). A Native American student must make a heartfelt
commitment to hiin/herself and family in order to persist in college.
People and activities can help the Native A r.ericao student to persist. Family
support and encouragement by familly members is valuable for all college students. This
includes financial support (Jackson, Smith, & Hill 2003; Ness, 2001; Institute for Higher
Education Policy for the American Indian College Fund, 2006). Structural support such
as Native American clubs, multicultural offices, and clubs provide needed social support
(Brown & Kurpius, 1997; Jackson, Smith, & Hill, 1003). This includes participation both
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on and off campus in cultural activities (Ness, 2001). Falk and Aitken’s (1984) research
showed Native American students tanked Indian stitienl organisations as the third most
significant factor that contributed to tiieir retention. Student participation and
engagement in these activities is a predictor o f theii success in college (Kinzie &
Kuh, 2004). It takes a variety o f people and activities both on and off campus to assist
the student in being persistent.
A warm and positive staff1'faculty relationship provides Native American students
with the confidence to ask questions about the institution or help with an assignment.
This rapport and trusting relationship needs to he established early because it provides an
important personal connection to the c ollege (Brown & Kurpius, 1997; Jackson, Smith, &
Hill, 2003; Lundberg & Schreiner, 2004). Faculty practicing an open-door policy to
welcome students and providing individualized help worked well at Brigham Young
University (Osborne & Cranney, 1985). When a positive interaction takes place between
faculty and student, there is progress in the student’s career and intellectual development.
Problem solving skills increase becausje there is a sense o f caring. Students reported that
if they have some faculty feedback they will work harder to meet that faculty’s
expectations (Lundberg & Schreiner, 2004). In an ethnographic study conducted by
McKinley and Brayboy (2004) a student indicated that she protected her cultural integrity
by not asking questions in class but rat icr by visiting with professors during office hours
Before she visited the faculty person she would write out the questions and then tell the
professor that she was just checking to (sec
;<3Ci f she understood the issue correctly, thereby
creating a conversation with the profes$oir and being ihle to excel academically
(McKinley & Brayboy, 2004). Native American faciklIty and staff were considered by a
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group o f Native American students to be the most significant factor for student retention
with special counseling programs rjeing the second (Falk & Aiiken, 1984), Supportive
relations with faculty provide stud eiits with self (assurance to kid them in remaining in
school.
Students found it important to have exposure to college and experiences before
they actually enroll and attend the nstitution (Jackson, Smith, & Hill, 2003; Osborne &
Cranney, 1985). Orientation programs or a special class were listed by minority students
as an indicator o f transfer success (Harbin, 1997).
Development o f independence and asserti veness is important for retention o f
college students. Native American students repoited in Jacksons (Jackson, Smith, &
Hill, 2003) research that they had U shift to beinJ more independent which was not easy
since they had to try to stay connected with their home and community and yet not feel
bound by i t They also had to adapt to the dominant culture since they were die
minorities. Jackson, Smith and Hill reported (2003) “Our findings offer general support
for the idea that confidence and self efficacy, based on experiences that lead to more
independent and assertive attitudes, are related to Academic persistence'* (p 555).
The reliance on spiritual resources and traditional cultural practices, tor some
students, is a significant resource o f (strength in finishing their education (Jackson, Smith.
& Hill, 2003). That traditional cultu al practice ca ased a student to walk the long mute to
classes rather than the shorter one so she was vtsib e by fewer people and did not have to
hang out with others, be stared at, or answer questi ons about her reservation (McKinley
& Bravboy, 2004).

3$

Barriers to Retention
U is difficult for Native American families to provide moral support,. Many years
ago education was the primary weapon used to direct y assault the native language.
religion, culture and rational practices, Children were taken from their homes and sent to
hoarding schools. Dr. Elden Lawrence (personal count unication, October 27,2010) said
“Because o f the boarding schools, grand:parents and ^real-grandparents are not as
encouraging about their children going o ff to school, (some feel the education system
educates their children away front the nastive culture.” To some extent, all Indians have a
historical distrust for government and edlocational institutions {Lawrence, 2007), Often
times family members have not personality experienced college life and, therefore, have
difficulty understanding the commitment that is required to complete class work. There
are times when this commitment may m can not being around for important family and
cultural events (Jackson, Smith, & Hill, 2003; Osborne & Cranney, I f 85). Families
insist the student return home for a special ceremony or event which could mean missing
a class or even an. exam (Tierney, .1991), Students* culture draws them back to their roots
rather than pushing them forward which causes confurion for the students and they end
up with a ‘loot in each culture” (p. 613) until they cut those roots (Tierney, 1992a).
E. Lawrence shared (personal communication, October 27,2010) Indians place a high
value on their relatives and people;

concerns take precedence. M aher (2001.)

found that at Fort Feck Community Col ego students M ealed ihaC'tiuniiy pioblems
was the main reason they left college because without foe family support, “foe already
difficult pathway to sdf-improvement can became a*sucky read”' (p. 10). Other family
issues that require students to “stop w t u foe need, to get t job ia order to financially

support their family, the lack o f reliable child c are, inadequate transportation,
alcoholism, drag abuse, and domestic violence (HcavyRanncT & DcCeiies, 2002; Tate k
Schwartz, 1993). None o f the 15 students in thle Jackson, Smith, and Hill (2003) survey
went straight through their academic career without attending at least two schools or
without “stopping out” for a period of time to help family or address personal needs.
Families want to support their students but often times, without realizing it, make it
difficult for them.
in 1990 Indian reservation s had some o f the worst poverty in the United States
with 80% unemployment (Tierney, 1991). in 2002 the poverty rate on the reservations
was 60% which is three times the national aven ge (Ambler, 1999). Indian reservations
continue to exist as poverty pockets in an affluent mainstream society; Indian families
constantly struggle with meeting physiological needs (Lawrence, 2007). The poverty eat?
goes hand in hand with a self-destructive behavior (Ambler, 1999). Students indicated
that alcohol is a problem for Native Americans which has resulted from unemployment
and always being put down because o f their race (Tierney, 1991). “While education can
be a hope o f the future, most Indian people don’ t realize how it can be a means for having
choices and a way out o f their hopelessness” (Lawrence, 2007, p, !6)
Native American students race some serious roadblocks. Study habits, time
management, and lack o f preparation are often times inadequate along with not having
any long range goals (Osborne & Cranney, 1985). Some students are unwilling to meet
the demands o f higher education while others, find that higher education is not appealing
to them (Tinfo, 1982). Transfer students often M l academically unprepared for a fouryear institution and mat the faculty require more writing, both1for assignments and for
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tests (Townsend, 1995). A lack of proper preparation for college rigor causes frustration
for students (Tierney, 1991). E. Lawrence (persona* communication, October 27, 2010)
stated that the American Indian laki<
es one day at a time, each day has its share o f
problems and they face them day by day. It is thlese daily problems that can be an
obstacle for education. AH these roadblocks became hurdles for students; some students
cannot make the climb.
Both active and passive racism is experie teed by Native Americans. Passive
racism 'Occurs when the student is ignored or staffed out in a class which leads to
isolation or social pressure. Often imes tire offenders are prejudiced out o f ignorance o f
the customs and cultures o f Native Americans, Some cultural customs are not looking
directly into someone’s eyes, respect for elders, and not bringing attention to oneself by
raising your hand or answering questions. Active racism examples are a campus climate
that is hostile and not aceominodaf ng to minorities. An. example is when instructors or
fellow students are- discussing Half re Americ ' l Istory and/or1culture and are. inaccurate
or are degrading to Native A m elian$ (Jackson,, £ taith, & Hill, 2003), Racism and
hostility issues cause. Native American students to forego .an education and go back home
(Benjamin, Chambers* & Rettermau, 1993; Kami 2006; Tierney, 1991).
Being in a non-tribal college, jaNative American student will feei isolated and
lonely as well m being a target for Ilostiftty (Instt ate for Higher Education Policy lor the
American Indian College Fund, 20* »6). Dependirg on the se n * o f the isoM bb and the

severity o f hotfriity, the student’s .

. may

t a a semester to semester or the

student may quit scltool and return lomefliit-,, LcCounte, & fider, 1918#, Accordingly
Lin. LaCouie, and Elder’s (1988) ap W * 40% ofjihe Native American students in the
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sample fell hostility from their profess ;)>rs whereas o;illy 15% o f the white students felt
hostility (Lin, LaCoume, & Eder, 1981 }. The lack o faculty support for the Native
American student which is found in most four-year i Institutions, causes difficulty for the
students (Tate & Schwartz, 1993).
There is a discontinuity beiweei the home culture o f Native American students
who have lived on the reservation and he environment that is on a college campus
(Kami, 2006). Students often face pressures to conform which causes conflicts between
being successful in college and still maintaining theiif identity as a member o f their tribal
community (Tate & Schwartz, 1993), The delivery method along with the pedagogical
practices are often times foreign to students (Kanu, 2006). Family and community
support academic efforts while at the same time tnak-5 students feel uncertain about their
chosen discipline or profession and the fact that they left the reservation and think they
can return and change tilings (Jackson.

ith, & Hill, 2003). Even when students keep in

touch with their own traditions, they can be affected by the changes that take place in
society (Edgcwater, 1981.).
T k a m fe r Issues

Students transferring to a four-) car institution !have issues that need to be
addressed, ft is believed that transfer s udents arc considered as ‘secondcUss citizens* tti
some schools and no attention is paid to them nor orientation provided for them upon
entering a new institution (Jacobs, Busby, & Leath, 19 9 2 1 Following are issues faced by
students: \ ) feeling isolated. 2) not knowing where id go or who to ask about financial aid
issues or academic advice, 3) not know ng how to use the library, 41 a feeling o f starting
over again (Harbin, 199?), Students g r p up one
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tutiOB for another when they

transfer (Volkwein, King, & Terenzini, 1986). The idea o f transfer and everything being
different usually causes a “transfer s Kick” for the student during the first and second
semester which causes the GPA to go down for a period o f time, but it usually comes
back up by the second year (Glass & Harrington, 2002; House, 1989). Part o f the
‘transfer shock” and the grade reducl ion was fount to be from the different grading
standards (House, 1989). Students who transfer into a four-year institution as a junior
have higher graduation rates (68.8%) than those thjt enter as freshmen or sophomores
(49.7%) (House, 1989). Another soiree o f the “transfer shock” is the higher level o f
competition at the four-year institution versus the community college (Townsend, 1995).
All transfer students face situations to conquer and/or deal with when transferring to a
four-year institution.
Minority transfer students whe attend a com munity college and transfer to a fouryear institution often times have trans 'er issues. According to Harbin’s (1997) study
minorit> transfer students indicated that their community college instructors focused only
on their course rather than the impact Of the course qn the transfer student’s future
success. They also concluded that thescounseling fa<pu!ty provided very little information
about transferring (Harbin, 1997). Townsend’s (19915) research on minority student
transfers revealed that the community college studied was not very helpful in the transfer
mainly because o f inadequate communication; students and other staff and faculty were
not aware a transfer counselor was even available. On the other hand, the four-year
institution in the study was very helpfu and even provided an orientation for transfer
students (Townsend, 1995),
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Native American students ha’s1
’e many grave concerns about attending an
educational institution off the reservation. They may be confronted with stereotyping in
that most non-Indians think all Native Americans are poverty stricken, alcoholics,
practice traditional healing and religion, and dress i i buckskins (Braithwaite, 1997). In a
tribal college, students can count on encountering relatives as fellow students,
administrators, faculty, or staff and receiving both s ocial and academic support. This is
not be the case in non-tribal four-year institutions (Braithwaite, 1997). To attend a fouryear institution it is usually necessary to move away from home for several years and
away from family; this can create a feeling o f loneliness and cause a barrier for some
students (Dougherty, 1992; Tierney, 1991). Four-year institutions are not trying to
sabotage the Native American student in the majority o f schools, but they are not
assisting them in achieving housing, daycare, or becoming acclimated to the institution
(Braithwaite, 1997),
Students transferring to a four-year institution felt that there was a different
learning atmosphere between the community college and the four-year institution. At the
community college level you not only learn from the instructors but also from your
fellow classmates as the sharing o f experiences take place as well as the collaboration o f
learning (Townsend, 199$). At foe four-year institution there is a more competitive
classroom atmosphere and because o f the peer pressure students are not interested in
helping each other (Townsend, 199$). The student body in each institution adds to the
difference m atmosphere. Students felt that at the four-vear institution students were more
goal oriented, more prepared for college work upon entering, more responsible, and more
dedicated (Townsend, 1995). The student body in each institution adds to the difference
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in atmosphere. The difference in learning atmospheres between the community college
and the four-year institution is one more hurdle the tjransfer student must encounter and
conquer to be persistent to graduation.
Theme Five; Recommendation: 5from Literature
F o r C o m m u n ity a n d T rib a l C o lle g e s

Family support is a primary source o f strength for Native American students. It is
important that tribal colleges reach out to the families and communities o f the students to
educate them concerning the importance o f their positive influence and to encourage
them to support students that are family, extended fajmily, or friends who are transferring
to a four-year institution (Falk & Aitkrn, 1984; Strand & Peacock, 2002). Students need
family support.
Tribal colleges need to provide encouragement and information to students who
are interested in transferring (Dougherty, 1992; Herman & Lewis, 2004). A class should
be developed for students transferring to a four-year institution that would include
survival skills such as: (1) public speaking skills, (2) coping skills to respond to possible
encountered stereotyping, (3) isolation and alienation skills, (4) leadership skills,
(5) character building skills, (6) other topics winch w ould be unique to a Native
American or any student on a four-year institution campus (Braithwaite, 1997; Brown &
Kurpius, 1997; Worley, 2010). The course could also contain general transfer
information such m academic advising on transfer, tlje complete enrollment process,
leaning about deadlines, and general in ermaiion for the students to become more
familiar with the prospective four-year institution (Herman & Lewis, 2004). The
community college needs to provide better advising for potential transfer students and

disseminate transfer information to their (Dougherty, 1992; Herman & Lewis, 2004).

This would include providing information to faculty aid advisors concerning transfer
issues and potential transfer students (Harbin, 1997). Community colleges need to work
with the four-year institutions to streamline the transfer process (Wagner, 2010). A
computerized system could be developed to track a po ential transfer student’s progress
on meeting the transfer requirements o f tfhe anticipated four-year institution
(Dougherty, 1992). Tribal colleges need to assist their potential transfer students.
Faculty at the community college can add to the success o f transfer students.
Faculty can increase the academic quality and grading standards of the transfer classes,
increase writing assignments, and talk with prospective transfer students about
expectations at four-year institutions (Townsend, 1995 ). The community college needs
to rigorously test students that are interested in transferring to a four-year institution and
have them: function at a collegiate level before they are allowed to take transfer courses
(Dougherty, 1992). Along with this would include requiring more writing for class
assignments and tests. Writing is the key to success at four-year institutions
(Townsend, 1995). Faculty plays a key role in the successful transfer o f students
For Four-year Institution
Minority students are more diverse today than t lirty years ago; therefore, it is
essential that four-year institutions analyse their diversity programs and provide minority
students with the necessary programs, organizations, ar d assistance to be a graduate from
their institution (Harris, 2007). The programs and assistance can include a modification
o f the curricular offerings to include study skills, cared development, and reading and
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vocabulary development. The organizations and programs can be minority specific.
Diversity on campuses has become an imponam entity.
In order to meet the needs of the Native American and all students when they
transfer to four-year institutions, it is necessary or four-year institutions to collaborate
and build alliances with tribal college officials tc discover how they can work together to
make the transition a positive and successful one, in other words, create a bridge
(Capriecioso, 2006; Rivas, Perezs, Alvarez, & Solorzano, 2007). They need to discuss
what facilitates transfer students to persist and wo at procedures campuses nationwide can
take to provide a healthy experience for all transfer students, including the Native
American (Capriecioso, 2006). Th; four-year institution and faculty need to familiarize
the tribal college teachers and advisors with the academic expectations for students who
transfer into the institution and work together regarding the transferability of courses and
improving the performance o f students (Carlan, 2)00; Dougherty, 1992; Townsend &
Wilson, 2006). This may include

mg up a course-by-course equivalency agreement

along with an articulation agreement which would cover an entire program to ensure
consistency and make for a smoother transition (Kerman & Lewis, 2004; Prager, 1993;
Townsend, 2001; Townsend & Wilson, 2006; Rivera, (2010). Partnerships could be
created between the tribal college ar d the four-yeijr institution (Pavel, Larimore, &
VanAistine, 2003). These agreemerts could provide a seamless transfer by including:
1

advising by the community college and the four-year institution, an orientation to and
availability o f support service at the receiving institution, a program illuminating the
and academically integrated into the four-

opportunities for a student to beconri

year institution (Tierney, 1991; Townsend & Wilson, 2006). A bridge could be provided
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through a summer program where fojirfyear institu ions invite community college
students and faculty to discuss transfer-specific pro grams that would help to provide a
bridge (Rivas, Perezs, Alvarez, & So orzano, 2007] . Four-year institutions can develop a
strong relationship with tribal colleges and provide information for staff, faculty and
students; hold special programs for prospective students; have institutional buy-in from
all levels from the president to the staff and faculty; assign a senior-level person to handle
the project; fund a full-time transfer liaison; and recruit people to campus with
community college experience (Dembicki, 2010). By working together, mainstream
four-year institutions and tribal colleges can assist trie transfer student.
An institutional “transfer culture” is needed in order to standardize the process for
a qualified student transferring from a community college to a four-year institution. The
process should guarantee that the transfer takes place in an efficient and timely manner
(Rivas, Perezs, Alvarez, & SoiorzanoJ 2007). An orientation program could be provided
just for transfer students. The prograih could introd ace them to the campus service
offices, labs, advisement offices, financial aid office,, and counseling center to name a
few' (Falk & Aitkcn, 198s, Herman & Lewis, 2004; Osborne & Cranney, 1985;
Townsend Sc Wilson, 2006). The orientation prograjm could also include the following:
discussion o f the institutional policies and procedures , honors program and other school
activities and organizations; discussion o f financial assistance and work opportunities.
meeting with academic advisors, participation in soejial integration activities, and hearing
o f testimonies from upper level transfe r students (Herman & Lewis, 2004; Jacobs, Busby.
& Leath, 1992). An orientation center could be developed that would be staffed by upper
class students, be open day and evenintg hours, and provide assistance and immediate
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answers to all students, both regular and transfer, concerning four-year institution issues
(Herman & Lewis, 2004). All of these would help to provide a smooth transfer for ail
students.
Native American student support organ: nations, multicultural offices, and
programs are important to the Na' ive American student’s success. A structured
mentoring program that connects an advanced Native American student with a transfer
student adds to success (Braithwahe, 1997; Brown & Kurpius, 1997; Falk &
Aitken, 1984; Jackson, Smith, & Jill, 2003; Ta' e & Schwartz, 1993). Cultural centers
provide a safe and comfortable place for students to gather for support and cultural
activities (Ness, 2001; Tierney, 1991). Minority students, like non-minority students,
need to feel they are a part o f a group and have

sense o f belonging (Phinney &

Alt puna, 1990). Institutions can assist the Native American to be successful by
providing support services.
Faculty plays an important part in retaining students. Greater persistence o f
Native American and all students las been found when there is positive interaction with
faculty; therefore, advice needs to be shared with the student as to how to get to know
faculty quickly (Brown & Kurpius 11997; Lundberg & Schreiner, 2004; Tinto, 1982;
Townsend & Wilson, 2006). Even a close influential relationship with just one faculty
member who is genuinely interested in the student is important to a transfer student
(Brown & Kurpius, 1997; Voikwein, King, & Terenzini, 1986). Schools need to
structure regular student-faculty interactions outside the classroom and over informal
dinners (Tinto, 1982). Faculty should be encouraged to use techniques in the classroom

to enable students to get to know each other (Townsend & Wilson, 2006). Schools need.
I
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to see diversity among their faculty a:; students are more comfortable with faculty o f their
own race (Falk & Aitken, 1984; Kant, 2006; Lundberg & Schreiner, 2004;
Tierney, 1991). Kinzie and Kuh (2004) suggest that faculty “instill a 'no-fail" attitude”
(p. 4) in order to help students develop their self-confidence and instill in them a
commitment to excellence so that they can see thatsuccess is within their reach and that
“failure is not an option” (p, 4). It is important for faculty to develop a degree o f patience
and appreciation for the silence o f the Native American students “both in and out o f the
classroom” (p. 4). Just because students are quiet and do not respond immediately, does
not mean they do not comprehend a thought or agree with a statement, but rather require
a longer response time. Faculty must initiate the communication between themselves and
the student whether it be face-to-face or through the use o f e-mail or other form o f
technology (Braithwaite, 1997; HeavyRunner & Morris, 1997). Learning can be fostered
by incorporating more cooperative learning activities respecting the individual, being
more flexible with timelines, and respecting that leaning can occur through listening and
in silence (HeavyRunner & Morris, 1957). Faculty need to have high expectations for the
student’s work (Talahongva, 2010). Research has sh awn that “students learn more when
more is expected o f them” (Tierney, 1995, p. 5). Providing immediate, in-depth, and on
going feedback is necessary for studenh to know their progress in the class
(Tierney, 1995). Faculty need to recognize the vital mic played by the extended family
and ciders and seek their involvement as well as encourage and openly discuss their
students’ spiritual development (HeavyB tinner & M oris, 1997). Faculty need training to
be aware o f the cultural differences, learn about the Nifive American students’
backgrounds, and be aware o f what occu t i n tribal corhmvintnes in order to be m
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effective instructor as well as integrate the cultural knowledge arid perspectives into the
curriculum (Falk & Aitken, 1984; ftaru , 2006; Ness, 2001; Osborne & Craimey, 1985;
Tierney, 1991, 1995), The administration needs to support the faculty by providing time
for them to expand their advising roles, to provide e*riv intervention when students begin
to have personal and school related problems, and to provide emotional support (Ness,
2001; Tate & Schwartz, 1993; Tierney, 1991). Faculty need to be supportive o f students
(Ness, 2001).
The academic affairs and student affairs departments must work together with
faculty in taking an active role in educational quality and student teaming, for when they
do, significant progress is made for student success (Beeson el a t, 1998; Kinzie &
Kuh. 2004). Minority student predictors For success include student affairs working
together with faculty to provide guidance, emotional support, peer mentoring, and setting
up o f study groups (Dennis, Phinney, & Chualeco,

Tierney, 1991,1995). Social

integration could be provided by connecting upper-division students with incoming
transfers (Townsend & Wilson, 2006). Cultural await ness experiences could he created
for both the Native American and the nen-Native American, students in order to reduce

prejudice and bias by learning about the cultural differences and an appreciation for those
differences (Tate & Schwartz, 1993), Transfer students may need &ilittle hand holding
(Townsend & Wilson, 2006), Student success must he ai the center o f (3k goals for the
i
administration, staff, and the faculty, and all must sham the responsibility for the quality
o f the student’s education (Kinzie & K«L 2004), Stud mt success is a responsibility of
everyone involved with a school fiom the president to the custodian. All gestures.
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regardless of size, cause an impac. on the studecjtj and can create and sustain a caring
institution (Kinzie & Kiib, 2004; Kish, Kinzie, S p tih , Whitt, & Associates, 2005).
The condition o f a student’s finances pia;^» an important role in college success,
in most cases the Native America! student*s financial situation is tight and there are little
i
or no hinds for rent, childcare, t a r spoliation, and food. (Ness, 2001; Strand &
Peacock, 2002). Research indicated that the majority o f Native American students lacked
■

adequate funds to take care o f irara portation, food, clothing, child care, and medical
expenses, therefore a more compile e financial package should h e investigated
(Falk, 1984; Championing Success H 2006), Thu report, on Championing Success found
fmancial aid 5®be a major concern

■American Indian students CChampmnmg

Success",2006). Four-year institutions could work with tribal'colleges to look into
programs to complete a, better financial, package f hr the transfer student Research has
found that' minorities receive very limited scholar drips when djey enter a. school .as a
transfer student, so more financial sources should!be found for them so they have a.

chance to reach graduation (Doughs arty, 1992).
IFor Student's
Transfer students need to be prepared for f to transfer "^Ms starts with building
academic skills in reading, witting, and math and leads to .being prepared for the
academic rigor o f upper level, centra* a CHarbin, 1997). Students can begin to build these
Skills early in their community colic pi academic life (Harbin, 1997),
Transfer undents must put &rth m tm hard \work If they want to graduate Dr
G agnon's formula for success m scat

m hi$ b r o n m for students 1$ very simple, but

does inquire some dedication from tf datadtant, such as: **go to ctes* find, help, take part
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m as many activities as possible, strive to be a gocki student, remember where you come
from, and learn about your culture and history’ (p 3) (Gagnon.1.1998), Students need to
take the initiative to speak with instructors outside of class concerning questions about
assignments or material covered. They need to foim a relationship with at least one
instructor with whom they feel comfortable asking questions about school courses,
activities, and classes (Tierney, 1995). Abilities that must be instinctive to students is the
“ability to take advantage o f opportunities on campus, the ability to feel part o f a culture
without being bound by it, the ability to adapt to a different culture, and the ability to
effectively deal with racism” (Jackson, Smith, & H 111, 2003, p. 562). If an education is
really important to a student, it is necessary for hinyher to put forth an effort to being
resilient and overcoming obstacles.
Students need to have personal motivation arid a persona! goal in order to
persevere through the difficult times i n order to con inuc their education (Strand &
Peacock, 2002). Students need that desire, that ‘Tire in the belly” (E. Lawrence personal
communication, October 27, 2010) Along with this goes a strong self-esteem and a sense
o f resilience so the student has the abi ity to “bounce back” (Ness, 2001). The institution,
family, and tribe cannot do everything; the student in the one that must persevere through
many difficult times (Falk & Aitken, 1984), Students will have a greater chance of
graduating if they set high achievable goals and pace themselves ih their achievement of
those goals (Tierney, 1995),
fo r Others

Family, tribal, and community carters can support the Native American students
efforts when they leave the reservation in order to pursue a baccalaureate degree. They
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can furnish spiritual and financial support to them as well as align traditional spiritual
practices with college in order to minimize what seem *to be the conflict between
college success and cultural identity (Falk &, Aitken, 1984; Jackson, Smith, &
Hill, 2003). According to Tierney (1995 Native American families can help their
students’ college retention in several ways: (1) talking about college, visiting one, and
learning about a college education, (2) being a constant support and asking questions
about classes, (3) educating the faculty and staff about the culture, (4) creating high
expectations for the student and doing whatever is necessary to insure that the student
will excel, (5) working with the high schools to ensure adequate preparation for college.
Tribal agencies and colleges may need to get involved to educate families on how
to show support for their college students (Ness, 2001). The high school faculty and
administration as well as the elementary schools can have a positive influence on transfer
students by providing a good basic edueat on (Harbin, 1997) Policymake rs at all levels
need o get involved to help Native Ameri :an students. Consistent long-term funding
could be provided for student scholarships and for tribal colleges. Tribal council could
make a resolution to impleme it the following; hire tribal college graduates when they
return, to assist them with scholarships for school and thm later loans for business
opportunities, and/or to provide them with adequate transportation in order to travel to
school and work (Ness, 2001). When the tribal community and family work together,
they can provide an unending amount o f positive support for their higher education
students.

ummary
This chapter examined the relevant literature pertinent to this study. The chapter
contains the supportive thoughts which express the situations that are faced by transfer
students in general as well as minority students and more specifically, Native American
students. There is very little literature about Native American transfer students. It is
important to study both the white and minority students to see what four-year institutions
are doing or not doing to help them with transferring ard then to study Native American
transfer students specifically. The chaptejr begins with a discussion of enrollment
patterns for graduation and attrition for whites, minorities, and Native Americans. It then
focuses on the tribal college and four-year institution strengths, weaknesses, and transfer
issues. Students are the ones who experienced transfer; therefore research was done
asking students what led them to persistence, what problems and concerns they had, and
what transfer issues they faced. Theme five presented recommendations from the
literature for the community and tribal co leges, four-year institutions, and the students in
order to provide a smooth transition for the transfer students as well as leading to the
successful completion of the baccalaureate degree,
Even though some o f the literature may be cons dered outdated, it does contain

some relevant information for tribal colleges, four-year institutions, and Native American
transfer students. While there are some tribal colleges and four-year institutions already
doing as the literature suggests, there are Some that are ioing none or very few o f the
literature suggestions.

CHAPTER t

t

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Statement o f the Problem, Purpose and Research Question
I have been part o f the Little Hawk College for over 2 0 years, and have seen
students leave the community college to go on to a four-year institution. Some obtain a
baccalaureate degree and others return home without one. More than 70% o f the small
number o f Native American students who even attempt higher education, drop out
(Robi nson-Zanartu, 1996). Research substantiates the generalization that Native
Americans are the minority group tha has the greatest challenge, except Hispanic, of
being successful in college (Lundberg, 2007). Twenty-seven years o f my life have been
devoted to teaching at a tribal college and working Avith Native American students I am
committed to seeing more students co ntinue their ec ucation and earn a baccalaureate
degree; therefore, I studied the transitioning journey o f Native American students from
the community tribal college to a four year institution. The purpose of the study was to
gain an understanding o f the experiences o f Native American tribal college students upon
transferring from a two-year tribal col ege institution to a four-year predominantly
Caucasian institution when in pursuit o f a baccalaureate degree.
The issues that are addressed in this study arc as follows.
I. The transfer experience ffrom tribal college to two different four-year
institutions and how it diffcers depending on the institution and student needs.
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2.

The academic, social, and personal adjustments that were faced by students
attending the University of Somewhere aid Anvwhere College.

3. The transition factors that assisted and deterred the students who attended the
University o f Somewhere and Anywhere College.
Appi>roach to Research
According to Dr. Elden Lawrence (2007) Native Americans are storytellers;
Native Americans teach lessons through the use o f stories. Elders tell stories to their
children and grandchildren; it is part of their culture. Storytelling is an art that Native
Americans do well because they have been listening :o stories and telling them since they
have been small children.
The book “First Person, First Pe oples” is a co lection o f Native Americans telling
their stories. It is a collection o f 13 stories written by Native Americans to help Native
Americans. The stories are written by cjollege graduates telling their higher education
stories tn hopes that it might help others in their educational pursuits (Garrod &
Larimore, 1997).
According to Gilliland (1992) a good way to teach Native Americans a concept is
through a story. The story presents a situation and the students discuss it. He says the
discussion is most successful in a “relaxed, informal, open atmosphere” (p. 71)
(Gilliland, 1992). In his book he encouraged teachers to have Native American students
talk to parents, grandparents, and eiders to collect stories and then tjo write the stories,
Again we see the concept o f storytelling.
Since storytelling is second nature to many Native Americans, the journey o f
Native American transfer students to a four year institution could not be fully understood
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without including them as a human sto y teller in the research which can only be
provided through a qualitative study.

he wav in, • v tienat practice affects student

behavior, and the understanding o f how that impacts students musjt be documented
(Tinto, 1998). Qualitative research is a social research design answering practical
questions which have implications for social policy which are insightful, functional, and
emancipating (Ezzy, 2002). The simple social concern here was transfer issues, which
included the transitions that Native Amsncans faced when transferring from a tribal
community college to a four-year institution.
Having the participants tell their story was used as a tool for analyzing their
reality (Carson & Fairbaim, 2002; Cunliffe, Luhman, & Boje, 2004). The stories were o f
a past personal experienced event of a social practice hat could be ana Iwed and
researched (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Georgakopculou, 2006; Moen, 2006; Rhodes &
Brown, 2005). Hie research o f the barriers, adjustments, and the forces that deterred and
assisted Native Americans white attending a four-year institution will, hopefully, lead to
more Native Americans obtaining advariced degrees. the information was gathered
through interviews and informal conversations where jhe participants told their stories.
This provided raw data to analyze and to retell the story based on the elements
(Ollerenshaw & Creswell, 2002). An advantage o f this form o f research was to fed
engaged with the lived experience and realities o f the participants and the “truth"’ they
lived through everyday as well as understanding an mdividual’s thinking, actions, and
reactions (Moen, 2006; Ollerenshaw & ('reswell, 2002; Rhodes Sc Brown, 2005). The
researcher takes the lives o f others seriously and sympathetically in order to “understand
rather than control, to accept ambiguity rather than demand certainty, and to engage with
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lived experience rather than to abstract from it” (Rhodes & Brown, 2005, p. 182).
Quoting herrant-Green (Serrant-Greer. 2006):
As human beings, our experier ces and those of others are often recounted as
‘stories’, These stories and our interpretation o f them go on to shape our
future actions, impact on our views o f the world and enrich us with a
continuing ability to review and reflect on ouiselves and others. The value o f
a story lies not only in the detai that is contai aed in it, but in the relationships
and contexts that enable it to be ‘heard’. The story has a valuable role to play
its our ability to understand the diverse experiences o f others and to appreciate
the similarities o f such experiences with our own. (p. 3)
Stories are a powerful medium to bring about change in people and schools. They
aid people to understand values, involve people in a c lange process, and envision
possible future realities from the interpr stations o f past experiences making it a valuable

t

I

research tool. Listening to stories, learning from therp, and leading the way to help was
my research plan and is a basis for anal) sis.
The lives o f Native Americans and their wellbeing, as it affects their advanced
education, is the focus o f this research. The narrative Research method o f storytelling was
chosen as a good fit for this research (Carson & Fairbaim, 2002). People, especially
Native Americans, communicate primarily through sto yteliing (CunliiTe. Luhman, &
Bpie, 2004). Therefore, 1 used this approach to explore the inward consciousness o f the
Native American’s transfer journey by having them recount their experience and trying to
create some order out o f it (Moen, 2006), and, thereby, be able to help future Native

American transfer students to have a stuOother journey. There should be an equal

opportunity for ail students regard] ess o f age, gender or ethnic tty, to achieve and
participate fully in school (Lawson, Parker, & Slices, 2006); therefore, this research
jL
shows to what extent tbri is or is not taking place for Native American transfer students.
I now' have a little better understanding o f their transition experiences and hope to make
the journey better for future Iran fcrees which will lead to more Native Americans
receiving baccalaureate degrees.
This study is about the transfer o f Native American students; therefore, I chose
Native American students to tell their lived stories about their transition to a four-year
institution. Being able to comprehend the plight o f the students can lead to making the
journey for future transferees smoo ther and seam ess.
Research Design
In July o f 2008,1 received permission from the Institutional Review Board to
conduct niy study. 1 then sought permission from the Little Hawk tribe and the Little
Hawk College President to interview the participants.
Permission for Use o f Participants.
Since Native Americans from the Little Hawk tribe were going to be asked to
participate in the research, it was necessary to get permission from the Little Hawk tribe
in order to ask tribal members to be a part o f the rtsearch. I seat a letter to the tribal
chairman explaining the research and asked for approval to interview Little Hawk tribal
members who had attended Little B swk College and had gone on to a four-year
university. A friend and tribal member informed me that 1 should contact the tribal
secretary fo> permission since he is the administrative oversight on all tribal education
programs; therefore I sent the tribal secretary a let or similar to the one 1 sent to the
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chairman asking for permission to do my research. After eyeral conversations, he asked
me to accompany him to a tribal council meeting and presen; my proposal. The council
members were very interested in my research and passed it with a unanimous vote,
providing I share my research results with them
The next step was to ask the president o f Little Hawk College for approval to
interview students who had attended Little Hawk; College. 1 sent, by e-mail, a request
along with my dissertation proposal. She gave her approval. Six months after my first
request, 1 had permission to use trbal members ;o could begin my research.
Participant Selection
I worked with the Little Hawk College roigistrar to prepare a list o f former
students that could be potential participants. I sfleeted Native American student* who
had been enrolled at Little Hawk College full time or part time, for at least tw o semesters,
had earned at least 30 credits, and transferred to one of two four-year institutions. The
total student enrollment at Little 1jawk College had been between 220 and 290 for several
years with most o f the students in he applied science area; therefore, in order to find a
large enough pool of possible transfer participan

1 had

to look for students who

transferred between fall 2003 and spring 2008 to pursue a baccalaureate degree at one o f
the two institutions. Participants would be asked to share personal stories that may h*;ve
potential consequences therefore in my selection 1 had to determine die appropriateness
of specific individuals m research participants (Smythc & Murray, 2000). t here were 20
students who fit the criteria. I felt hey alt hail ar altruistic desire to help then people be
successful in the educational transfer process which would lead to mote educate*! tribal
leaders.
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m the spring, one year after app oVal by my research committee. i sent 19 letters
to potential participants. The letters explained the pm pose and importance of the study.
asked them to participate, explained ho V,' Uie results would be used] and informed them of
the approximate time length of our visit | included art initial consent form, which
indicated their intent to participate, as welt as an explanation indic ating that their personal
story would be retold, and ^formation a rout process consent. I explained that it was not
a one-time agreement but a mutually negotiated ongoing process throughout the research
which would gi ve them, the participants. the option to withdraw from participation at any
time (Smythe & Murray, 2000). A self-dddressed staniped envelope was included with
each letter for the return o f the initial cor sent form indicating their participation approval
An e-mail address was also included to which the potential participant could respond.
Two letters were .returned indicating an unknown address. Two weeks after foe letters
were sent I had received two responses.

then made follow-up telephone calls to the

potential participants. I was unable to find phone numbers for two potential participants.
After visiting with one former tribal college student, it was found she did not meet, foe
criteria Everyone that was called was wi ling to participate in the research which made
■

14 participants. According to Ezzy (20021 and Janesick (2003) ten lengthy interviews
could provide substantive data to play a major role in re search project, I consider my

help, we may be able to make the framiftop a little smoother for Hume Native American
transfer students.
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In u nttion P ro file s

.
|
1
I here are three institutions referenced in this study, lire names o f the institutions
were changed to protect them and the participants. Little Hawk College is a two-year
tribal college. Anywhere College in So ithtown is an off-canipus site for Anywhere
College, a four-year private institution, n Morton. University o f Somewhere is a tour
year public institution located in Eastvil e. Both o f tho four-year institutions are about 60
miles from Little Hawk College.
L ittle H aw k C o lle g e

The Mission Statement o f little Hawk College touches on the following
*

providing higher education, vocational md technical education, and
continuing education to its tribal members and the community

*

preserving the tribal culture, language, und history

*

contributing to economic development

Little Hawk College includes some o f the following as its outlook:
*

to provide quality prograr is o f for utal it struction though traditional,
extended-day, distance leaning, and ©tier appropriate delivery resulting
in Associate o f Arts degrees and prepan lion fora baccalaureate education..

»

to provide instruction in v >a0ti<mai/tecb t e l l eduemidn enhancing the
student's employability m i providing, the tribe with a skilled workforce.

*

to provide public service and make avail able various resources, facilities,
and capabilities to the tribal community m d the greater community
through library materials, academic services, and media servism

*

to provide student services to enhance the development of values and the
fostering o f standards i|n the academic-community.

•

to- meet the diverse and changing needs o f the individual, the tribal
community, and the society at large.

The mission arid outlook o f Li tie Hawk College indicate that it is devoted to the
student and the community. It provide a bookstore, library, computers, graphics
sendees, and other services for the education o f students. It prepares students to continue
on for a baccalaureate degree. There deems to be a. commitment to students. It is also
concerned with preserving the tribal history and language. It is committed to contributing
to the development, o f the Little Hawk tribe.

In the fall o f 2009 the college had just under L50 students enrolled with about
80% being American Indian. The students were enrolled in about 1$ different degree
programs,
A new student to Little Hawk College would need to fill out the appropriate paper
work and request all high school transcripts, GED i>

ng center results, as well as

transcripts from colleges previously awended. A student only steeds- a GED -or %high
school degree to be admitted, to- Little Hawk College.
A n yw h ere C o lle g e
t h e mission statement o f Anywhere College indicates that I* is a private, liberal
m & institution that prepares students

for the world o f wotfc, for service to the human

community* and tor m e o u m g e m m t o f personal growl*. The vision o f Anywhere College
suggests teat -Itwants to be the predominant tcademfe institution In tec region, ittergmg a

liberal aits and career-oriented education. The mission statement and vision indicate that
Anywhere College is a liberal arts coll eye that strives ic b e a great academic institution.
Anywhere College maintains a satellite campus in Southtown. which emphasizes
the development o f the student as a person with creative, professional, and individual
skill as well es blended moral, spiritual. and social values. Anywhere College Isas been
offering associate, bachelor, and master degree programs in Southtown, for ever thirty
years. Anywhere College enrolls over 3M) rtudents on the Southtown campus with a
composition o f approximately 45% part-l ime students and 80% female with about one
third o f the students commuting within a 60-mile radius. The average age o f the students
is about 30. The faculty at the Southtown campus combines their professional experience
with their academic credentials. They are renowned for their enthusiasm, eagerness to
provide students with individual attention, and their excellent education. The average
class size is 2 0 students which allows for a joint teaming environment between students
and instructor. The instructors are principally adjunct which aids in bringing real world
information and expertise into the classroom.
The Southtown campus o f Anywhere College consists o f classes at various sites
and an of fice at another site which means that it does not have a typical college campus
atmosphere.
A library and computer center is slated with another institution which is open
Monday through Friday and can be used by Anywhere C‘oflege students anytime it is
open. Computers and printers are also avt, liable in a study mom at the college office
during open office times. The Southtown campus has a bookstore than is open during the

day and evenings daring the first t vo weeks o f classes each semester. Learning center
services are provided if a student informs the college office that assistance is needed.
The college offers classes mat fit the needs o f the students. Classes meet once a
week in the morning, afternoon and Evening during the fall, spring, and summer terms.
The flexible course schedule is designed to accommodate students who have families and
employment obligations. Anywhere College, Southtown Campus depends on the parttime, non-traditional employed, commuting student for a good portion o f their student
body; therefore they eater to that population.
Anywhere College has a traisfer policy. Credits received by a student from a
post-secondary institution with a grade o f C- or hi gher will transfer. A transfer student
must submit an application, a non-refundable app ication fee, an official high school or
GED transcript, and an official college transcript Tom each post-secondary institution
attended. Overall, transfer to Anywhere College seems to be a simple process.
Once students are accepted to the college, :hey are assigned an adv isor. The
students meet with their advisor at least once a semester to receive assistance in
registering for classes. Students work with the advisor until they have completed their
degree.
U n iv e rsity o f S o m ew h ere

University o f Somewhere is

branch campus of a multi-campus university, its

Mission states University o f Somewhere is a rigorous liberal arts institution which

prepares students to be worldwide citizens who value academic growth, community
commitment, and an environmentaily-safe economy.
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University of Somewhere conveys that it is no only an institution, but it also has
a focal point o f culture and research for he region, nation, and world. The university is
devoted to providing outstanding teaching by inventiv faculty who provide the students
with dynamic learning which leads to imaginative activity and public outreach. The
campus setting promotes collaboration, diversity, and a deep sense o f community,
University o f Somewhere professes that it focuses on the students by providing
personalized education, amazing classroom experiences, undergraduate research, study
abr* id programs, service learning, community commitment, internships, student
exchange programs, multicultural community, and the best education possible.
University o f Somewhere was founded about 40 years ago. It now has almost
2,000 students of which about 10% are Native American and fewer than 20% are students
o f color. Faculty at the University is highly educated and many have won teaching
awards. The University provides about 50 organizations along with intercollegiate sports
and intramural leagues. The school has almost 2,000 students but still has an average
class size o f 16 and even a smaller student/faculty ratio. The University has received
distinctions and recognitions as being a great school for an exceptional value and a leader
in education.
University o f Somewhere has requirements for transfer students. Applicants must
have a 2.5 cumulative GPA from the trails er institution: those who are near or below the
T ic University does not accept
2,5 GPA requirement will be considered individually.
i
transfer coursework from proprietary lech rticai colleges, business colleges, and similar
postsecondary schools that are not regions ly accredited. However, students can take a
test to receive credit in certain subjects. A transfer specialist conducts an audit o f the
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coursework found on the official Iranscrip t(s) to determine which courses meet the general
education or degree requirements of Eastville. If l|ks than 30 credits were previously
completed an official high school or GED transcri
script is required along with an official
score report from an ACT or SAT Reasoning test. The transfer policy o f University o f
Somewhere has multiple criteria students must meet.
University o f Somewhere provides a variety o f facilities and services for the
students. There is a library and a bookstore on campus that are open Monday thru Friday
An information center provides students services such as: ticket sales, stamps, newspaper
subscriptions, fax machine use, online housing list, and full directory o f students and
faculty. The University provides a center for enrichment to inform students about
opportunities such as scholarships, research, studying abroad, and student exchanges as
well as assists the students to compete for the opportunities. The University also
provides a multi-cultural program to assist the students of color. This service is to
provide academic assistance and a supportive environment to improve the opportunities
for students of color in order to fully participate in university life. University o f
Somewhere provides a tuition waiver] for American Indians. By providing acceptable
documentation o f Indian blood, An American Indiajn can attend foe school without
having to pay tuition.
E th ica l C o n sid e ra tio n s a n d C o n fid e n tia lity

Ethical issues concerning consent, confidentiality, and ownership need to he
addressed in research. Ethical and ownership issues are prevalent in this research since
participants are telling their lived sfoiirtes. It is necessary to secure their consent, ensure
them confidentiality and privacy, and determine ownership in the process (Shaw, 2003;
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Smyihe & Murray, 2000). Before tfe discussion began with the participants the consent
form was discussed, questions were answered, and the participants initialed each page
!
and signed the last page. At the beginning o f each conversation I explained to the
participants the process consent in that if there was something said that they would not
like to have show up in writing or to be stricken from the tape, they needed to inform me
and 1 'would abide by their wishes.
I was honest and explicit to each participant explaining the purpose o f the study
and how the information found would be used to help Native Americans in the transition
process to four-year institutions. I informed the participants that I would not only share
my results o f the project with them, but would be soliciting feedback from them about the
data and the conclusions to v erify their part of the report and verify my purpose o f the
study.
The protection o f all people involved is of utmost importance in order for the
participants to feel free in telling their stories. Since the participants were former
students o f a tribal college and most still live in the dose proximity' o f all the educational
institutions, the names o f the participants and the educational institutions were changed to
protect their identity. According to Heikkinen, Huttunen, and Syrjala (2007) it is
necessary to protect the pri vacy o f the participants w tile still collaborating with them on
the study. Not only were the participants’ names changed but also those o f any third
parties who appeared in their stories. 1 tried one mor s test with the registrar o f Little
Hawk Tribal College. The registrar hai been in that position for oyer 15 years and is a
member o f the local tribe. She handles the registration, papers for all the students as well
as the transcript requests .for students who are transferring to another school She knows.
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the students who attend the college and those that transfer; therefore, I asked her to read
the stories o f the participants that I wrote in Chapter IV and see if she could recognize
them. She was unable to recognize any o f them. Protection o f educational institutions,
participants, and any third parties that may appear in the stories is important when the
people and institutions can be easily identified.
R esea rch C o n ve rsa tio n s

The research conversations w th the participants was very crucial for this is where
I listened to stories and gained infbrrr ation as to what is happening in the transfer process
as seen through the eyes o f Native American students. I prepared a question guideline to
use when transcribing the participants’ stories and to use as a guide if needed during the
conversations (see Appendix C). It was important t lat the proper research procedures
were followed to protect the participant.
A meeting was conducted with each Native \merican who volunteered in order to
lind out “first hand'’ what transitioning issues wouk emerge. The selected participants
were scheduled for individual times apd places mos convenient for each o f them. Two
days betore the scheduled interview, I contacted the participants to confirm the date,
place, and time o f the visit. I verified that I had a signed Informed Consent from each o f
them before the research interview began. Because participants were actively involved in
the aiury as it unfolded, it was important that a nego iated consent form be discussed and
agreed upon to minimize the reporting! o f different voices and interpretations (Heikkmen,
Huttuncn, & Syrj.da, 2007).
At the meeting, I informed the participants (Hal their names would be kept
confidential and reiterated that their as 5istance would help future students. I asked some
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general questions in reference to financial aid, degree at transfer school, number of
credits that transferred, number o f co mmute miles, and role models. Before beginning
the actual research conversation, I visited with each participant to establish rapport and
ask for permission to tape their story n order to preserve and report every word spoken
by them. 1 started by briefly informiig the participants of my purpose, empowering them
to believe in their own capabilities, and how their s ones would be used as a tool o f
power to “manipulate people's menta imagery, thinking and actions” (Heikkinen,
Huttunen, & Syrijal, 2007, p. 15), anc reassuring them that what was said in their stoiy
would be treated confidentially (Bogdan & Biklen, j>003; Smythe & Murray, 2000). 1
asked them if they would prefer a copjy o f the transcjript by mail or e-mail for their
approval; they all opted for e-mail. I informed them that when I sent the transcript l
would be asking them to respond within a week if there were or were not changes to be
made to the transcript. I look field no tes during the storytelling for additional
documentation which included things such as intemii ptions, evasiveness, and non-verbal
communication (Bernard, 1988). I bekan by asking the participants to tell the story o f
their transition journey to a four-year nstitution in their own words. During the research
conversation I avoided interrupting the stories and refrained from expressing my own
opinions, feelings, or research finding* (Georgakopoulou, 2006). In some cases 1 found it
necessary to ask some questions since the interviewee said things went well with the
transfer and volunteered nothing more. Therefore, l asked questions about different
aspects of the transfer process in order] Ito get them thinking about relationships and
occurrences that took place. I was also interested in what happened in the classroom so
in some cases I needed to inquire aboujt the cl&ssrooijn culture when it did not come out in
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their story. I asked them for recommendations to help future transfer students.
Following the research conversation 1 thanked tl
the participants for their time, provided
words o f support for their goals, pr;raised them for helping their fellow Native Americans
in their education endeavors, and informed them that I would be sending them the
transcript for verification of their st ary (Smythe 61 Murray, 2000; Uperafi &
Schuh, 1996).
Within two days of each meeting with a p irticipam, 1 transctibed the recording
filling in the Interview Protocol form with information from the storytelling that fit a
particular question. Not ail questions were answered by the storytelling; the r notation
that did not fit a question was adder at the end o f the form. I sent a copy o f the transcript
to the participant for verification. I not only transcribed the interviews v thin a day, but
wrote down thoughts and summariejs so that I cou id retain the inform

on accurately. I

e-mailed the transcripts to the participants, and only two people needed to be re-contacted
concerning the transcript substantial ion. A separate file, both on the computer and in
paper format, was created for each transcribed transcript.
Data Anal vj is
Data analysis began during <ata collection since 1 wanted to take advantage o f
every valuable opportunity. When (lata analysis was conducted during data collection.
unanticipated issues may arise that c an be pursued further during data collection. This
results in a stronger qualitative study built from th $ perspective o f the people telling then
stories (Essay* 2002). According to 1tooth, Colomb* and Williams (2003) it is necessary
to write to support better understanding o f found hformaiion, and to get droughts out o f
the head and onto paper where they zm be seen in print. Therefore, l kepi a journal o f
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my thoughts and observations. Data analysis and documentation are valuable tools for
understanding.
The data analysis process is a lengthy p rocess involving several phases. I
gathered and transcribed the stories, consulted vith the participants for clarity, identified
themes or categories, solicited participants’ feedback, and went back to look at what I had
done, I compared my themes anc categories with the transcribed interviews and made
changes. I wanted the themes to reflect the participants’ shared stories.
Once the stories had been transcribed, they were returned to the storyteller by email. I consulted with tne participants to ensure that my transcripts reflected what they
actually shared through their stories (Smythe & Murray, 2000). It was important to have
the transcripts verified by the stor /tellers.
The data was then explored and notes were written in the margin to obtain a
general sense o f the data and to begin thinking about organizing it (Creswell, 2008). The
transcribed stories were then analyzed by creatirg categories with and from the data, and
then condensed into themes and patterns (Coffe> & Atkinson, 1996; Creswell, 2008).
Following Wolcott (Wolcott, 2001), i began by sorting the data into a few broad
categories in order to include all tie data. The categories helped me to produce themes
and patterns that enabled me to determine what t ie data were saying and helped me to
begin looking for emerging themes (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996; Ezzy, 2002; Richards &
i yn„ 1998). i used keywords in the margin as well as different adored highlighters to
mark the text 1 finished coding when I was satisfied that a point o f saturation had been
achieved, and the emerging themes had been adequately supported (Eazy, 2002). After a
few days I reviewed the coding and decided to reread the transcripts to get a deeper
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understanding o f the information prov ided by the participants. Looking at the previous
results and thinking about it I decided tol abandon my original coding and go back to the
transcribed interviews thinking creatively with the data and generating new codes. I did
the open coding three times looking for concepts that held together and adequately
reflected the data. 1 tweaked the open coding until the students’ concepts were clear. 3
looked for relationships and found themes that emerjged from the coding and from the
analysis o f the participants’ data that explained the phenomenon 1 finally reached the
point where l felt my themes were fully developed, a id new evidence would cot alter
them (Creswell, 2008). 1 then used an Excel spreadsheet to synthesize the date and reduce
61 codes into five categories. Three ea egories were assigned (o the theme Factors o f
Adjustment; the academic adjustment, social adjustment, and personal adjustment. These
categories reflected the significant feelings, facts, events, and people that the students had
reported. The second theme, Transition Forces, consisted o f two categories, forces that
deterred and forces that assisted. The forces that supported were further divided into
college and personal. The coding in Figure 2 is the result o f the first level o f analysts.
Once the themes and categories vere defined through open coding, i sought to
understand the relationship between the phenomenon o f transition and 'the adjustment
factors and transition forces. 1 then looked for retailor ships. This led to die second level
o f analysts, the concept map. 1 stalled with the phenomenon and added the conditions

that influenced the phenomenon which were die causal conditions. 1 had difficulty
creating a clear picture and could see that there were scene similarities m ptdless o f

Institution but begm to suspect that the context made a difference with the intervening
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C o d e s . C a te g o r ie s *

ji|im!

T hem es

attending class

excited for cfa$ses
hard classes
feeling challenged
inadequate preparation
lot of reading
tot of writing
overwhelmed (tot of work)
studying / time and effort
iwi thdrew/quit/s topout

apprehension
fear of being only Indian in class
intimidation
lonely - segregation factor
Multi-Ethnic Center
Native American Association
Non-tradihonal student
only NAIn class
stock to self
mace friends
out of comfort some
whole experience was different
comwmUng nme/gfn/wmihei
daycare issues
fear
tim m m
m m n&l motivation (detormirtaflom)
puilen teeiween family and school

racism
ryiiiogAfflftf
sacrifices
singltparem................
lime nrunagemeni skiffs
■ w t e if :% nwt enough
warding luti/part lime

F%5t*te 2* Codes. Categories, am!

I®
fa cto rs of
A djustm ent
rM
hB

Figure 2 c o m .

C odes, C ategories, and Themes (cont.)
poor advisor
culture
difficult credit transfer
rate for Native Ameri
no personal contact w/admin
tuition waiver stigma (racism)

Transition
Forces to new
environment

contact with staff and admin
easy transfer of credits
diversity of students
good faculty
Orientation for transfer students
desire to help tribe and people
educational leave from work
family/friends support
fell ow employees encouragement
financial support
internal motivation (determination]
having a role mode*
personal desire
plan for success
1
provide better for family
uufiirm.nrrjrTm
rrrrrrfj
role model for children
- L .4-..—J
role model for other s
support system for each other
want: of something better

conditions and therefore could not; get a clear picture o f the middle part: o f the concept
map. Some o f the intervening cot idjtions were different depending upon which school
the participants attended While the baste themes and categories were the same m t m of
the codes were different also depe idling on the fcistitotion attended. 1 looked at the
c m w q ^ e m m and dtaocvccwl they wfere the saau for all students. The concept map I hid

af this fso-inl: c m be m m in Figure f I began to suspect that the context Itself was making
the dtffereitce, 'That context, consisted o f the rnp different fobr~year institutions the
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Transfer Student Experience Concept Map

Context
(Particular set of conditions)

< ausaf Conditions
■;< 'ttiriilioB j that ntflacBCe th*

phenomenon)
Sudcnt wants » 4-ycar
degree
Bachelor’s degree
raatees for enhanced
-mploymeni
Having bachelor’s
degree provides more
V% for family
Being a role model for
-------f---------Students need to
transfer to four-year
mstrnakm
Students want to help
awl community

l gure 3. Concept Map.

Strategies
(Actions or interactions that result from
the central phenomenon)____________

Phenomenon
(Top’Cmoss frequently discussed by
participants)

Academic Adjustments
Personal Adjustments
Social Adjustment
Transitioning Forces

Transfer expedience from tribal
college to four-year institution
Intervening Conditions
(Conditions that alter the impact of casual
conditions on the phenomenon)

Consequences
(What is happening?)

Students graduate with
bachelor’s degree
Students work toward
bachelor’s degree
Students stop-out

participants attended. Cresswell (2008) calls this ‘‘multiple perspectives" which he
defines as “several viewpoints from different individuals and sources o f data as evidence
for a theme” (p. 257). The causal conditions and cor sequences were the same for all
students interviewed; the difference wtts in the conte? l which meant students needed
different strategies and had different in :ervening conditions depending on institution
attended. I realized I would have to break out the coding by receiving institution to more
clearly see what was happening. I resorted back to level one to redo the coding by
institution attended. Once the new coding w is done I again tried to develop a concept
map. I developed two maps, one with Anywhere College as the context and one with
University of Somewhere as the context,. This time I was able to complete the middle
part of the concept map. The full picture o f the coding and new concept maps are
presented in Chapter IV.
According ;o J&nesick (2003), my analysis shodld include looking for practical
assertions that the data supports. She suggested using exact quotations from the
participants to support my assertions (Jaiesick, 2003). The direct quotes illustrate that it
was the participants themselves telling their stories (Walcott, 1994). In Chapter IV I
have written the stories of participants ar d included exact quotes from them since it is
their stories and should be told in their words.
The data analysis process was both tedious and exhilarating. The first
exhilarating task was getting permission to use tribal individuals. The second big task
was gathering the stories, transcribing them, and solicit iig feedback from the
participants. I compared and contrasted the data, discov ared patterns and meaningful
ihem.es, returned to the data and re-did ray themes, sotted out. redundancies, arranged the
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parts, and prepared a final document. While 1probably did not uncovered the ultimate
answer to the Native American sttidents’ successful transition, but 1did find many things
that can be done on several levels Io assist with die transfer. The data related to my topic
were not found “neatly bundled together at exactly the same spot in each narrative
research” (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). I had to assess the coding of the stories, review the
fi jines, and critique the literature in order to locate data that paralleled. The most
thrilling outcome will be if the research will improve the transfer journey for Native
Americans.
Reporting the Foldings
The manuscript was prepared from actual stories of transfer students under the
expectation that it would be read by appropriate people at tribal colleges, four-year
institutions, and the tribe in order to smooth the transition journey for Native American
students. This was a journey that was tedious and interesting, but hopefully a journey
that will be of value to tribal colleges aid four-year institutions.
The findings and ideas which were nurtured and developed during the research
process were given concrete form (Ezzy, 2002). Writing about the personal stories
stimulated me to think about the data and forced me to consider the meanings.
understandings, voices, and experiences presented b/thc data. 1 needed to “go beyond
the data to develop ideas (Coffey & Atkinson. 1996) I presented my evidence so the
reader understands its relevance to m\ question by adding a reason that supports foe
claim and. explains the evidence so my data can be quickly interpreted (Booth, Cofomfe,
& W»foams, 2003). 1 have been persuasive in demonstrating the position of the Native
Americar

students and provide indisputable evidence o f actions that can lead to
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positive assimilation (Guba & Line© nt 1989). Examining the data to reflect the actual
experiences of the participants was a tedious proces s.
Researcher’s Role
The researcher’s role in this project was very important. As the researcher, I
needed to obtain the trust of the participants before listening to their stories. This was
followed by analyzing the stories, writing the report, and protecting the participants.
I have worked as an instructor at the Little Hawk College, a tribal college, for
over 20 years. During that time I have listened to students tell how they want to continue
their education, provide for their family, and help their tribe. I have observed students
and their behavior as they leave the college and transfer to a four-year institution. Some
obtain their baccalaureate degree w rile others retu rn home. A number of those who
return home come back to the tribal college while others give up on their educational
dreams. I wanted to understand what happens when the students transfer; therefore, 1
needed to examine their personal experiences and their interactions with other people
during and after the transitioning journey. This research project involved conducting
research conversations with students, analyzing transcripts of their experiences, and
analyzing their experiences to determine future actions (OUerenshaw & Creswell, 2002).
My goal is to improve the transition ting journey o f students.
A qualitative researcher is expected to establish personal contact with the
participants in order to establish trust, which will yield honest and insightful responses
and develop a caring situation so researcher and participants arc comfortable (Moen,
2006; Upcraft & Schtth, 1996). Since our college student population is under 300, and I
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have been teaching there over 2 0 years, the transfer students knew who I was and
understood and appreciated my cor corn for Native American students.
I was an active and receptive listener. I listened to the participants’ tell stories
using their own manner and style, gave space to the repetition o f the same event told in a
different account, and enjoyed the personally uni :jue and specific way each told about
things and expressed themselves (Heikkinen, Hu tunen, & Syrjala, 2007). I organized the
participants’ experiences into a meaningful transcript, including the participants’ point of
view as well as mine, that went beyond the initial situation and may be relevant in other
contexts (Moen, 2006),
I followed Valerie Janesick’s (2003) qualitative skills o f seeing, hearing, writing,
conceptualizing, synthesizing, thinking criticalld, putting it together, and communicating
to do my research. As I listened to the stories of the participants, I took field notes o f
their nonverbal cues and behaviors. During the entire research process I kept a reflective
journal (Ezzy, 2002; Smythe & Murray, 2000). Following the transcribing o f the
narrative stories I conceptualized the information and synthesized it to develop categories
and themes. Because it was important for me to capture the lived experience of the
transfer students, l found it was neccssaiy to develop two concept maps. Even though
they all had the same causa! conditions, their path of adjustment and transition varied
depending on the institution. I tried to think eri lically about it, and put it all together in
such a way that the reader will be able to live vicariously the lives of the storytellers and
understand their lived situations and motivation for their actions. My goal was to ope a
path to the understanding of the t ansitioning jo raney. I have communicated the results
by recording it in the form o f a dissertation. By following Janesick’s (2003) Rules o f
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rhumb and keeping an open mind, I trjed to produce a manuscript that will be of value to
tribal colleges, tribes, four-year institu idns, and the Native American transfer student,
In order to protect the particip apts, the Informed Consent forms are stored in a
locked file drawer. The audiotapes and CD copy of ibe computer files o f the transcribed
stories are stored in a different locked drawer. The transcribed stories are stored in yet a
different locked file drawer, all o f whi<ph are in my hjmie. Three years after my paper is
completed, I will destroy the Informed Consent formjs by running them through a paper
shredder. Degaussing will destroy the audiotapes an i CD. All traces o f the participants’
files will be destroyed after three years
Validity
The validity issues in this rese arch are researcher bias, reactivity, and falsity,
These validity threats could have led to invalid conclusions: therefore, I needed to think
about what strategies would best deal with them
Since I have worked at the tribal college ovei 20 years, I thought 1 may find
myself being swayed into leading participants to tell stories that correspond to my ideas,
In order to rule out any problems this may have cam

relaxed, sat back, and listened

to the participants tell their stories. 1 conducted a su: Icient amount o f interviews to get
an idea o f the transfer journey at each Institution.
A validation problem could haVe been that 1 am a non-Indian, which would have
made it easier for me to incorrectly interpret some o the stories or not be able to fully
understand some o f the transition problems Since 1 have worked directly with students
at a tribal college for over 25 years, l l ave learned a great deal about their culture and
traditions which helped me understand their stories. 1 had to pay attention to the different
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contexts and traditions they talked abo it in their stones. I iol lowed Ezzy (2002) who

stated that it would be important to me, the researcher, to allow the people’s spoken
words with their expressions to lead mi|s. i transcribe^ the stories using the exact words
of the participants. I asked the paiticip ants for clarification, verification, and feedback
from the transcript, It was important to tell the story the research told and not the story I
wanted told (Huberman & Miles, 199S)
I, as the interviewer, could have caused a reactivity validity problem by
influencing the participants (Maxwell, 2005). Since I am an instructor at the Little Hawk
College, and the participants were foriper college students, they may not have felt free to
share with me stories concerning the college, especially if it was negative. Therefore, I
emphasized to the participants that my goal was to rr ake for a smoother transition for
future students who transferred from the tribal community college to a four-year
institution in order to obtain a baccalaureate degree, I encouraged the participants to tell
their story in their own words and at their own pace, (LeCompte & Preissle, 1993). I
emphasized that they could help future! transfer students, which they all seemed willing to
do. 1 encouraged a full and revealing story o f the transfer journey in order to collect rich
data.
My participants, Little Hawk College students who went on to a four-year
institution in pursuit of a baccalaureate degree, may result in trianguiation by informant
I found 14 informants that fit the criteria In my selection, 1 did npt consider if they had
children, were married, moved away ffom their bomb, or any other consideration which
could skew my results. This could hale been an aggregate analysis form o f trianguiation
because the only social link between the participants is that they tire Native American

students who transferred to a four-year i istitution (De:nzin. 1989). I believe that the one
link o f being a Native American who had attended Li Lie Hawk College was enough to
give me accurate transfer information.
I had to call attention to and be aware o f the validity threats o f researcher bias.
Had it led me to gloss over some ideas cr concepts that would o f been important to the
research (LeCompte & Preissle, 1993).
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CHAPTER IV
PORTRAITS AND STORIES OF STUtDY PARTICIPANTS
The pviipose o f this chapter is to provide an in reduction to the participants o f the
study and their experiences when transi ioning to a

x~year institution. The information

about the participants and the excerpts were drawn fnfcm the stories told by them. The
stories reveal the uniqueness of each individual along with the struggles and triumphs
experienced during the transition. Since the partidpaits are former students o f Little
Hawk College, and most still live in the close proximi ty of the college, their names have
been changed to protect their identity.
All o f the participants in this study are American Indian, attended Little Hawk
College foil time or part time for at Iearjt two semesters, earned at least 30 credits, and
transferred to a four-year institution, The two four-yejar institutions that the students
transferred to are Uni versity of Somewhere in Easlvil e, and Anywhere College,
Southtown Campus, both o f which are about 60 miles from Little Hawk College,
Anywhere College and Little Hawk both have non-tnd itional. commuter, and about the
same number o f students on a one to th ce building ctjempus. University o f Somewhere is
a traditional institution with a full campus which is ai
traditional students.
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four times the size with

The interviewee determined w icre the interview took place. Some were
conducted at Little Hawk College canjpus and some in the offices o f the interviewees.
All interviews were private.
Participant Stories
L in da

Linda is a 48-year-old female who graduated from Anywhere College at
Southtown Campus in 2009, with a bachelor’s degree in Business Administration. She
received an AA degree from Little Ha vk College in Business Administration. After
graduating from Little Hawk Coliege 2he wanted to continue her education. Linda had a
family who was rooted in the area so moving was net an option. Financially she needed
to work so she had to go to school part-time. She chose to go to Anywhere College in
Southtown, because it was the closest 0 Little Village, her hometown, and it offered
night classes.
All of Linda’s credits from Little Hawk College transferred to Anywhere College.
At first there was a problem with the transcript, but the Little Hawk College registrar
straightened it out. Linda said people at Anywhere College were very helpful when they
evaluated her transcript, assisted in selecting classes, and helped in any way they could.
Attending classes was sometimes difficult for Linda. For economic reasons she
had to continue to work while going to school. Lind; t said that instructors wanted
students in class, but yet there were times she ncedec to stay at work in order to fulfill the
responsibilities o f her job. She served hi tribal cotnf aittees and boards, and sometimes
those commitments would interfere with class attend;thee. There were occasions in the
winter when the weather either in Little Village or between Little Village and Southtown
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was bad and she was unable to attend class. Some faculty were really strict on
attendance; therefore, some o f her grades were low as a result,

Linda said her transfer went fine. Her only regret was, “1 wish I would have
graduated sooner, but circumstance^ didn't make i|t possible.” She wished that Little
Hawk. College would have had a bachelor's program, then it would have been dose and
“there would be less wear and tear c ri my vehicle
Linda had support from her daily in her education endeavor. “My kids would
cook and help out with house chore >and stuff ” Ijkr brother was her role model because
‘he has been going to school all his life and encouraged me to go and continue

Linda

continued with her education to b e ,i role model for her children. With support ftottt her
family, she obtained a bachelor deg roe so she could turn around and be a role model for
her children and support their educational endeavors
M elissa

Melissa is a 39-year-old fer tale who is attending Anywhere College, Southtown
Campus working to obtain a degree in Business Administration. She received an AA
degree from Little Hawk College in Hospitality and Casino Management, Shortly after
graduating from Little Hawk College, she detenu ined that she'wanted to continue her
education in the business area. She had a good fob and her children attended school in
Little Village so she was interesteVih a college close to home. About that time. Little
Hawk. College worked with AnyWtore College to offer a baccalaureate business
mttnagemem degree m the little l hswk College VfHBffm, Tbe| bachelor’s degree fmm
Anywhere. College would be unique for little Hawk College students because tribal
management com es would be fmoi

l i e bosses -were to be offered m 1
%4

evening on Little Hawk College camptia for a cohost o f students. This was the perfect fit
for Melissa. It worked for two years until the number o f students in the cohort went
below six.; tinea it was no longer ©comrrnically feasible for Anywhere College to offer

classes on Little Hawk College campus so students (had to travel to Southtown.
Since Melissa hat! started attending classes With Anwhek* College,, she
aS
continued by driving to Southtown al tef classes were no longer offered
on Little Hawk

College campus. The degree would remain the same except the remaining classes would
have to be taken at the Southtown eunpits-. Melissa. Was working full-time and attending
school part-time so it worked well for her to drive to Anywhere College Campus in
Southtown where classes met once a

in die evenings. TheJe:’were other students in

the cohort that were going to continue the program by driving to Southtown, therefore,,
some drove together which helped wl th the car exp mse.
Melissa said the transfer o f her credits went:1well. When kitjwhem College was
bringing classes to Little Hawk ©oil

campus did Little Hawk business instructor kept,

in dose contact with the Southtown Campus director, They worked together to evaluate
tranicrlpts and tMmsskm whidiclas m wate tteedt *1by the Mttfe 'Hawk, College cohost,
Therefore, Melissa said, if you had a question about the transfer o f credits, the next
cl&mes being, offered m campus?, or

classes you needed to tajee ym could ask the

Hawk. College ta to e s t ii
Melissa said that, when she fifst transferred fo Anywhere1College she was taking
classes m U tile Hawk College

with friendii* relatives. m& people she a i m #
Hi fflk College classes 4 m had ttikm

knew, m it didn’t seem any different

before except that the imm&mt, m (drae cases* wjJtodHftML. ^When she started classes
m

as. the campus m Scut blown, there were two students from the cohort that had attended at

Little Hawk College so you. saw familiar feces right awaj;y. Melissa said* “The students at
the Anywhere College Southtown campus are the same is me, non-traditional, except toe
only Natives 1 see are the transfers from Little Hawk Colllege.”

r

Since Melissa has started taking courses at toe Southtown campus, she has had an
excellent experience with both staff and faculty there. She says, “The faculty and staff
want you to succeed and will help in any way possible. One particular instructor is
always willing to work with her students and that helps i person like me: a mom, a
grandmother, a full dime employee* .and tije'age that 1.a* ir
Anywhere College has registratioiji for classes offline. That caused a problem for
Melissa at first* but, once she got that figi rred out, it went well
Melissa said there were some thin;
.p» that helped. her to continue with her
education. She had two daughters «n higfi school and it was fun. for them to all sit at toe
kitchen table doing their homework together.. But toe giris graduated and will be leaving
for college so she fears that homework may become a bit more challenging for her. She
said she m getting about the saute grades as|she did. at L.ittlc Hawk so she is pleased with
that and hope it continues. Melissa’s bos^ has provided words of encouragement as well
which has be-eh a big. help. Having

as allowed her some time off to study ant

relatives and friends from the cohort in hir classes make the classes more enjoyable
Melissa feels that by continuing with her education she can “cncocira^e others to took
into or enroll In a bachelor's program a s ' did.” Anotodr driving force that Melissa
shared if* *%ty parents were proud when got my assoc|fate*s degree. They didn't have

m

them, but were very supportive o f both riy brother anc n e. it was my mom’s last wish
that I get a bachelor’s degree, so I want lo do it for her
Jierce
Pk
Pierce is a 38-year-old male, married, has a family, and is attending Anywhere
College Southtown Campus, working to obtain a degree in Business Administration. He
obtained an associate’s degree in Busings;;s Administration by attending another tribal
college and then Little Hawk College. fierce was enc nuraged by his employer, because
o f his job, to cont inue his education and obtain a bachelor degree. Because his employer
wanted him to continue to work while continuing his education he needed to look for a
school close to Little Village. He heard about the program that Anywhere College was
bringing to the Little Hawk College campus. The classes were to be offered in the
evening on the Little Hawk College campus for a cohort o f students. This was a great fit
for Pierce; he could work during the day, attend classes in the evening, and be home with
the family at night.
Pierce said “Little Hawk Collegia has a relationship with Anywhere College so the
transfer was easy. My advisor at Little Hawk College did some of the work for me.” He
says he is told what classes to take and te takes them. His only questions is, “How m m y
credits do 1 have left to receive my BS degree?” whic i is his goal.
Pierce’s active life makes education difficult fjhr him. Pierce is a full time
employee, husband, father, and basketball referee. Fiji said, “Taking the time to get my
homework done and staying focused osr)i studying is d fficult.” Since Anywhere College

no longer offers classes on Little Hawk College campus, Pierce has had to add traveling
to Southtown to his already busy schediule.
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Pierce says his experiences at Anywhere Co lege campus have been positive. He
is enjoying his classes because the instructors make them fun and interesting. The staff
hto been helpful. His relationship wi h the other students has been positive. He has been
able to keep his grades tip to where th|ey were at the tribal college. He feels that
Anywhere College is a good school.
Pierce says his main source of strength is hwi sister. She helps him manage die
load. When things get tough she is there to encourage him and keep him going. Pierce’s
sister is a powerful source of strength for him.
T aylor

Taylor is a 44-year-old single mother with a family who was attending Anywhere
College Southtown Campus to obtain a liberal arts degree in business and psychology.
She graduated from Little Hawk College with an as sociate’s degree in Genera! Studies
Shortly after graduating from Little Ha wk College she decided she wanted to continue
her education, but did not want to moi)ve her family hway from family and friends in Little
Village. Taylor made application to l|jniversity o f Someplace because it had free tuition
for American Indians, but she was not accepted. Sije feels she was not accepted because
o f her grade point average. She then decided to go tb school at Anywhere College
Southtown Campus because it was wjthin driving d[stance, and it offered night classes.

Taylor’s transfer went real smoothly. Anywhere College just needed her
transcript; most of the classes were accepted. She applied on-line for grants and loans
and received some financial assistance.
Taylor took a year off from work to go to school, but she said, “Taking a year off

to go to school was. hard because you h iv e to wait far that loan and Pell grant.
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Sometimes you don’t get it right away. It is a littl e bit harder when you aren’t working
and have kids.” After one year she is in debt for school to the federal government and
owes an additional $1400 to the col ege, which sh|e needs to pay off before she can go
back to school. Therefore, she has stopped out in order to pay the school. She has one
year left of college and would like to get it done.
Taylor felt some classes were hard, but, ad she expressed, it was her third and
fourth year so it should be harder.

here was one instructor that was hard to understand.

She said, “He is just kind o f so smart that you ca r’t understand him.” Most of the faculty
at Anywhere College was pretty he pful when you needed extra help.
Taylor’s sister is her role mjadel. “She wajs a single parent and went to school.
She went on and got her master’s dbgree. She gets paid real well now. She spent a lot of
time going to school and supporting her kids so s ic deserves it.” Taylor is hoping to get
back to school soon and finish her bachelor’s degree. She would like to continue on and
get her master’s like her sister did.
Jason

Jason is a 37-year-old male single male with children, attended Anywhere College
Southtown Campus to obtain a degree in Busines s Administration. He was almost done
with his AA degree, so he started taking the Anywhere College classes when they came
to the Little Hawk College campus because access was easy and classes were at night.
Jason wanted to get going on his foiJr-year degree, and this seemed like a perfect
opportunity to him. Jason graduate d with his bachelor’s degree in Spring 2010, from
Anywhere College.
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The transfer went smoothly for Jason. He got his official transcript sent to
Anywhere College, it was evaluated, and all his credits transferred. He could always go
to the office at Anywhere College South!own Campus; they were very helpful. The
office was open until 9 p.m. so that was quite convenient when attending night classes
He even contacted the main office in Morton, to set up a payment plan for tuition. He
said, “I called down to Anywhere College in Morton, and set up a payment plan over
three months and they were very helpful I could set it. up any way I wanted. It was
interest free so was very helpful.” Jason’s advisor at Anywhere College was always
available to help him; she gave him her e-mail, work phone, and home phone number.
Jason was a little concerned for financial reasons when Anywhere College quit
offering classes on the Little Hawk College campus. His place o f employment was
helping to pay for some of the classes, b it now he wor ld also have to pay for gas to get
to Southtown, too. At his place o f employment, he found other people that were driving
to Southtown, to attend Anywhere College classes in t ie evenings. Since they were in
different programs, he felt lucky that most o f hi classes corresponded with theirs so they
could car pool. Eve? -tough Jason worked full-time, he took as many classes as he could
when he was driving to Southtown, so that he could complete his degree. Looking back,
Jason was glad he had gone to Southtow n campus for some of his classes because the
classes were bigger, and he got to meet other people aid instructors that otherwise he
never would have met. He said his grades stayed the jiame, but he thought that was from
hard work, When talking about experiences with other students Jason said;
Everyone in the class seemed to be a little olde r, kind of like me, just trying to
finish their degree. In one class; we had partners assigned by the instructor each
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week. Every week you had a different partner. There were three o f us from Little
Village and none o f us ever worked together.

veryone got along real well,

Jason had different motivational factors that cchtributed to his success. He is selfmotivated and always wants something setter for his kids and himself. Jason was raised
by his grandparents, neither of whom graduated from ligh school, but they always
encouraged him to get an education. Jason said, “My grandmother always said education
is what you need and no one can take it from you so s te always pushed me in that
direction, i just kept thinking about that and knowing 1 needed to move forward.” Jason
was so motivated to complete his bache or’s degree that he was the first person from the
original Little Hawk College cohort to receive a degreje from Anywhere College.
C a rrie

Carrie is a 49-year-old mother who received a i A A in Business Administration
from Little Hawk College and was attending Anywhere College Southtown Campus. She
is not presently attending because of a change ir» her family membership; she took a
foster baby into her home. She does plan to continue and complete her degree in the near
future. Carrie chose Anywhere College because she was working at Little Hawk College
at the time and needed to attend night classes and driving to Southtown, seemed the best
fit. Working all day and driving the 10 ) miles back and forth to Southtown for classes
worked for a while, but with a new bahy, her life changed and she had to “stop out” for a
while. She hopes to get back to school but says it is scary. On the other hand she said,
“Once you get started and going again t is easier. I want to go just to finish.”
Anywhere College was helpful in most areas when Carrie transferred from Little
Hawk College. Almost all o f her crcdi s transferred. The office people at Anywhere
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College would help her if she hap questions. S|he did not qualify for financial aid;
therefore, she felt she could have used some hel p finding scholarships. She thought tha*
maybe because she was a non-traditional stude it she was not helped as much. Generally
Anywhere College was pretty suoportive. Canie feels there are a lot o f things that Little
Hawk College could have done tp help her, no only with the transfer, but after she
started attending classes.
Carrie was out o f school for a few yearn so when she first went to Anywhere
College it was “kind o f a shock’ It was hard ti get back into the study mode and the
classroom. At first her grades sc ffered a bit which she attributes to not being as prepared
as she could have been. Even though she love^ learning she feels it does not come easy
for her. She said, “Getting back into concentrating, reading, and doing homework were
all difficult. The financial barrier was a big onb because the classes are very expensive.’
She recalled her first visit to the (Anywhere Co lege bookstore:
When I first went to the bookstore at Ap'ywhere College they gave me a bill for
$200 and some and 1 didn’t even realizb I had to pay for books. But o f course, 1
had to pay. I hadn’t evert thought about it. 1 guess at the tribal college we just got
books and paid for them Whenever, I guess my mind was on that. So l had to get
money. I just got out o f ine and said 1would be back later because I had to find
some money to pay for the books. That was a shock.
Since Carrie was a graduate o f Little Hiwk College, she felt, “Little Hawk
College could have shown more of an interest in me transferring and assisted me that
way.” She felt there were different things the riba! college could have done to assist her
such as showing her how to seanhf for and apply for grants, have someone take her to the
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school and interview some of the people she would have contact with, keep in touch after
she started, and be there to help when needed. She feel Little Hawk College needs to be
there for the transfer students.
There were some things that made school ha d for Carrie. The weather was a big
factor in getting to classes. Winter creates a major v/eather problem when trying to drive
i

to Southtown. Carrie shared, “Having to attend family functions such as school related
activities for my children. Sometimes just being overwhelmed with everything I had to
do made school tough.” Finances made it difficult to pay for tuition, There were a few’
times she felt very uncomfortable in class. Once, when Native American history was
discussed, the instructor and some of the students looked to her for verification o f the
information. “I felt like I was being singled out because I was Native and like I should
know everything that was being discussed about the history, and etc.” Carrie experienced
some difficult times at Southtown.
Carrie found some things to h sip manage the load o f attending classes. She tried
exercising more and used different relaxation metho ds. She found that having a mentor
or other students who were in her same situation helIped her to “hang in there”. She got
along with most of the other students! “especially Native American students”, and “some
o f the others in my age group ’who w^re working and learning at the same time”. When
Carrie is learning she is in the mode Of “do it for the family”. She wants to show her kids
that if she can get a college degree they can, too.
Carrie attributes her drive to continue school to her kids and her dad, who was a
teacher. She shared, “1 feel like 1 owe It to my dad to complete my degree.” Because
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Carrie is a single mom, she wants her cids to see her in the role of a college graduate so.
“they can see how important it is to gc to school”
Jane

Jane is a 31 year-old single mom who received a Business Administration degree
from Little Hawk College one spring and the follow)!ing fall enrolled full-time at
University o f Somewhere in Eastville She just re©dived a degree in Management from
University o f Somewhere with emphasis in Finance jane chose University of
Somewhere because it provided a tuition waiver for Indians, and it was close to her
family in Little Village.
Jane had a little nrobiem with the transfer o f credits from Little Hawk College. At
first only 39 credits transferred and la ter 10 more. Jniversity o f Somewhere did not
accept any of the business courses because the University’s business courses are all 300
and 400 level courses, and at Little Hawk College they are 100 and 200 level. Another
student had told Jane that she could t;*y talking wit! the instructor and provide a syllabus
with the book listed on the syllabus and she might he able to get the credits transferred.
Jane related:
I met with their accounting teacher, during my third semester there, and told her
what book. I used and gave he r my syllabus In fact she had the book: on her shelf
She pulled the book and asked If I went through this or that and 1 said yes. She
finally said, “Ok”, and then “I don’t see wliy it won’t transfer.” She accepted the
s k accounting credits, but dibits is eight sd 1 needed to make up the other two
credits in. a third, and fourth year management course. The other course was
business law. 1 showed then the book and told them what wc covered and what
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we did so they accepted i t i thijnl( the reason {hey don’t want to take the credits is
that they don’t have any 200 ledel courses in business; they) are ali 300 and 400
level.
Jane has told other transfer students to show up with their syllabus and textbook
and “talk them into transferring the credits.” She felt it would, have been helpful if Little
Hawk College would have checked, on the transferab•itty o f Little Hawk College credits
to EastvtUe.
The overall transfer experience for Jane was fcoth negative and positive. Her
grade point average when down a little from Little Hawk even though she did really well
in some classes. Jane felt unprepared for all the writing that was required o f her. While
she liked most o f the classes, the intimidation factor was a big issue for her. Jane had an
advisor that she met with a few times to get help with registration.' lie also helped her
once with a faculty member that caused her a great deal of. stress. The financial aid office
was pretty helpful, especially after she kept going to he same lady and built a
relationship with her. She wishes that Bastvilie would have had someone to assist with
grants, such as where to go on-line and how to apply for them. Jape figures she probably
missed out on lots o f grants because i iv|ttg a son, working part-tiiie, and going to school
full-time she could mt find time to research to find grants m to apply tor ihessc She
mentioned. "I wasn't prepared for that * 51She said it 1could have been nice if someone at.
Little Hawk College would have show i her how torrsearch for grants as well as the
process o f what is expected and needed to apply for l i u ,
Jane perceived, that instructors and students at Eastvfle stJreiitypetl Hative
American students:.
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They automatically think you ar; going to fail and not hang in there because they

have seen it so many times. It was
as like the instructors were saying, ‘You go here
for free and you will drop out., I don’t have time for you; I w e to focus on the
students that are going to be staging here and finish The t Lsetters weren't very
friendly and neither were a lot of n e students. Once they njoticed that you m e
still there each semester, they■\changed fostr attitude, i don’t think racism is the
issue, hut rather foe tuition wahjer.

Jane observed that American Indian stiffen** were wtltdrawn, uncomfortable, and always
sat in the back of foe classroom,. She 'did that, too, train she becamb more eotirfortafrte.
and then she was m foe front row and

L p tniimifljttod. Overfill, she liked foe

classes.

was afapest nonexistent In the force, years

Jane’s relationship with other

that Jane attended Eastvilie, she made very few-"'

She was foere to ta in and .get m

ttaNtabn* She would talk to students it" foe mnttYethfoe center:, bin never got. their
phone numbers or met with them outsit htj of school. IIhe expressed, *T didn’t go out o f
my box cither,.” The younger students’ motivation ws® inspiring to Jane. She explained.:
Seeing their motivation made n * want to be more M ta ttii* They were going to
class and getting their work done Iand 1 wwitoft to do font, lW Tltey iifim iii fife?

my peers even though ! was ok aj*

\ wanted to be like t e j i ,

always go in e ta s

and hand in my homework bee; m e that is wtmfc they were doing,. The dedication
foe other students had was outstanding.. You knew foe bell curve; if everyone gets

A*bfontt ! will have to work titfcit harder', Tlpoir d o ta tio n made m e want to
work haidta
9b

Eastviile, has a. multi-ethnic ceoi ei, which serv es as a comfort zone for students o f
color. If you are a minority student you can go to the center where there is a lounge,
computers, and printers. ‘T was 26 and tad a son so l

a. li ttle out o f place with, other

students and didn’t participate m any activities. I just stuck to myself.”
B'seir The cultural
center was Jane’s comfort space on cantpus.
Jane had several factors that kepjt her going to complete her degree at Eastviile.
Once she got started she had confidence m herself ant. knew she could finish. Besides
she needed the money from Pell Grants and loans to support her son and herself so she
had to keep going or find a full-time job. She wanted to work for tile tribe, and since so
many people had. AA degrees and expert*icnce. she felt tihe only w m to get a step ahead o f
them was to get a bachelor’s degree, so she needed to keep her sights on the final goal.
Jane’s son is very important to her, and. she wants to Ije a good, role1model for him so site
felt the m o d to complete her degree, k^xo feels the o # m § experience U Eastviile, was.
good for her.
K a tie

Katie m a 33-year-old wife and. mother who ai

tittle Hawk College to take

general education courses, and then wejit to the U«iv>tfrsity o f Somewhere full time to
obtain a bachelor’s degree in psycholo.b.y land anthroi

;ogy. Katie L n Gmversity o f

Somewhere because o f the Indian tttitioni Waiver and

close proximity, which meant

that she could stay near her family in (lie Little Vtilagja area, and dri ve to school.
'H e iranster itself went quite w<ell for Katie. All o f her credits from Little Hawk.
College trans&nted.. Eastviile, had an oHbntation for metfer shideks* hut she diet m t go.
Katie had a. very helpful advisor. The first semester the advisor wanted Katie to start out
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slow by not taking a heavy load. Ka le felt comfortable going to her advisor for ah her
concerns, even for crying sessions. Her advisor vviS trying to help Native American
students to be more successful. The coordinator of cultural programs made Katie and her
family feel welcome. He assisted Katie by getting help for her with some issues she was
having.
Katie says she always knew she had to go to a four-year university because her
mom said she needed to do it. Her problem was that she had no idea how to do it. When
she first attended Little Hawk College everyone encouraged her and helped to build her
self-confidence by telling her she was doing a grea job. She said. "I wasn’t ready for the
challenges.’*When she had a family she decided si e was ready and needed to get a
degree. She went back to Little Ha\yk College to ake her generals and then went on to
Eastville.
There were many barriers in Katie’s way o::'her educatiojn. When she went to
school at Little Hawk College the finances were taken care o f so there was no financial
worry. At Eastville, she worked wit i the financial aid office a Ipt, they were good, but
they had no money. “Eastville had information on the computer you could navigate, but
their site was hard to navigate They didn’t have the time to sit down and help us with
things. They had too many students ” The first time Katie went to school at Eastville she
had four children. The cost, for car, gas, and food was a big problem. Part o f the problem
was not knowing how' to budget money. The stress o f “babysitting, studying, being in a
new place, and just everything was n Jhallenge.” She said, “It Was difficult to get into the
swing o f things,” Faculty and stude its were a challenge for Katie so she went to school
and went home. She went to school for a year anq then quit. She stated:
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There weren’t very many dark people. I felt hat 1 wasn’t prepared for the
concentration on color. I didn’t know color i i California, nor at Little Hawk
College. I kept thinking that my ideas were rot as good as theirs. I thought that
their ideas must be really great and that mine were not. They seemed to be so
much more knowledgeable than I was. Now I realize that there is a difference in
the way people think.
Getting motivated to do a good job made school hard for Katie which caused her
grades to drop. She quit school for a somester, but later realized that it was her last time
so she decided to get it done and went back to school
Katie perceived that the success o f American Indian students was determined by
the culture. “If the American Indian students identified with their own beliefs, they had a
hard time. Those that carried more of he Caucasian ideas seemed to be more
successful.
Katie felt that Little Hawk Colljege could do some things to help transfer students.
Little Hawk College could have a class; lor students \|/ho are transferring. The class could
prepare students to “go to a little white town.” It cotild also discuss different situations
and how a person should react. She also suggested, A person from Little Hawk College
to stay in touch with us so there would be some co:nne<ction to see how we are doing.
someone for us to report to.’
Katie shared experiences with glasses, professors and students. She said that there
were some really great classes and instructors at Hasttville. In some classes she felt
comfortable to speak up. but in others she just kept qbiel. Some instructor were even her
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role model Katie says she is prett) outgoing so sjhe was confused by some o f the
Caucasian students; she thought so jnething was vtr<ong with her. She shared:
We would be ok in class, biit outside o f cllass we didn’t even say “hi” to each
other. It was like we were ifiends in class, but not outside o f class. I think the
only reason I hung out with other Indian students was because I knew them all.
We were comfortable with each other.
Katie felt that there were w eird feelings from students and some professors
because American Indians received the tuition waiver. She thinks the prejudice was more
in the ignorance o f “why” there is

tuition waiver. As she said, “Students and faculty

simply just don’t know.”
Katie credits her college success to her family and prayer. Her immediate family
means a lot to her, and they have always been a driving force. She went on to say, “I
think it was the way that you have so many peop e praying for you and you don’t even
know who they all are. I think I got my determination from that.” With the help o f her
family and friends, Katie completed her bacheloi degree.
E lizabeth

Elizabeth is a 36-year-old jingle mother who majored in Dakota Studies at Little
Hawk College, and then decided to continue at Little Hawk to earn another degree. She
started to take a few classes, and while she was trying to decide what her second major
should be she became interested in a position that required a degree higher than
associate’s, so she began searching for a college, She decided on University o f
Somewhere in Eastville, because it was within diving distance and it had the Indian
tuition waiver. Elizabeth went to jniversity o f Somewhere full time becau se she wanted
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to obtain a bachelor’s degree faster than going part-time. So, w)ithin a couple o f years,
she obtained a bachelor’s degree in American Indian Studies.
The initial change for Elizabeth was difficult. All o f Elizabeth’s credits she
received from Little Hawk College transferred to Eastville. Needless to say, Elizabeth
was very pleased about that. After her transcript was reviewed she had to look at the
catalog to see what classes she still needed and registered on-line. She would have liked
some advisor assistance. At Little Hawk College she was used to seeing her advisor and
getting assistance in determining w lich classes to take each semester. There were no
advisor visits at Eastville until after you had enro led in classes. Right after she
registered at Eastville, she received an e-mail in vpich she was put in contact with a
Native American group on campus Elizabeth felt that she was fortunate to have a good
advisor who gave her his contact information in c ase she needed any assistance with
anything. She said, “If you were struggling in a class and you didn’t know what to do, he
would help you, and he did. I thought he was really good.”
Elizabeth had a few struggl ss throughout her Eastville, experience. She was
commuting 60 miles one way and had a young family. When she had an early class she
would have to leave at 6:15 a.m., and had to arrange for daycare at that early hour.
Elizabeth was going to school full time but fmanc ially she still needed to work part-time
so juggling work and school was a challenge. Eliizabeth felt very age conscious. She felt
like she was out of her element. S
5 re was even o der than some of her instructors, and felt
like they expected her to know more than she dicjlj She was able to prevail over her
struggles.
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Elizabeth enjoyed the class work. She expoeted that it would be harder at
University o f Somewhere so she gave more effort to studying and reading. She was
always prepared when she went to clas s and never missed a class. That is probably why
she found school to be easy. Elizabeth said it was b ecause she was working in her major
and was interested in the various topics covered in class . She felt like she learned so
much. She said she knew some of the things, but there were a lot o f things she learned
from instructors and fellow students.
Elizabeth received support fro n her children and family. She said her children
were especially helpful:
I appointed certain days as my study days, those were the days my kids were
kind o f on their own. I would pick them up and then pick up quick food or
microwave stuff for us to have) at night and tjien I would study. My kids were
reai’y good. My oldest son really helped me out. On the days l had to study t
would go upstairs and study Wtlien we got home, and my son would make supper
The kids wouid entertain themselves downst i irs, and I would be upstairs getting
all my studying done so I didn t have to woriy about them. I didn’t really have a
social life.
Elizabeth had a close relative that gave her a imost daily support which she
explained as;
One o f my aunties gave me encouragement t very day. She would call me every
night and ask me how class w cut and how thugs were going. She would ask
what projects 1 was working on She was really encouraging. Even though she
didn’t have any college experitnet herself, s tfe was really encouraging. She
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would say that I was a role model for my cousin^ who were oljier than me because
1 could go to school even though 1 had kids and still keep it all together. She
would say, “Don’t let little obstac es get in your way and keep pushing forward.’
Elizabeth attributes her college su :cess to several factors. Her step-dad believed
in her and instilled in her a desire to leant. She said, ‘H;
‘I knew education was hard work
and always said, ‘if you wanted something you will have to work for it.”’ Her aunties
encouraged her as well along with her mother. Elizabeth felt she needed a bachelor’s
degree to get a job that would sustain her family because she did not want to struggle.
Elizabeth was also driven by wanting to sustain cultural and language programs in her
community. Elizabeth had outside encou; ragement, as

I
ell as encouragement from

within, to be successful at college.
M ichael

Michael is a 35-year-old male who received an associate’s degree in chemical
dependency from Little Hawk College, l i e was pursuing a second degree in business
administration when he decided to go on o University oif Somewhere and major in
Sociology and American Indian Studies, Education has become so important to Michael
that he is now pursuing a master’s degree from a differeht university, Michael chose
Eastville, because it was the closest university to his horjie, and because of the Indian
tuition waiver. Michael went to Universi y of Somewhere full time because he wanted to
obtain a bachelor degree faster than gain g part-time.
Michael had originally planned to major m managemeni with a minor in
sociology, but business credits did not tr;apsfer, and gen

studies and chemical

dependency classes did. He was told that the business c ass syllabi were too specific and
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not broad enough for a liberal college. The transfer committeeIsent Michael a letter
strongly encouraging him to not gc into management. The transfer specialist told him the
same thing. Therefore, he decided to major in sociology.
Michael had a few things b ssides the transfer of business credits that made his
education at Eastville, difficult. Because of the driving distance, he often had to ask his
parents for money for gas. Michael missed the personal contact with people and the faceto-face contact which was created by the “one-stop” services on the computer. Michael
1
felt underprepared for all the writing that was necessary, and wished Little Hawk College
would have prepared him better fc;r all the writing that was expected of him. Being a
‘home body” person, Michael would have liked ;o have stayed at home and done all online classes, but instead he had to get out and go o classes. Michael had some barriers to
overcome.
Michael enjoyed his time at Eastville. H ; found it to be challenging, enjoyable,
and a comfortable place to be. Eastville, had an ethnic cen.er and an American Indian
advisor there who “showed me the topes, the in-and-outs and that was really helpful."
“My advisor was very understanding and suppoitive. When 1would get frustrated in
class, he would talk me through i

One time I called my professor and that seemed to

make it easier for me.” Michael skid, “Registering was easy; go on-line to register (no
lines), and apply for Pell grants on-line too.” Thjerc was a Native American association at
Eastville, that Michael joined; he found it to be a very helpful organization. Michael is
happy he made the decision to go to Eastville.
Michael had some support outside of Bakville. He said both his parents were a
great source o f strength for him. They both supported him even though neither of them
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had gone beyond a vocational educatpion. Michael said it was helpful when, as a Littie
Hawk College student, he went with a group to Eas ville, to visit the school and see the
layout. Michael was glad for this subport.
H azel

Hazel is a 28- year-old single mother who attended Little Hawk College, majored
in General Studies, and then went to University of Somewhere full-time to obtain a
bachelor’s degree in American Indian Studies and Human Services. She decided on
Eastville, because it was within driving distance, it had Indian tuition waiver, it was the
school her sister graduated from, and it was a good school. Hazel has now graduated
from University of Somewhere.
Hazel was happy with the transfer of credit^ from Little Hawk College to
Eastville. Almost everything transferred for her. She took a few business classes at
Little Hawk College, and they did not transfer; but that was not a problem because she
was not majoring in business. Haze explained, “The few that Eastville had a question
about 1 went to Little Hawk College ’s library, mad; copies o f the syllabus and took them
over to EastviPe, and they transferred.” She had no problem with transferring credits
Hazel felt it took a long time to adjust to Ei stville. They pad an orientation for
new and transfer students which she attended. They were divided into groups; Hazel felt
lucky that her group was all transfer students. She met a person in that group that became
her good friend. They met after classes, when they could, but had no classes together.
The hard classes, the driving ftom 1,itt-le Village td Eastville, the loss of scholarship
money, and the loneliness got to be too much for Hazel the first Semester so she
withdrew. She was questioning if she was smart e rough to attend Eastville, After she
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withdrew, another Native America! student from Eastvilie, called Hazel to share her
trials tribulations, and experiences, which were sii milar to Hazels. Hazel decided if she
ever wanted to get a bachelor’s degree she better

back right away or she would never

do it. So Hazel went back the next semester havir g made up her mind to make it work,
not be intimidated, and determined ,o meet people. The entire adjustment for Hazel was
long and stressful
Hazel found there were a lot of circumstances that made getting an education
difficult. The price of gas was very high so driving 120 miles a day was expensive. Hie
campus was large and intimidating Finding daycare for her child was difficult since she
sometimes had early classes. Supperrting herself and her child was difficult with Pell
grants and scholarships. Hazel expressed, “The lack of knowledge as to why there is free
tuition for Indians caused a problem With some instructors and dome fellow students”
Hazel felt she had not been prepare I for all the wirating of papers she had to do, nor was
she prepared for all the reading that was required. After a lot o f hard work and creative
maneuvering, Hazet was able to ov ireome the barriers that were in the way o f completing
her education.
Hazel received support from many people The counselor at Little Hawk College
kept checking on her to ask how things were goin£ [and offered 'o fix. any problems she
was having. The transfer coordinated at Eastvilie. was helpful, tin getting Hazels credits
transferred from Little Hawk College Hie acadc^rtic advisor at Eastvilie. was helpful in
helping with the withdrawal the first semester an,d| encouraged her to go back she second
semester. The professors at Bastville*. helped her with her writing skills because she was
'definitely not prepared for writing.” She said, Once I started k huge paper the
m

professors would keep saying for mt to send them ny draft and they would look it over
and give me comments. That really hi'lped.” Haze met other Native
Ialive American students.
“we are our own support system.” She had hours ai|id hours o f discussions with one o f her
friends, which was very beneficial tc her staying at Eastville. There were many people m
Hazel’s life that supported her in her goal of a bachelor’s degree
Hazel attributes her success to several facto rs. She not only had people that
supported, her but she joined the Na ive American issociation and A1S1S, became very
active in both of them, and met a lot of people. Sh<^ prepared a Native American
scholarship list, applied for whichevpr ones she quaiitied for, and received many o f them,
Hazel liked learning, being challengeCd and being among her peers with the same
academic level Hazel said:
At Eastville, the level is at thp top and the processors expect it o f you. You either
do it or you don’t. You have to work hard t|o reach, their expectation. They
expect it of you, and it is a nibs feeling wheb you do it. When you reach it, you
get a lot of respect.
Hazel is excited about her education and wants to share with others her experiences and
challenges, and how she overcame them,
Anther
Amber is a 31 *year-told wife and mother wfjt> attended Little Hawk College and
received a General Studies and Nat*upd Science decree. After a short break from school,
she went to University o f Somewhere full-lime am! obtained a bachelor’s degree in
sociology. Amber chose Eastville, because of the ljftdi&n tuition waiver and the
convenience. She actually attended brother tribal doltege before Little Hawk College,

but circumstances look her to Little dawk College Amber is continuing on with her

education at another institution worihtg on her master’s degree
Amber said her transfer wen , nice well. She believed all o f her credits
transferred from little Hawk College. Eastville, fold an orientation which Amber
attended hoping to receive assistance selecting the pourses sh e rJf&kd. to take, but
received no help, so she was disappointed, She saijd, V1 picked classi; i thought ttttgftt
work. and just happened to tuck out
Amber had a few hurdles to djmb in obtaitling her degree, and many things that
helped to make it easy. She said or.,, thing dial made it easier was:
1 usually tried to connect wi

Isomeone

was older and healthier not drinking

and on-track; I sought them pdt or drew thpni to me. 1used that perse a. as a godoperson. At Eastvilie, I found such a person We had a lot o f the same classes, and
she drove, too, but she was Ihim a differed area.
In Amber’s second semester at. Bastvifle, she met mother student from Little Hawk
College who encouraged bet to join the Native Anjterican association. Anther joined and
she felt that it really helped her socially because it connected her-i
hef to other people who had
kids, and overall if introduced her to more people neatfcmfcally. Amber's biggest hurdle
was determining which classes wen i necessary for her to receive a. degree.. She chose s
degree that she could complete the :“attest and just be, done.
Actually, Amber enjoyed td dbg classes In Iher chosen dtp ee. Her grades' even
went up tom those at little Hawk College, She considered fierjwtf to be a good student
with good study habits, ba: ftH that she studied m m because m a junior and m & m she

m

was studying in her ma;

•'

She }vas really intejresled in the topics so studying was

easier <tnd the grades went up.
Amber feels she has been very fortunate wit i her education. Things were never
tough for her academically, for whic!fi she feels very fortunate, .It was her own internal
motivation because getting a bachelors degree was something she always wanted to do.
Her immediate family was very supportive and helpful in assisting her at home for which
she was very thankful. She also attributes her success to her parents. Amber is grateful
that things have worked out so well for her.
B ridget

Bridget is a 52-year-old womiun who was wdrking on a counseling degree at Little
Hawk College, nod then transferred to University o f Somewhere foll-t
foil-time to obtain a
bachelor’s degree in Liberal Arts and Human Services. Bridget, chose Eastvtlle because
o f the Indian tuition waiver, and because it was fairly close to her home. She has now
graduated from Eastville
Bridget feds very fortunate about, the transfer o f her credits. Her first advisor
questioned three of Little Hawk College classes, and was not sure if they would transfer.
Bridget said, "My second advisor, wf olhad other native students, Said ‘Oh, these
transferred before,* and she got it done/* Bridget said the-minorities education office
helped her to get information from ot ter native stud ants as to whom would be a good
advisor, She felt that was a big help when it came to the transfer o f her-Credits.
Bridget had -a lew- barriers to overcome and ti few things site had to learn so help
her obtain her education, She feft one o f the barriem was that she was a nom&aifitional

stiidetif, older titan most of then%, Stfli staid.
m

It look me most o f the first semester to calm down and realize I could do it. You
heard stories about how much hare er it was at Ea^tville, than Little Hawk
Coliege, i was really scared if I cofuid even do the work there. When I went there
1 realized l could do it. I think the fear held me hick for a while. It was harder
than Little Hawk College, but you have to know that they pride themselves, on
being a high academic school. To g,et an “A” at Ilastville, you really have to
work. They consider “A Y ’ really exceptional and “BY* really good.
Another barrier for Bridget was the driving. Gas was expensive and she had to use good
money management and budgeting skills because the finjuicial aid came at the beginning
o f the semester, and she had to have money for gas, food, and bills ail. semester. She felt:
the money management and time management skills she had to leant wi ll be helpful to
her for the rest of her life. Bridget felt there was a barrier between Native American and
non-native students. She explained:
You don’t, realize ft at first becausi t tere are othsjf natives in year'classes. When
I got to one class I was not only the Only native, ffut also the only minority.,
Because 1 am older, I need to sit up front in class to see. The first day students sat
all around me. The next day there were no student in my row and none behind
me* everybody moved away. I don’t) know if them was peer pressure between the
non-miti ves to not he friends with .is or what, but' it is. a tough thing: to overcoMc.
f found a division in my classes between native a 1non-native students, 1 believe
it was because o f the free tuition, the W M * m m kids talk among themselves
about natives feting; free tuition, i l l therefore, ill creates a problem between
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students. One of the teachers die. research on why ther- h> free tuition, hut that
does not gel out to all the studenis
Bridget had a good relationship with the native students, but not with the non
native, except for the ones who hung ou in the multi-ethnic center. Since she was taking
300 and 400 level classes at Eastville, versus 100 and 200 at Little Hawk College, she
knew the classes should be harder so sh<| was not surprised that she had to study harder to
keep her grades up. Bridget started out ^eing scared, bjut knowing it was "doable” is
what kept her going.
D eb ra

Debra is a 52-year- old wife and mother who obtained an Associate’s General
Studies degree from Little Hawk Collegia, and went on to University of Somewhere to
obtain a Bachelor’s degree in Cultural Anthropology arid Native American Studies. She
chose Eastville, because of its convenieinee to her home, its irdian tuition waiver, and its
accepting all of her credits from Little Hawk College and her previous tribal college. She
was very excited that Eastville, accepted all of her credits from both tribal schools, and
used her Dakota classes towards her mai or in Native American Studies. Debra has
graduated from Eastville,
Debra said that her going back td school to get her bachelor’s degree was not only
hard on her, but also her family. Once «

decided, to »o back to school, she just wanted

to ge? it over with so she quit her job and went to East nlle, fuiMime. Her family
.supported her going back to school* but it was still veity hard when the kids wanted her to
do something with them and she had to tel! them “1 ca* ’t go because I have to study ”
Debra said, there was a huge amount o f reading and a
HI

Of papers that needed to be

written: the overall workload was a lot heavier than tinat for which Little Hawk College
had prepared her. It was a definite w a| e-up call for 1her. At first she wondered if she had
made the right choice, quitting her job and going to s<chool full time. She said she kept
telling herself, “1 know I can do this. It is workable. She went on to say, “It was a big
step for me because we get comfortabl s in a situation I was just ready for a change and a
challenge. I wanted more.”
There were a variety of things that helped Debra obtain her education. She said,
‘My main source of strength was that left my job and wouldn’t have anything tc live
on.” Because Debra lived in Minnesota, she was able to apply for grants for Minnesota
residents, some of which were Native American scholarships only. She was fortunate to
receive several scholarships which hel aed out financially. She went to the orientation
that Eastville, provided, and felt that it was very helpful. Debra met a history instructor
who was very helpful, open, and always tried to help her out. Debra spent a lot o f time at
the multi-ethnic center where she had visited with pebple and utilized the computers and
printers that were there. She credits as an asset the fact that she was a non-traditional
student. When she was employed she worked by a time clock. She felt that having
worked by a time clock taught her to always be on time to class and never skip a class.
Debra had no experience with racism (it Eastville. A 1of these things were helpful to
Debra in obtaining her education.
The Native American association was an asset to Debra. She got. involved with
the group right away and became an a alive member, She felt that not only was she
supporting other members in the group, but they wetie supporting Iter, too. Debra gained
some life long friendships from the organization at Bastvttle, which she will never forget.
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Table 3. Summary of Transfer Student Participants.

LHC
Major

Transfer
Major

Student
Status

Marital
Status

Children

Graduated

Married

Yes

Continuing

Divorced

Yes

Continuing

Married

Yes

Stop out

Divorced

Yes

Graduated

Divorced

Stop out

Divorced

Yes; not in
home
Yes

Graduated

Single

Yes

Graduated

Married

Yes

Graduated

Single

Yes

Graduated

Single

No

Graduated

Single

Yes

Graduated

Married

Yes

Continuing
Graduated

Single
Married

No
Yes

Anywhere College Transferees -• Part-time
Linda
Melissa
Pierce
Taylor
Jason
Carrie

Business
Admin
Hospitality/
Casino Mgmt
Business
Admin
General
Studies
Business
Admin
Business
Admin

Business
Admin
Business
Admin
Business
A' Imin
Liberal Arts; Business
& Psych
Bi isikiess
A Imin
B' isiness Admin

University of Somewhere Transferees -Full-timj
Jane
Katie
Elizabeth
Michael
Hazel
Amber
Bridget
Debra

Business
Admin
General
Studies
Dakota
Studies
Business
Admin
General
Studies
General
Studies
Counseling
General
Studies

M gmt with Financhl
E: nphasis
Psychology &
A athropology
Native American
Si udies
S' xdology & Am
Indian Studies
Aim Ind Studies;
Human Services
H uman
urtiees
H uman Services
Cultural
A nthropology/NA
Studies

Phenomenon
The purpose of this sti dy was to stud y the transfer experience o f Native American
students from a tribal college :o a four-year institution. From the previous stories o f the
participants, as told to the interviewer, the c ;s»al conditions were all similar. All the
participants wanted a four-year degree to enhance their employment, provide m ore
income for their family, and to be a role model for their family and others, in order to
IP

obtain a bachelor’s degree it was necessary to transfer to a four year institution since
Little Hawk College’s highest degree was associa' es. From the participants’ stories it is
revealed that none of the participants wanted to go very far from their family, so they all
looked for a college that was close ;o their home. This is where the stories stopped being
exactly the same. Six of the participants chose to go to Anywhere College in Southtown,
and eight chose University o f Somewhere in Eastville; both are four-year institutions.
The transition experiences of the participants differed depending on the institution
they attended. The two institutions chosen by the;participants were Anywhere College in
Southtown, and University of Somewhere in Eastville. The profiles of both institutions
are presented in Chapter III. Even thbugh both institutions are four-year grading
institutions, their individual charac eristics are different; therefore, the experiences of the
participants were also different. Because this study was to understand the transition
experience to a four-year institution and because the experiences were different for each
institution, there will be two separate analyses. The concept map for each school can be
found in Figures 5 and 7. The first analysis will discuss the transition experience for the
group of six students that attended Anywhere Col lege in Southtown, followed by the
experience o f the second group that attended the Jniversity o f Somewhere in Eastville.
Group One; Anywhere College
S et o f C onditions

The experiences of the students that attended Anywhere College in Southtown,
had to do with the mission and vis on of Anywhere College as well as personal forces
that assisted the transition. To clearly visualize tie phenomenon of the participants that
attended Anywhere College, codes , Categories, apd themes were developed as well as a
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concept map. Figure 4 depicts the factors of at just ment and transition forces for
Anywhere College. Figure 5 reflects the intervening conditions and strategies o f the
participants that attended Anywhere College.
Anywhere College in So Jthtown, with a little over 300 students, is an off-campus
site of a much larger private, non-profit college with a primary emphasis to prepare
students for the working world, ror participation in community service, and for personal
growth. Almost half of the students are part-time, a large majority of them are female,
arid the average age is about 30. The college tailors the academic offerings to fit the
needs of the students by having i flexible class schedule with weekly classes being
offered in the morning, afternoon, and evening. Anywhere College has a liberal transfer
policy accepting college, university, or technical school credits with a grade o f C- or
above. Students that transfer to>Anywhere Col lege, such as those from Little Hawk
College, are not required to take ACT or SAT ests. The faculty at Southtown, is
typically adjunct faculty, bringing real world knowledge to the classroom.
For a couple of years Anywhere College had a special collaboration with Little
Hawk Tribal College in which students could icceive a bachelor’s degree from Anywhere
College in one o f their baccalau reate programs by attending classes on Little Hawk’s
campus. There needed to be a cohort o f a min imum number of students in the group. An
articulation agreement was set i p. The program lasted about two years, and then the
number of students fell below the minimum arid Anywhere College could no longer
afford to provide instructors on the tribal college campus. The remaining students that
were still interested in continuing with a bachelor’s degree in that program needed to
attend classes on the Anywhere College campus in Southtown.
ltfi

C odes, C ategories, a n d T h e m es: A n y w h e re C ollege

attending class
hard classes
inadequate preparation
overwhemed (lot of work)
studying / time and effort
withdrew/stopout

Non-traditional student
ease of adjustment
made friends

commuting time/gas/weather

Factors of
Adjustment

If
-

good to go somewhere else

Figure 4. Codes, Categories, and Themes: Anywhere College.

Figure 4 eont.
C od e s, C a te g o rie s, a nd T h e m e s : A n y w h e r e C o lle g e
(cent.)

commute time/ weather factor
no personal contact w/admin

classroom setting
contact with staff and admin
easy transfer of credits
good faculty
educational leave from work
family/friends support
fellow employees encouragemen^
financial support
having a role model
support system for each other
desire to help tribe and people
internal motivation (determinati'
it is "doable” “workable'
personal desire
provide better for family
role mode! for children
roie model for others
want of something better

Transition
Forces to new
environment

Concept Map - Anywhere College

Context
(Particular set of conditions)
Anywhere College
Classes meet once a week
Flexible course offerings
Articulation with Tribal College
Liberal transfer policy

Causa!
Conditions

I

tConetiaons that Mfocnce
She pher.firnenon)

Him*

Student wants a 4-yeai
degree
Bachelor's degree
makes for enhanced
employment
Having bachelor's
degree provides more
S’s for family
Being a role model for
others
Students need to
transfer to four-year
institution
Students want to help
tribe and community

Phenomenon
f tspws most frequently discussed by
participants)

Strategies

Consequences

(Actions or interactions that resuit from
the central phenomenon)

(What« happening?)

Academic Adjustments
Personal Adjustments
Social Adjustment
Transitioning Forces------------

Transfer experience from tribal
college to four-year institution

Figure 5, Concept Map: Anywhere College.

Intervening Conditions
(Conditions that alter the intact of casual
conditions on the phenomenon)

*
*
•
•

Non-traditional student
Full-time employee
Part-time student
Commute to college

Students graduate with
bachelor’s degree
Students work toward
bachelor’s degree
Students stop-out

F a c to r s o f A d ju s tm e n t

As the participants told tleir stories and as the stories were transcribed, there were
several factors of adjustment tha emerged fron the students ft Anywhere College. The
labels for the adjustments were developed from, die comments provided by the
participants as well as their altit udes that becamje evident during their story telling. The
following section will describe the factors o f ad lusfcment which include:
Academic Adjustment
Social Adjustment
Personal. Adjustment
A ca d em ic A d ju stm en t

Academic adjustment characterized the jfeelings that were expressed by the
participants dealing with their ed icafional preparation, faculty, work load, and attitude

that needed to be made in

about education. All six reported some act
order for them to attend and pass the classes.

Academically, most of the interviewees found iheir classes to be overwhelming
because of the amount of work thpt needed to be) done and the time and ellort required to
do the work. They were
we

„....

Attending classes

ed foil-time
way, having a

and

and prepare for the next

their week. Then they had to fmt time to study,
class. Pierce said, "it is hard to
Pfe >‘--± \
"■'iff
:'Vf.F- T• ■

full-time took a lot of

1

time to do fie studying and complete the

assignments.” According to T#yk|r,|'"Some of"th|». classes were}harder, but, of course, you
are fo the third and fourth year m U is going to b i

,«

Melissa, had

a different comment, "My daughi^ri were in high school, ami to it was fart for us to be at

the kitchen table doing our homework together.” It] becomes a challenge to juggle work,
travel, studying, and family.
They all commented about the faculty and/br staff. There were comments about
instructors being approachable, hclpfUl, and professional,. There were even comments
regarding challenges that the instructors provided along with an exhilarating feeling the
students felt from being challenged
Fi ve of the participants indicated that cfass attendance at Anywhere College
depended on the instructor. Linda expressed, “Sonjie of the instructors were really strict
on attendance. Having to work, go

school, raise a family, and Itravel made attendance

hard.” Carrie implied, “You can’t ntfss classes because if you do you fail behind and
catching up is not easy to do.
Carrie summarized the academic adjustment by comparing Anywhere College to
Little Hawk College, “Classes are harder; instructo r arc stricter. They expect more
from One students and they are more demanding Irstructors at Little Hawk College are
mom lenient with the students and let them get away with missing classes, turning in
assignments late, etc.”
S b d a i A d jm tm ekl

Social adjustment charactered the feelings that were expressed by the
%
K-i
'• Wd* ±m
*"m: L «
m'
participants dealing with their sodalhation tit a dint

the students
classified themselves as *muMradUto;
w

it educational cnvtnmmcirt. All of
*students. They all work full-time

'kkW
&
have families, and go to school pait-ti wfe. Five of thustudents M elted that it was t very
easy adjustment. The average age of 11 student at AnWhere College is about TO, and
almost half arc pan-time students .so

(Mud it was ait easy adjustment, At
12©

Jason stated, “Everyone in the classes seems to be a little older[ kind of like me, just
trying to finish their degree.”
Three of the students interviewed had slanted out in the Anywhere College’s off
campus program attending classes on the campus of Little Hawk College. None o f the
three participants minded the change in having to go to the Southtown, campus except
that it took more time to travel to and from class Jason enjoyed going to the Southtown
campus, “We had bigger classes, met people we would never have met, and had an
opportunity *> have other teachers.' Pierce commented, “We got to make new friends.”
Half of the participants commented on how everyone in the class got along so
w ell In fact Jason commented, “In one class we worked in class on projects. The
instructor assigned different partners each week. Every week you had a different partner.
None of us from Little Village ever worked together. Everyone got along real well.”
' ',v. _ H l. H- ;
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Carrie summarized her experience by saying:
i like to be in a learning envi ronment. Beirg in the classroom is a positive tiring
and it opens your mind up to a lot o f things beyond being a mother and working,
There is a. lot more out. there than just the It b on the reservation. There is a lot
more to do and to see. It hel >cd me to gain a lot of confidence in myself. It
helped me to achiev e a goal, |a goal that i w^tild not of been able to otherwise and
to take care of my family,
F^rMiwl AufymuktM

Personal adjustment characterised the feeling that were expressed by the
lives,,.

m

Everyone commented about the time it took t4 commute the) 120 miles each time,
the money for gas, and the weather factor in the winter time. In the winter, the weather
cart be quite different 60 miles away and can charge in a three hour period of time.
According to Linda, “Being a non-traditional student j( had to find time to go to class,
study, work, spend time with family, and serve on boards. I also had to fight the
questionable roads in the winter time.”
Finances were a factor that affected all of the participants’ lives. Three of the
participants talked about car pooling, which helped w th the gas expense. A couple of
students were getting some financial assistance from their place of employment. Carrie
stated, “Because 1 worked full-time I did not qualify tor financial aid; therefore, 1 had to
find other financial resources to pay for classes and textbooks.*’ Taylor went to
Anywhere College full-time but had toi[stop out because of finances. She stated, “1 am
working full time now, and don’t know[ ill wifi get grrnts or loans when I go back, if
you are a single parent you still have those bills so 1don’t know how you’re supposed to
pay for college. Besides my school loans for one semester, 1 owe the school about
SI 500, which 1need to pay off before I[ can go back to sschool. 1 have to do that so that 1
can get back in. 1 need to do that.’’ Linda stated, “Working full-time to support the
family and pay for my education was a harrier to overcome.” Money management
became a necessity for all the participants.
The participants talked about some sacrifices they and their family members had
to make. Pierce stated “It was hard bciig a non-tmdittona! student with a full-time job.
family, and classes to attend." In some cases it was spouses who had1to take over some of
the family responsibilities. In several esbes there were single parents that had to deal

with children who had to be understanding when the parent was riot able to give them
attention. Linda explained, “My kids would co >k and help out with house chores and
stuff.” Jason shared, “1 sacrificed personal time to take classes and get it done.” The
participants and their families all had to make sacrifices.
In most cases it was the internal motivation and determination that kept
participants going. In a few cases students found it difficult to get motivated to do a good
job. Carrie revealed, “I had to le£m how to motivate myself.” Melissa shared, “My life
is just so busy but I am glad that I started school, In fact, ray study habits have gotten
better. The overall experience has: been good for me.” Jason credits his success to selfmotivation and the fact that his grandparents always told him, “Education is what you
need and no one can take it from >|ou.” Jason said, “I just kept thinking about that and
knowing I needed to move forward.”
Transition F orces

As the participants told their stories and as the stories were transcribed, there were
several transition forces that emerged. There were two types that emerged from tire
comments provided by the participants as well as their attitudes that became evident
during their story telling. The following section describes the transition Forces
*

Forces that deterred

*

Forces that assisted
Forces That Deterred

All storytellers mentioned the commuting time, which was approximately 60
minutes one way, that was required ft) drive back and forth and how it dipped into their
;udy time as well as their family timej The reason the participants attended Anywhere
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College was because it was within driving distance sc it was a deteijreni force that could
not be overcome.
One of the participants mentioned that there wjas no personal contact from
administration to help her with finding scholarships and knowing for what she qualified,
She thought that maybe since she was a transfer student they thought she should already
know about financial aid.
No other deterring forces v/ere mentioned by these participants.
Forces That A ssisted

The storytellers revealed a variew of forces that assisted them in their transition to
their new educational environment. Some o f the forces came from Anywhere College
and its staff, and others came from outside the educatio n arena and within the participants
themselves.
The institutions provided some forces that assisted the students. The easy transfer
of credits was a very positive force for all of these students. People within the
institutions provided assistance. Students commented that staff people were helpful by
assisting with class registration, financial aid, and tutoring. Faculty facilitated student
learning by being available to the student; and answering questions. Linda shared, “The
staff at Southtown was friendly and helped In any way they could.” Jason remarked, “The
office was open at night so if you had a quest ion you could just stop in.” Jason went on
to explain, “My academic advisor is an instructor. If I had any questions l could just
contact her. She gave me her e-mail, work phone number, and her home number.”
Melissa mentioned, “If you were not ready to take a test you could take h when you were
as long as it was before the next class and without penalty.” Carrie said, “The staff and
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instructors were very helpful and very professional. They provided a challenge to learn
new things and they made it interesting.” The paitiei pants remarked that the classroom
atmosphere was very similar to that of Little Hawk College. Anywhere College provided
ease of transfer and positive staff and faculty for the transfer students.
People outside the institution proved to be a positive force. Employers provided
educational leave and fellow employees provided encouragement. Some employers
provided financial support. Pierce said, “My place of employment is supportive of my
education by helping financially and gijving rae education leave.” Taylor expressed, “My
job let me leave early to attend classes.]’ The community people provided words of
encouragement. Family and friends supported the educational venture. Carrie shared,
“My main source of strength was the cooperation and assistance from my family. 1could
not have attended without their help ant understanding. Working for good people was
also a powerful force.” Students becamje each other’s support system by encouraging and
helping each other any way possible. Melissa said, “Words of encouragement from
classmates, my boss, and my mom kep* me going.” Role models provide a strong
influence. Taylor shared, “My sister was my role model. She was a single parent and
went to school. If she can do it, I can do it.” People can be a strong force in assisting
students.
The students themselves were a strong force that assisted with their transfer.
Their desire to help their tribe and people, their personal desire, their internal motivation
and determination, and their want of something better lor their family and themselves
were all discussed. They all talked about their desire to be a positive role model for their
children and others. Carrie expressed, “1 you go off thi reservation and gel your
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education, you have to come back to tie reservation and help
.elp the rdst
rest of the
l community
by being a role mode! for others. We need good role models. We need people who are
working and sober to be role models.’ These student:s showed that they can be their own
undeniable force.
AH of the students talked about obtaining a bachelor’s degree as “doable” and
“workable”. They talked about obstacles they had to contend with like driving, studying,
family, and homework, but all these things can be overcome. Where are the students
now? Two students proved that the obstacles could be overcome by graduating with a
bachelor’s degree. Two students are jstill attending. Two have stopped out but have
plans of going back within the next y)ear. One that graduated and the two that are still
going were a part of the articulation program set up between Anywhere College and
Little Hawk College. Students made similar comments as Carrie, “I just want to finish.
It is doable.”
For these students the transfer experience revolved around three factors of
adjustment and two transition forces During the academic adjustment students dealt
with, strengthened, and accepted fac ors that affected their education. The second
adjustment that affected participants education was social. This was probably the easiest
one for the Anywhere College students. They were uon-traditional students transferring
to a college with a majority of non-t aditional students who were all trying to complete a
bachelor’s degree, Therefore they felt comfortable among people like themselves. The
third adjustment that affected their education was personal. The major adjustment here
was commuting time, gas money, and the weather, Being a full- time employee and
having a family created a need for some additional adjustments. The two forces that
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affected the education o f the students ware those that deterred and those that assisted.

The only real force that deterred was the commute tirjie and the weather. The forces that
assisted helned the students to attend cjollege and con inue their education. These forces
included assistance from Anywhere C<t>liege, other people, and themselves. The factors
of adjustment and the transition forces were affiliatec with the transitioning of the
participants from Little Hawk College to Anywhere College in Southtown.
Group Two: jniversity of Somewhere
Sat o f C onditions

The experiences of the student? that attended [Jni versity of Somewhere in
Eastville had to do with the mission and vision of University of Somewhere as well as
personal forces that assisted the transition. To clearly visualize the phenomenon of the
participants that attended University o f Somewhere, codes, categories,

themes were

developed as well as a concept map. Figure 6, depicts the factors of adjustment and
transition forces for [Jniversity o f Somewhere. Figuije 7 reflects the intervening
conditions and strategies of the participants that attended University of Somewhere
University of Somewhere is a rigorous liberal) arts institution and a center for
education, culture, and research. It attests to personalize education for each student, to
enrich classroom experience through research, to hot or and support the multicultural
indusiveness of the campus, and to recruit and retain outstanding students and faculty.
There are almost 2000 students. About 20% of the students are color and a little less than
half of them arc American Indian, Transfer students need a 2,5 GPA. Credits are not
accepted from postsecondary schools which are not ^credited, such as technical and
business colleges.
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University of Somewhere pnc vides a variety of facilities and services for the
students. There is an orientation pro gram, about 90 school organizations, one of which is
an American Indian organization, an ethnic center, and tuition waiver for Indians.
F actors o f Adjustment

As the eight participants from University of Somewhere told their story and as the
stories were transcribed, there were Several factors <j)fadjustment that emerged from the
students at University of Somewhere. The labels for the adjustments were developed
from the comments provided by the participants as well as their attitudes that became
evident during their story telling. Tb|e following section will describe the factors of
adjustment which include:
•

Academic Adjustment

•

Social Adjustment

•

Personal Adjustment
A cadem ic Adjustm ent

Academic adjustment charact|erized the feelings that were expressed by the
participants dealing with their educational preparation, faculty, work load, and attitude
about education. All eight reported slome major academic adjustments that needed to be
made in order for them to attend and pass the classe s at University of Somewhere.
Academically, most of the interviewees four d their classes to be overwhelming.
A majority of them had spoken to friends and relatives that had informed them that
attending a four-year institution was MHrder than attending Little Hawk College. Bridget
shared, “I think the scariest part was hat you hear a; 1these stories about how it is so
much haider than at the tribal college. That was really scary. That fear held me back for
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C o d e s, C a te g o rie s, a n d T h e m e s: U n iv e r is t y o f S o m e w h e re

attending class
excited for classes
hard classes
feeling challenged
inadequate preparation
lot of reading
lot of writing
overwhemed (lot of work)
studying / time and effort
withdrew

Facte s of
AdU .tment

apprehension
fear of being only Indian in class
intimidation
lonely -- segregation factor
made friends
non-traditiona! student
out of comfort zone
whoie experience was different
commuting fi me/gas/weather
attending class

finances
Good to go somewhere else
internal motivation (determination)
pulled between family and school
money management
raising family
sacrifices
single parent
time management skills
wonder if smart enough
working full/part time

Adjustma

Figure 6. Codes, Categories, and T tames: Univers ily o f Somewhere.
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6 cont.
C od e s, C a te g o rie s, a nd T h e m e s

U n iversity o f S o m e w h e r e

{cont

commute time
culture
difficult credit transfer
high dropout rate for Native Amer cans
no personal contact w/admin
poor advisor
tuition waiver resentment

contact with staff and admin
easy transfer of credits
good faculty
multi-ethnic center
NA association
Or ientation for transfer students
famiiy/friends support
felIow employees encouragement
financial suppor'
having a role model
support system for each other
desire to help tribe and people
internal motivation (determinatio
ft is "doable" "workable'
personal desire
provide better for family
role model for children
role model for others
want of something better

Transition
Forces to new
environment

Concept Map: University o f Somewhere

a whi le.” Seven of the students indicated that there was an overwhelming amount of
reading and writing that caused then? to feel submerged in homework. They found that
they needed to spend a lot more time studying than hey had anticipated. Ail comments
were like Michael's, “I wasn’t prepared for all the reading and writing/' Hazel reported.
“i didn’t know how to write a paper My professors at Eastvilie hjelped me. You-also
read non-stop there/’ Bridget shared that at University o f Somewhere, “They are upper
level classes and,, therefore, they should he harder

Deem shared, “Them were days I

wondered if I could do ft There was a ihuge amount of reading and writing, mat in just
one class but in all of them. It was like I was run

iwii ragged. Every day I would walk

down the hall and wonder iff would

I was m overwhelmed Iter first

it/

semester she withdrew but went back foe second semester and Is M l going.
Feeling academically unprepared was intimidating for soviet! o f the students,
There was a large amount of writing that needed to be dene, not just at the end o f foe
semester, but for many projects throughout the semester, interviewees felt foal: they
struggled to write on a. college level because they were lacking in, upper level writing
skills. Students felt they were not ei uipped to do all the reading that was required. Tire
level o f expectation was higher than most students were used, to at Little Hawk. College..
Some students felt they were not prepared for foe rigor of a four-year inMhMon Katie
said, “1 went to school one year and then quit, 1 wasn’t ready for the- challenge. Then I.
realized .that it. was my last time and. decided 1tv

to

One o f the major 'concern; *fpr students vias the amounjt o f time and effort foal
m I attending ctasw , It wot. only mkm «

was required, to do the studying* ttf»
lot o f time to study and do assi*

ts, but also in travel back; kid forth to foe four-year
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institutions. Ail of the studen ts went to school full-time. Three of the students
continued to work part-time while the others just concentrated on school. Two of the
students moved to Eastville, for 2 short period of time, and then returned to Little
Village f o r F am ily Support

Six of the students felt they were unprepared for the caliber o f work that was
required of them. Debra shared, “It would have bee n a less slap in the face i f 1 had been
a little more prepared for the expectations. You just aren’t ready to write these papers
that they want you to write.” They all agreed that cljasses were hard, which made them a
challenge.
There was a certain amount df excitement about attending c lasses. A couple of
students mentioned they were glad when one semester was over, but shortly thereafter
were excited about the next semeste and the new classes and anticipation o f what they
would leant next.
S octal Adjust mens

Social adjustment characterized the feelings that were expressed by the
participants dealing with their sociali zation in a diflerent educational environment. AU
eight o f the students grappled with a sense o f being out o f their comfort zone in the fouryear institution and some with a sense o f apprehension. Being a non-traditionai and older
student seemed to be a major social adjustment for ill those attending Eastville
Elizabeth remarked, “I fell age conscious. There was such an age difference. The others

were just out o f high school Talso fell like I was out o f my element and over my head.
Being the only Native American m dm class wan art intimidating factor for five of the
students. Bridget revealed, “If there Is another Native in the classroom it makes all the

m

difference in the world for me. Someone to hang ou; with.” Jane shared, “Intimidation
factor is a barrier. You may be the on Iy Native American in the class. 1 felt a little out of
place with other students and didn’t p irtiicipate in any activities.” five of the students felt
lonely and segregated which lead to depression. Mseeting people was difficult. The
multi-ethnic center and the Native Arherican associaltiion provided support for most of the
students. Seven of the students felt that the whole social experience was di fferent at
University of Somewhere. All of the students remarked that they felt “out o f their
comfort zone”.
Making friends was a challenge. Three of the students remarked that they stuck
pretty much to themselves, going to t lasses and then going home. Michael shared, “I
knew people, but 1 went to school to earn and stud} and that was my goal, not to make
friends.” Katie said, “Some of my fellow students would talk to me in class but not speak
to me or recognize me outside of class. I pretty much stuck with the Indian students.”
Five participants talked about making friends. Amber shared that after she started
visiting with other students she, “fou id out about classes and advisors and which ones
were helpful so 1 personally contacted one, and she was good.” Several students shared
tha they joined the Native American organization to have a friend and support group.
Hazel shared, “There are a lot of foreign students there, but it is way different for the
Indians. People welcome every grot p but us. Instructors would do group things all the
time and nobody wants you in their group. 1 am us-ml to it now. Once you prove yourself
then they treat you differently. Every semester in every class you have to prove yourself
all over again."
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.°erson al A djm tm eni
Personal adjustment characterized the feelings that were expressed by the
participants dealing with the factor; that affected uid changed their personal lives. AH
participants expressed a desire to h;!p their tribe End people but were unaware o f the
sacrifices they would have to make.
Finances were a factor that affected all of rhe participants’ lives. It became a
challenge to determine how to pay or education, buy gas, and in some cases, pay for
daycare and provide for families al at the same time. Jane shared, “l had a difficult time
finding sitters and being able to pay for it.” Getting finances set up was a hurdle to
climb. Most of the students talked about having to learn money management skills in
order to survive. Jane shared, “I had to budget my loans to make it through the
semester.” Many of the participant; talked about the large amount of school loans they
have as a result of their education. [According to Jlane, “It said free tuition, but, of course,
you had to pay for your books and lechnical and b adding fees and everything else. Of
course there were living expenses t o even though) l worked part-time.”
Studying took a lot more o f kheir time than participants anticipated. Seven
students reported that this was a strain for them as well as their families. There were
cases where children, spouses, and family membeis felt neglected. Participants talked
about being pulled between family and school. Hi ving to tell family that everyone had to
stay home because the parent had tc study was hard on the family and on the student.
Not able to attend some family activities was a sacrifice participants said was difficult.
Debra shared, “My kids wanted to o things but 1 would say I cata’t because I have t
study.. We even missed some pow ^roiws, it was a rig sacrifice. If I had a paper due we
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ecu. in’i go.” Seven students repotted >emg overwhelmed with everything that needed to
be done besides class work, in a few c ases like Katie s, “My love of my family and
obligations would sometimes keep me from attending some of my classes.” Five students
talked about learning time management skills. Elizableth shared, “f became more
accountable for my time. I set up goal* lor myself an t followed through with them.”
Ail eight found that commuting created a problem. There was not only the time
to travel back and forth but also the ga s money and the weather conditions in the winter.
Most o f the students were on-campus so classes were always held and there was no
leniency if you were a commuter. The refore, you tried to get to classes evert when the
weather was bad. Attendance is important at Univers ity of Somewhere. According to
Hazel, “You have to be in class because when you m iss you miss so much. You can’t
afford to miss any.”
Fear and intimidation were factors some of the participants experienced. They
wondered if they were smart enough, hat was a fear that held some back until they were
able to overcome it Hazel reported, * didn’t know f I could make it so I ended up
withdrawing. There is a one-time withdrawal so that is what I did. I really lucked out. 1
went back because of my family.”
Since all the participants were non-traditiona students, that created some issues.
Six o f the students were raising chikheh, four were f ingle parents, and all had close
family ties and responsibilities. Three Of the single parents had to work part-time to keep
up with the expenses. The single parents had to dea with school, daycare, and raising a.
family h \

Hazel shared* i: am a single want s o dun makes it hard with

daycare.” The married parents had to deal with school, daycare, ahd raising a family with
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the help of the spouse. Both groups found it challenging to be a pion-traditional student
with a family. Debra shared, “East\ il e, is not the school for a iion-traditionai student.
Most of the students are right out of high school.

Elizabeth shared, “I was still working

part-time and I was a single parent. 1 didn’t have i social life." The non-traditional
student faces many challenges when going to Unit ersity of Somlewhere.
In most cases it was the internal motivation and determination that kept
participants going. In a few eases s udents found it difficult to get motivated to do a good
job. Once participants determined tfhat it was ‘doable’ they trudged forward.
Sacrifices were a part of their personal adjustment story. According to Katie
students must realize, "School will bo your life. You have to sacrifice everything in your
life and trudge through.
Four students expressed that they felt it was a good experience to go to a different
institution rather than continue at the tribal college they had previously attended. Hazel
said, "Eastviile is such a good school l don’t knovt why more people don’t go there.
Elizabeth shared, "Going to school somewhere elm other than Little Hawk College was
good for me You see other viewpoints and you 1ijam to survive. You also get other
experiences and other perspectives It gives you it whole different outlook,. It also takes
you out o f your comfort zone."

Tmmitim Feitow
As the particip^.

old the r story and as foe stories were transcribed, there were

several transition forces that enter

There wn iw«>

tim i developed front the

comments provided by the partialpants m well as their attitudes that became evident.
during their story telling The foillowing section wilt describe tire transition forces:
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Forces that deterred
Forces that assisted
F o r c e s T h a t D e te r r e a

The storytellers mentioned a variety of forces thjat deterred them in their transition
to their new educational environment. Spme of them w|ere overcome and others will
always remain deterrents.
The commuting time for all the interviewees wa|s approximately the same, 60
minutes one way, which dipped into theijr study time as well as their family time. The
alternative was to move to the community in which the school was located. A couple of
students did that, but moved hack to the Little Village trea within a year. One of the
reasons the participants attended Univer sity of Somewhere was because it was within
driving distance so this was a deterrent force that could not be overcome.
Three students mentioned the high dropout rate for Native Americans. Jane felt
that because of that faculty was not willi ng to work with the native student figuring they
would not be back the next semester. “Once they wou d notice that you were still there,
their attitude changed.
Five of the students shared experiences about tfye lack of personal contact with the
administration. Elizabeth expressed, “It isn’t persona! You send your transcripts and
then go on-line and see what classes you deed. You dda’t visit an advisor until you have
enrolled,” Half of the participants discussed the poor advising they felt they had
received. April shared, “1 wish I would have had better advising. 1 didn’t have anybody
helping me decide what classes I should take to finish 1just chose a degree that i could
complete the fastest and just be done.” Debra said, “I lust needed an advisor that was
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there to answer my questions and he' p me.” Katie mentioned that the faculty and
students were a challenge for her.” Jaae said, “It wpuld have been nice to have had
someone show you the process of what is expected and needed for applying for grants.’
She feels she may have missed out on some financial opportunities, but having a child
and working part-time she didn’t have time to do the research on her own
University of Someplace has a tuition waiver for Indians. It was felt by some
students that it is this waiver that generated some is sues that seemed to them to be racism.
Some participants felt that if the students and instructors understood the reason for the
waiver there would be less negative attitudes towaid the Native Americans. Hazel feels,
“There is just a lack of knowledge ajs to why there is free tuition. Those that take an
Indian class learn the reason for the waiver, and then they really get it. Unfortunately.
not everyone takes an Indian class

Katie agreed ay saying, “Prejudice v

<e

ignorance of “why” there is a tuition waiver.” One student stated that because a lot of
Native Americans drop out of colic ?e, instructors assume that helping them is a waste of
rime; therefore, you

to prove yourself by doiijtg well in the classes and return the

ext semester.
There were other factors that deterred the transition. A couple of interviewees
had trouble with the transfer of credits. Michael t<j>ld his story, “The business credits did
not transfer. My first choice for a major was management. The transfer committee and
the transfer specialist strongly enceuraged me to rot go into management so 1 changed
my major.” Five students felt there was very little; personal contact with the
administration/staff which deterred them because of not getting personal assistance with
financial aid, registration, scholarship infonnatior , nor knowing what classes to take.
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Forces That Assisted

The storytellers revealed a variety of forces that assisted them in their transition to
their new educational environment. Some of the forces came from University of
Somewhere and its staff and faculty while others cj;ame from people outside the education
arena and from within the participanjtts themselves
They all commented about he faculty andjor staff. There were comments about
instructors being approachable, heldful. and profess>ional. There were even comments
regarding challenges that the instrubtors provided along with an exhilarating feeling the
students felt from being challenged The participaints talked about visiting with other
native students to find out who were good advisory . Michael said, “My advisor was
very understanding and supportive

Jane said, My advisor didn’t help with the

transfer, but did help when a teacher was giving nr.e a bad time.” Hazel expressed
thoughts, “The transfer coordinator at Eastville, w as very helpful.” She also talked
about her advisor, “I had been told what advisor to go to and she was good. She helped
me withdraw the first semester and encouraged me to come baclf the second semester.”
Katie talked about the financial aid office, “They ^ere good, but they didn’t have any
money for me. They didn't have fhe time to sit do wn and help us navigate their site,
They had too many students.” Debjra talked about a special relationship she had with a
few faculty, “I would just go to theiin and say I n©tided help and they would clear their
desk and help me,”
University of Somewhere provided some (drees that assisted students. Five
students talked about the easy transit:r of credits, w hiile two repotted that it took a little
work to get some credits transferred Faculty facili ated student {earning by being
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available to the students and answerir g questions as was reported by six participants.
The university provided student orien alion; however, only four of the eight students
attended it. Of those that attended three felt it was v ery beneficial. All participants
mentioned the ethnic center, but only three talked about using the facility. Michael
commented about the center, “It was cind of noisy so I would go to the library to study.’
Jane used the ethnic center, “They had computers and printers that you could use if you
were a minority. It was a comfort zone for misplaced students.’
There was a Native American association which all participants knew about and
belonged to. Because most of the activities took place at night, very few were active but
yet they were all members and participated as much as they could. Amber said another
person from Little Village said she should join the c ub so she did, and “It helped me
socially because it connected me to o her people who had kids and overall academically
and their friends.” Hazel said, “I joined the Native American club the second semester to
meet other Indians and have some kind of support group.”
People outside University of Somewhere proved to be a positive force. One
participant received financial support!. They all received moral support from family and
friends. Amber shared personal thoughts of, “1 count myself very fortunate to have a
supportive family and extended fami y to help with my educational aspirations.” In some
cases it was a positive word, in other: it was help vv th housework. One of the
participants, who was working part-t: me, received encouragement from fellow
employees. Five of the participants tyad a role model that kept them going. Two reported
being a support system for each other. Katie shared , ‘1just kepi thinking about how mv
education would help my family.’'
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t.
transfer to
Students themselves were a stfong force that assisted with their

University of Somewhere. Five had strong desire o help their tribe and people. This
gave them the internal motivation an<i determination to complete their degree and help
their people. Debra explained her des ire
i to help her tribe this way, “I could see that
within the tribe we need to be function:ing at a level where we can compete with the way
that we live in our society. Yet we n

to maintain our identity as to who we are. We

need to have educated people in order to survive so tlhat we are on a level playing field
with the dominant society. I think thajt is the only way we can live.” Half of the
participants shared wanting somethin k better for their family and themselves. They all
talked about their desire to be a positihe role model for their children and others. Debra
said, “You have to get that educational discipline. Ylcu have to want it and make the
commitment.”
All of the students talked aboujt obtaining a bachelor’s degree as “doable” and
“workable”. Six students proved that the obstacles could be overcome by graduating
with a bachelor’s degree. Two of tho^e students are working on their master’s degree at a
different institution. Two students are still working on their bachelor’s degree. They are
all pleased with themselves that they made the plunge to get their education.
For University of Somewhere students, the transfer experience revolved around
three factors of adjustment and two transition forces. During the academic adjustment
students dealt with, strengthened, and accepted facto-s that affected their education.
Some of the factors included their week academic preparedness, their finding and
acceptance of instruclor/stafT assistant e, and their sit dy load. The second adjustment that
affected participant’s education was social. This was; probably the hardest one for
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University of Somewhere students. ' he big factors included apprehension, intimidation,
being a non-traditionai student with z majority of tnditiona! students, the different
experience, and being out of their comfort zone. The third adjustment that affected their
education was personal Some c f the adjustments were internal such as motivation, fear,
feeling of not being smart enough, ar d sacrifices th< t needed to be made. Other
adjustments included money management, time management, and the pull between
family and school The two forces tl at affected the education of the students were those
that deterred and those that assisted. The forces tha deterred were things that made it
difficult for students to attend college like the reputation of Native Americans and the
lack of personal contact with administration. The ti ition waiver and its impact was a big
factor for some students to adjust to and accept. The forces that assisted from the
university, other people, and personal helped the sti dents to attend college and continue
their education. The factors of adjustment and the transition forces were affiliated with
the transitioning of the part icipants f ont Little Hawk College to University of
Somewhere.
Com aarison of Insti iutions
The two four-year institution^ the participants attended are similar but yet
different. Both schools arc accreditod liberal arts institutions, provide bachelor ami
graduate degrees, prepare students for service to the community, ind encourage personal
growth. Anywhere College is a pri ^ate institution accommodating non-traditionai
students that are employed, have families, attend school part-time, and commute. Thirty
is the average age o f the students. I Diversity of Somewhere is a public school
accommodating the traditional studertis that are just out of high school a short time and
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attend school full-time. Anywhere College offers classes once aj week having many night
classes. University of Somewhere has the traditional day schedule with classes being
offered several times a week. The majority of faculty at Anywhere College are adjunct
with professiond experience, while those at University o f Somewhere are highly
educated full-time faculty who have won many fetching awards. Anywhere College has a
more lenient transfer policy than U iversity of Somewhere. University o f Somewhere is a
s team and a arge number o f student organizations
larger school and can provide a spo<:%
while Anywhere College has neither,v Uni versity of Somewhere has a campus with a
library, student center, culture centcjr,; several buikjings for classrooms, and student
housing. Anywhere College has a building with offices and a lew classrooms,
University of Somewhere has free tuition for American Indians. The two schools both
provide an education to students, but do it with dissimilar resources and in a dissimilar
way.
■Five of the participants wan ted. to continue to
1 work at thin present job while
working part-time on a bachelor’s c egree. Since their jobs were daytime positions going
to school in the late afternoons or esettings was ideal for them Anywhere College was
able to provide these students with degree they were interested in. as welt as a. .flexible
schedule. Since the College catered to noiMraditfonal students, the students felt
comfortable in the classroom because the majority'bf the other students were like them:
had families, were employed, and i ere older than the traditional student. The college
personnel had office hours at night to help student itsince many of the classes were night
classes.. T his made it possible for the participants to stop into the oflces before or

between classes and get questions nflWdtrii* The Students from UtttfelfawW College that
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They
went to Anywhere College did so because it fit t tem well.. T
hk had no desire to join
organizations or be involved in scjhool activities^ They simply wanted to attend classes,
go home, and get a bachelor’s decree; therefore, Anywhere College was the place they
could go to accomplish their goal
One of the participants that attended Anyw here College had. originally wanted to
attend University of Somewhere, Her main reason was because o f the Indian tuition

waiver. Anywhere College was s, private schoo and she had accumulated a large
financial debt and therefore had to stop-out to esrn money to pay the debt before she
could go back. Since University bf Somewhere would have provided her with a tuition
waiver she thought she would have had the finances to complete her degree without
having to stop-out. She determined that she wan not accepted at University of
Somewhere because her grades were low and lh*y have high academic entrance
requirements. She attended Anywhere College t ut wanted to be attending University o f
Somewhere.
Eight of the participants Ranted to continue their education after Little Hawk
College by going to school full- time to get their bachelor ’s degree faster. For most o f the
students it was the degrees that tine University o Somewhere offered that were appealing
One student graduated with a de,igree that was not h iif tit choice but. a third choice
n;i>t offer a bucht dor’s degree in his first choice. He had
some difficulties with the transfer o f credits because the tribal! college courses were
taught as upper level courses at llmverstty o f Somewhere The American Indian tuition
waiver made it very enticing for ill students. U inverst ty of Somewhere had a traditional
class schedule so the students co:'ltd attend day classes, and drive back home to be with
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their families in the evening. There was a multi-ethnic center where students could use
computers and printers. There was a [Native Am© 4can organization that many joined and
used as a support group. The wholp experience w as different because the participants
were non-traditional students among traditional aiid attending a traditional school. They
were out of their comfort zone. So :nc of the experiences were good and some were notso-good. Some stn ggled, but yet t icy overcame and make progress to obtain their
degrees. The participants that alter ded University of Somewhere felt the experience was
good for them; they received a qua ity education and were glad they chose to attend
school there. For most of the students the choice of school was a good fit
One of the participants that attended Anywhere College had originally wanted to
attend University of Somewhere because of the Indian tuition waiver. An w here College
was a private school and with tuitic:n and fees she had accumulated a large financial debt,
and, therefore, had to stop-out to cum money to pay the debt before she could go back.
Since she could of received a tuition waiver at Un versity of Somewhere, she felt she
would have had the finances to complete her degree without having to stop-out. She felt
that she was not accepted at University of Somewhere because her grades were low and
they' have high academic entrance requirements. She attended Anywhere College but
wanted to e attending University of Somewhere,
In most eases students found Jhe institution that fit them best. They were all
looking For a school within driving distance. Some were looking for an education they
could obtain while they were world Of full-time, and some wanted to go to school full
time and complete it faster. Some participants we it looking for a particular bachelor's
degree. Some wanted an education that winked with their schedule while others were

looking for a quality education wljii |h happened o come with a
participants attended the school tli)at fit their part cular needs.
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CHAPTER V
SUMM ARY, CONCLUSIONS, IfECOMMENE1.ATIONS, AND REFLECTIONS
Summary of the Study
The existing literature addressbs the retention issue of Native Americans at tribal
colleges and the general student popu ation at non-trbal colleges, but does not adequately
examine Native Americans transferor g from a com nunity tribal college to a
baccalaureate granting institution. T'he:re was a need for a deeper understanding of Native
American students’ transition in order to ascertain w lat leads to the few who successfully
complete their higher educational goa s. Why do soijne complete their degrees and some
do not? It was necessary to search foif the cause and then develop a solution. This
qualitative study examined issues that Native American students have when transferring
from a tribal college to a four-year institution. Fourteen Native American students were
asked to tell their transfer story. They had all attended Little Hawk College, a tribal
institution. Eight transferred to University of Somevf'here and six to Anywhere College.
The interview transcripts were coded and analyzed, \fter a careful examination of the
data and several re-examinations, it w is revealed tha :the data from the students needed
to be examined by the four-year institution attended.
Transferring from a tribal coltyge to a four-yciar institution was a life changing
event for these participants which irnjBcted their lives
in different ways. Schlossberg’s
li
(1995) 4 S’s transition theory provided a set of deierijninants to determine how well they
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coped with the transfer. It also he lped in evaluati ng why different participants reacted
differently to the same type of tran ;ition. The imnact of the participants’ lives greatly
varied depending on the institution they transferrod to, therefore it was necessary to
separate the analysis by institution The situationls faced at each school were different for
the two sets of participants. In sonjie situations, p|articipants attending the same school
reacted differently. Even though the participants were all non-traditional and Native
American, there was a mixture of male and female and a variety of ages. They all had
some kind of family support; child nen, spouse, parent, aunt, or other family member,
Some had support from friends and coworkers. The strategies used to cope with the
transfer varied with the participants . The strategies they used to take charge of a
situation, to manage stress, and to Control problems varied from person to person. Some
of the strategies used by the participants depended on where they were with their culture,
It was interesting to listen to the pariicipants tell about their challenges and how they
overcame them and became a strop:ger person. I believe Schiossberg’s transition theory
was very useful in researching the Native American transfer students. Issues included
family, friends, and relationships,

issues

uded maintaining academic levels

since many felt they were underprdpared, making sense of the institutional culture and
traditions, and straddling two cultures.
The interviews provided a rich collection i f “factors of adjustment” and
“transition forces” that affected the students. The factors of adjustment were academic,
in many areas depending on the institution
social, and personal. These factors differed
<
attended. Transition forces were separated by fhojse that deterred and those that assisted.
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The forces that assisted were separ;j.ted by institution attended, either people, and personal
forces.
As early as 1991 Tierney sa}d that higher education institutions need to adapt,
build bridges, and work together with tribal colleges for the Native American student
(Bensimon & Tierney, 1993; Tierne y, 1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1995). Wagner (2010) and
Dembicki (2010) are saying the samte thing in 2010. The participants in this study may
have benefited if the tribal college afnd the four-yeiir institution had worked closer
especially those going to University of Somewhere, a traditional four-year institution.
Findings
As a result, of this study, thei[e are some important findings: (a) reasons for
selection of four-year institution, (b] forces that hindered the transfer to a four-year
institution, (c) forces that facilitated the transfer to a four-year institution, and (d) why.
All the participants are glad that the!y,decided to colitinue their education by attending a
four-year university.
Reasons f o r Choice

All the participants shared thjat the main rea son for choosing their particular
Ibur-year institution was that it was airly close to home, and they would be able to
commute. All those that chose University of Somewhere did so mainly because o f the
Indian tuition waiver. They also chose it because they were going to be foil-time students
and it was a traditional school with a typical day-time class schedule. One person
indicated that she tried to get into University of Somewhere but was not accepted; she felt
it was because her grade point was nbt good enough, but yet it seemed to be good enough
for Anywhere College.
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Those that chose Anywhere College worked fjuli-time and tl)ie classes were held
once a week with many of them being in the evening so it was more convenient. Three
people indicated that they originally started classes witth Anywhere College when there
was an agreement with Little Hawk College and the classes were offered on the tribal
college campus. Because it was so convenient, they hkd decided that they would be
foolish to not take advantage of it. Once the classes vr<ere no longer offered on Little
Hawk Campus, they felt they were too far into the pndgram to quit so they continued the
program by commuting to Southtown, to attend Anyvjtfhere College.
F orces That H in dered

There were a number of forces hat affected the participants’ transfer regardless of
which four-year institution they attendsd. One of the major handicaps expressed by all
participants was being a non-traditiona student. Gett ng into a study mode of
concentrating, reading, writing, and do ng homework was a challenge felt by all.
Finances were an issue for the majorityf of participants. Most of the students had children
so having to deal with family issues w liile trying to study and complete homework
assignments was a challenge. Family t me and family activities were sacrificed by both
the participants and their families. JAnctl:her major issue of concern For all the participants
was the commute time. In all cases, ex;ept one, the commute time was about 60 minutes
one way. The commuting caused a strqiin for gas monjey as well as having to drive in
some dreadful mid-west weather in the winter months
The participants that attend Uniy*crsity of Somewhere had a number of extra
forces that affected them as a transfer s udent. They a 1 felt that they were out of their
comfort zone. The majority of the student body was different than them. Most of them

talked about feeling alone ai one tine or another while on campus, especially if they
thought they were the only Native American in a classroom. Some talked about having
to prove to the instructors and the other students that they were not going to quit school
but continue until graduation. There was a feeling that there was a barrier between the
by the tuition waiver. As a
native and non-native students but most felt it was caused
i
non-traditional student, they were older than most of the students in their classes which
created an intimidation factor. Could being a non-traditional student have caused the
feeling of intimidation and the barrier they felt between themselves and the other
students? They had little in common with most o f the students because they were older
day, and six of the
than most of the other students, commuted to school from home each
eight had children at home. These things made them different from the majority of
students at University of Somewhere. They said there was a lack of academic advising as
well as very little personal contact with the admini stration. Nearly everyone felt that they
were inadequately prepared for junior level work with all the reading and writing that was
required of them. They felt the amount of work was overwhelming. All the participants
said the whole experience at University of Somewhere was different.
The majority of participants indicated that they fell unprepared for the four-year
institution. Their writing and reading skills were inadequate. They had a large amount of
reading to do for which they were rot prepared. They did not know how to research for
scholarships nor make application for them. They faced difficulties with time
management and financial management. Why did they have these issues? These are
issues the tribal college could have helped them tc deal with before they transferred.
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F orces That F a c ilita ted

The forces that facilitated the transfer were qqite similar for participants at both
instituti ons. One of the main forces stated as a force that assisted the transfer was having
a role model; in turn they want to be a role model for their children and others. Their role
models were not just someone they looked up to or w io was successful, but someone
who had to go through similar struggles and challenges they were going through. The
second main force was the support of family and friends. The majority said it was an
internal motivation force that kept them going. The realization that education was a
“doable” goal was a facilitating force. Most of the participants said the credits from the
tribal college easily transferred. Half of them had a desire to transfer to get a
baccalaureate degree because they wanted something better for their family. Half wanted
to help their tribe and people (McKinley & Brayboy, 1004). The majority of the
participants felt the faculty were good and in some cases assisted their transfer. Many
participants found it necessary to leam ime and finam ial management skills.
E. Lawrence (personal communication, October 27, 2010) called it a “fire in the belly”;
that desire to want to make a difference for family, friends, and the tribe.
Those that went to Anywhere College said the :staff, administration, and advisors
were very helpful arid readily available. Since Anywhere College is a private school, it is
usually quite customer responsive. Merit of the participants commented that the
adjustment to Anywhere College was very easy, the classroom setting was comfortable,
and everyone got along in and out of the classroom. The student body at Anywhere
College was made up of people just like the participants, lion-traditional.
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o f Somewhere said there was a Native American
Those that went to University <
organization which helped to get connected socially with other Native Americans. They
also talked about a culture center whire minority cullture students could go to use
computers, study, or relax.
Little Hawk College and Any ivhere College had worked together for a few years
to bring bachelor level courses to the Little Hawk C;pmpus. Would a relationship
between Little Hawk College and U;niversity of Somewhere have helped the students who
transferred there?
All the participants expressed a desire for an education and had educational goals.
They expressed the importance o f getting an education to improve the financial status o f
their family, to help others, and to help their tribe, bio one mentioned getting an
education for themselves; it was always for someone or something else. It was apparent
to me that their bond with family was very strong. Many had a strong desire to get an
education in order to get a better job within the tribe to better sustain their family. Family
does not mean just their immediate family but also their extended family, all their
relatives. Some saw a need in the tribs and returned o school for an education to help
fulfill that role for their tribe. As they talked about their education^ or the delaying of
their education, immediate family, extended family, ;md the tribe were always a part o f
the story. Listening to them tell their education stories made their experience real for
others. The strong bond of love they f sit for family, both immediate and extended
permeated from their stories.
All the participants experienced some hardships, The differjence between those
who stopped out and those who continued or graduated had to do with the drive B.
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Lawrence called “fire in the belly”, Maybe some li ghts did not bum as bright or as high
as others. Those that had a brighter ight found ways to deal with hardships and continue
on with their education. Not only was the “fire in the belly” bright for some, but the
desire to help family, friends, and the tribe was so s:rong that they found ways to
overcome all obstacles. It was what Ley had inside them. It was their personal attitude
toward family, tribe, culture, and education. The th aught o f being able to help their
family nudged them to persevere when things got re eky. One person had to continue
with classes because her grants and scholarships were her only means of supporting her
family. For another person quitting college was not an option because she had quit her
job and she had nothing to go back tc support her family so she had to move forward,
The participants traveled many miles sometimes in bad weather. They had to find
money for daycare, food, and gas. In many cases thpy had to give up some family
activities, find time to study, and devote their energ) to getting to class and getting their
homework done. I think the paths the y all traveled were full of rocks and stones but they
were able to move those rocks and continue on their paths.
Those that stopped out had res sons for doing so. They were not selfish reasons
but family reasons. They still had the desire to continue school to earn a bachelor's
degree but it had to be delayed. One person adopted a baby, not a planned adoption, but
nevertheless providing a home for a b iby that had nclnc. It was apparent to me that she
st ill had a Strong desire to continue her education ant she planned to, but her desire to
help was greater and so she provided slHome for a small baby. The other person stopped
out because of finances. She felt she was not adequaeiy providing financial support fat
her family. She also wants to continue her education as soon as she financially can
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because she wants to lead by example for her children. 1 believe both of these people will
continue their education for a bachelor's degree and am sure that one of them will
continue on for a master’s.
The participants’ pursuit of an education impacted their {amity. Those that have
children commented about encouraging them to go to college right after high school and
before a serious relationship. One par icipant encouraged his children to pursue a degree
to get a good job. Three o f the participants already h ave children in college. One
participant has a child going to the same college as si ie is going to. Three have young
children and are already talking to them about the importance of a college education All
of the participants that have children are taking an active role in their education, even at
the elementary level; to be sure they study hard, get good grades, and take toe right
classes that will help them in college. The participants have become promoters o f
education and role models not only for family, friend;, and extended family. They all are
glad that they persevered and decided to pursue a bachelor’s degree,
Recommendation;
Based on toe research and the tindings o f this study 1 have made some
recommendations including those shared by toe participants. Recommendations are
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provider! for tribal <ol leges, receiving institutions, tribes, families, and friends m to what
they can do to improve the transfer experience for prenent students as well as future
students. The participants provided valuable insights us to what worked for them, and
made suggestions as to what could be dime to smooth (to way for future transfer students
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F or Tribal C olleges

The participants in this study discussed things he tribal college did or could have
done to make for a smooth transfer. Ba sed on what I 1sained from the participants, the
research, and my personal experience, I recommend the following:
i|
*

Establish a position for a transfer officer that would obtain articulation
agreements with colleges* .advise transfer students, build rapport with students,
develop a curriculum for transfer, assist in the transfer application process,
assist in locating sources for scholarships and funds* and provide support
(Dougherty, 1992; Herman

Lewis, 2004). After transfer remain in contact

with students on a weekly basis at first and then monthly by either phone or in
person just to keep the student on track and to show interest and support. That
person should provide encouraging words and be available to listen if
hardships should arise. Rem aid the student of their educat ion vision/ibcus.
*

Little Hawk faculty hold students more accountable in their classes. Hold
students to the rigor and stan lards o f studej■rts
s In any other college so Little
Hawk transfer students do not have to pay tillt price for not getting the fell
content of courses (Lee & Frank, 1990; Ta lihongva, 2010; Townsend, 1995,
2001).

*

Develop a curriculum for stu

that would include writing across the

curriculum, time tnaimgemenL hsearch topic skills, deadlines* holding
students to a higher standard, arid a strict attendance polled (Townsend, 1995),
Establish in students confidence in their reading and writing abilities before
they leave the campus.
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*

Develop a course in the curriculum with topits such as time management,
dealing with people, building confidence, asking for assistance, coping skills,
isolation and alienation skills, dealing with deadlines, managing finances,
researching scholarships, locating sources of funds to help financially after
transfer, and organizational skills (Braithwaite, 1997; Brown &
Kurpius, 1997; Worley, 2010)

In a tribal college students have a ot of support from instructors, administration,
and student services, but is it the wrong k nd of support? Is this help enabling them?
Students need to learn to be responsible, ta attend class, md complete their schocl work
on time.
Research showed that tribal colleges should coll aborate with officials at four-year
institutions to which their students transfer (Capriccioso 2006; Rivas, Perezs, Alvarez, &
Solorzauo, 2007). By working together o|i articulation agreements and transfer issues,
the transfer can be smoother for students.
F or R eceiving Institutions

My recommendations for the recerving institutions have been collected from
| *f
'' ,
participants, research, and personal experipnee. Some o f these are already being done by
some institutions but not by others. My r<dcoromendatior s for the receiving institutions
are as follows:
*

Provide an academic advisor from the beginning a assist the student to know
what classes need to be taken and which ones are left. By expanding the advising
to be more pro-active, students will appreciate kn owing the path ahead of them,
Establishing rapport and a trusting relationship w t!h someone on campus provides
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an important personal conned;tion for the N aJive
American (Brown & Kurpius,
i
1997; Jackson, Smith, & Hii , 2003; Lundbe:irg & Schreiner, 2004).
Providing an orientation program for transfer students
Providing race specific organizations (Brov/n & Kurpius, 1997; Harris, 2007;
Jackson, Smith, & Hill, 2003).
Provide a cultural center (Ness^ 2001; Tiemley, 1991).
Offer an upper level course on the tribal college campus
Provide an education coordinator who woul|d be a liaison between a tribal college
and a transfer institution. The coordinator could help out the receiving institution
by assisting the students with program requireinents, financial aid, obtaining help
from different departments, and encouragen]!ient. Research showed that
institutions should build an a liance with trifyal colleges from where they receive
transfer students (Capriccioso, 2006; Rivas, Perezs, Alvarez, & Solorzano, 2007).
Provide information to the triif>al colleges so there can be an understanding as to
the transfer of credits so the transfer takes p ace in an efficient and timely manner.
if the majority of credits tram for, the students feel they have already
accomplished a lot and can w thstand the had work ahead to complete the
bachelor’s degree (Carlan, 2000; Chen, 200$ ; Dougherty, 1992; Rivas et
al., 2007; Rivera, 2010; Townsend & Wilson, 2006).
Since financial assistance is at huge factor in retention of Native American
students, the four-year institution financial aid staff should collaborate with the
tribal colleges to address issues such as scho arship policies, deadlines, and other

financi al assistance. If instit utions provide educational assistance it should be
administered as a “hand up rather than a “hand out” (Lawrence, 2007).
By collaborating with tribal College official 3, having articulation agreements, and
working together on other transfer issues, the trans er will be smooth for students and
provide them with a better chance o f success in the transfer institution (Capriccioso,
2006; Demhicki, 2010; Rivas et al. 2007).
For Families and F riends

The participants in this study verified with the research that it is crucial for
students to receive support and encouragement fron(i their families (Falk & Aitken, 1984;
Jackson, Smith, & Hill, 2003; Strand &. Peacock, 2002). That includes helping with
childcare, meals, housework, and listening when times are tough. It also includes
understanding when a family event c annot be attended because of having to do
homework or attend class. It can be that continued call from a friend or family member
asking how school is going and inquiring about the subjects studied. Programming could
be provided by high schools and tribal colleges that could educate and encourage friends
and families to support their students
Having a role mode! is impor ant. This person could be a friend, someone who
had previously attended the institution, someone who attended a different institution, or
someone presently at the institution, Sometimes it might be an extended family member
or acquaintance that has a college degree and just knowing that if they could do it then it
was doable. Having someone to look up to and leant things from is important,
Mentors can be helpful. This could be another student at the college, a person
who has recently graduated from that college, or a concerned person. The mentor would
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need to stay in contact with the student on a regular basis, ask about school, and provide
support.
F or Future Transfer Students

For students thinking about transferring from a tribal college to a four-year
institution, the following are recommended:
® Find a class or someone;to teach you thle skills of time management, financial
management, research, and scholarship and gi ant searches.
•

Take as many writing classes as possible at the tribal coliege along with the
general education classes! required at the transfer school.

® Get involved in the organizations and activities at the tribal college to build
leadership skills.
•

After transferring, talk to Ian advisor rightt away, get involved in organizations
and activities, keep your locus on your goal, stay committed, attend class
every day.
F or Tribes

It seems clear from this research and other research that Native American students
transfer to colleges without the needed tools. Students need to be prepared to do college
level work. Preparing the students begins in the elementary grades and continues through
the tribal college. This not only includes the academics, but also the idea that obtaining a
bachelor’s degree is a goal for which tpey should all strive for. The tribe wants their
people to be high-quality, responsible, and educated employees and people.
Finances are a big issue for students continuing their education whether they have
to move away from family or drive 126 miles to attend school. Many of the participants

in tiiis study will graduate with a bachelors degree and large student loans. The local
'
I
tribe encourages students to continue their education beyond the tribal college to receive
a higher degree and is very proud of the students that complete those degrees. Tribes
have higher education money but the amount and distribution methdd varies from tribe to
tribe. Some distribute the money during the semester for the student’s expenses; others
give them a check at the end of the semester for comp ©ted classes. It would be helpful if
some of the tribes could find a better way to support the students financially or provide
someone who could assist them in researching and wri ting for scholarships and grants
(Falk & Aitken. 1984; Jackson, Smith, l l jffill, 2003). Native American students have
enough to deal with adapting to college .iff the reservation without having to worry about
their finances or having to quit school because of a lack of funds.
Education C oordin ator

After listening to the students in this study and doing the research, people outside
of the institution, tribe, and family can help transfer students. Attending classes off the
reservation can be scary for students. Seme of them have not been off the reservation
•• .■"'V.>'.: , •’
other than to go shopping or travel to another reservaticn. It is important that the students
have a person they can contact if they have a question about anything. This person
should not he directly connected to the receiving institution so the students could feel
comfortable contacting him/her about coTejge issues, This person should be to direct
contact with the students before, during, and after the transfer takes place. Students need
someone to help with the newest udent Tonus, registration forms, scholarship and grant
forms, transfer o f credits* and provide academic advice along with providing answers to
general questions. Students need to be ta *ght how to research and apply for scholarships
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and grants to help with their school fmances. They n|eed someone )to give them a weekly
call and/or a visit to see if there are qu estions or condems and inquire as to how things are
going along and letting the student kno>w, “I care abOilt you and want to help you
succeed.” Students need to know therj is someone who genuinely cares about their
educational success and is willing to help them with that vision/goal. Students' need
someone they can talk with that is impartial and a non-family member. They need
someone who understands the higher Education syste m. This person would help them
with the transfer, not coddle them but i>how them the way to handle situations on their
own. This person could be called an education coordinator. Staying in touch with the
student and being there to lead them along the educat on path is very important.
Recommendations for Further Research
The purpose of this research was to gain an understanding of the transition of
Native Americans transferring from a iribal college to a four-year institution. AIthough a
better understanding has been achieve^, it is far from complete. Therefore, 1 recommend
the following additional studies:
® A deeper study as to “why the Native American student has difficulties n the
educational system. It is necessary to get 10 the cause sd a solution can be
developed.
«

One of my recommendations as a result ofjmy research is an education
coordinator. I recommend hat a study be conducted for transfer students
from a tribal college to a four-year institution where the transfer students had
an education coordinator to assist and support them in their journey.
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•

This study looked at students who transferred to two different institutions that
were within 60 miles of the tnbal college. I ;is recommended that this study
be conducted for students transferring from h tribal college to an institution
where, because of distance, it is necessary ftor the student to physically move
to the community in which the institution is located.
Reflections

I reflected on all the participant s' cries to determine how I felt about what I
learned. To start with, choosing to trans 'er to a public <juprivate institution is not a
simple one for Native Americans. Once (the decision is made to attend, factors such as
distance from home, class schedule, credit transfer, degrees offered, and finances need to
be considered. The actual transfer experience varies defending on the institution a
student chooses to attend and where a student is in their culture. With the transfer conies
adjustments and forces that both encourage and deter the students.
The individuals that participated;n this study were highly motivated students who
found ways to attend a four-year institution. They all fad difficulties to deal with, some
had more than others. The particular ins itution chosen created different situations with
which the participants had to deal. Individuals had different views of the same situation
depending upon their self, support and st ‘ategies. It also depended on the depth o f their
personal vision/goal and their desire or Ire in the bell/'. Most of the participants had
family support which proved to he very beneficial. The one who had no family support
had a strong determination to make it work, and it did. They all had a strong desire to
continue their education and when some lit a bump in tie road, they fell for a bit,
jvaiualed why it happened, and got up and persevered through the difficult time. They
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analyzed their weaknesses, strengthened them, and continued on. (Personal determination
was a key to persistence for these students.
Many participants agreed that transferring wis good for them because it took
them out of their comfort zone and provided them with experiences and perspectives they
would not have been exposed to had they stayed in a tribal college. Unfortunately, not all
students that transfer have the same determination ar d persistence as these participants.
Many of these participants indicated tiat it was/or would have been, helpful to have
someone to call outside of the transfer! school for questions, advice, and/or support.
Someone who would stav in touch with them, to let them know someone cares and
understands, to help them find financial support, and prepare them for the educational
experience.
Native American students hav6 dreams, hope s, goals, and ambitions. The
students in this study struggled academically, socially, and personally. They had forces
that deterred them in their journey, 12 of the 14 stude nts overcame and conquered. Two
of the students have stopped out but p an to continue in the near future. The 12 students
that either graduated or are still continuing are outstanding role models for any students
from a tribal college interested in transferring. Their determination and “lire in the belly’
is an inspiration to all.
What are the participants doing now? All of them are working on the reservation
for a tribal entity. Two are still attend ing classes part-time for their bachelor's degree
two are stopped out but arc planning to continue, and the other ten have graduated with a
bachelor’s degree. The wealth of knowledge that the participants possess is a great
economic benefit to the tribe. Even those that have rmt yet finished their bachelor's
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degree, bring something extra to the tribal workp ace because Of their experiences and
education off the reservation. The participants n<bt only bring a wealth of kno wledge to
thei r job and the tribe but they alsc inspire others to get their bachelor’s degree The tribe
considers education to be ait impoiftant mission, therefore, the participants are being
leaders and role models in the edudiation endeavo •, in fact several have been encouraging
others to continue their college edi cation. Three participants became so enthralled with
education and excited about gaining knowledge tliait they are pursuing a master’s degree
at a different institution than where they obtained their bachelor’s. They have all made a
difference in their family and tribe,

Appendix A
Participation Letter

Deal Student’s Name:
As you may know, I am a business instructor at he tribal college and have been for over
20 years. Students and their contiiuied e'hicationai success is Very important to me as I
know it is to the tribe. Thereh Te, is part of my dtissertation for my Ph.D degree, I want to
research Native American tr&nsfe students to ses what helps them to be successful to
graduation.
I want to find out how to make the transfer journey of transition and transfer from the
tribal college to a four-year instill tipn as unproblematic as possible. There may be things
the college can do to better prepare students and there may be things the four-year
institutions could be doing to welcome students, make them feel comfortable, and make
for a productive educational experience.
You attended the tribal colege anc then transferred to a four-year institution. Therefore, 1
would be honored if you would sitare with me ytus transfer experience. 1 am asking for
your transfer story including transjnon. This is\our opportunity to tell your story in the
hopes o f making the journey a smoother one for future Native American transfer
students.
Enclosed is a Consent Form that I would ask you to read. It explains the research project
in detail. It also explains your parg as the partici pant, and my part, as the researcher,
Please sign the Consent Form and return it to me in the enclosed stamped envelope
saying you will be a participant in my study.
Your participation tit the study wi 1be greatly appreciated by me and future transfer
students I look forward to hearing your transfer ^tory.
Anpetu Waste,

Jeanette Gravdabi

Appendix B
Informed Co risent
IN F O R M E D C O N SE N T
Transition: The Journey from Tribal College to a Four-

TITLE:
Year

Ins titution
P R O JEC T D IR EC T OR:

Jet nette Gravdah

PHONE #

Day: 123-456-7891; Evening. ^34-567-8912

D EPA R T M EN T :

Higher Education Leadership

ST A T E M E N T O F R E SE A R C H
A person who is to participate in the research must give his or her informed consent to
such participation. This consent mist be basal on an understanding of the nature and
risks of the research. This document provides information that is important for this
understanding. Research projects include only sub jects who choose to take part. Please
lake your time in making your decision as to whet tier to participate. If you have questions
at any time, please ask.
■•
;/•
*•'
! I' |
j
W H A T IS TH E PU RPO SE O F T H IS ST U D Y ?
You are invited to be in a research study about transferring to a four-year institution.
The purpose of this research study i s to reveal what tribal colleges and four-year
institutions can do to make the transfer and transition process, a smoother one for Native
American students.
H O W M A N Y P EO P LE W IL L P A R T IC IP A T E ?
Ten to fifteen Native Americans who have been enrolled at. the tribal college full, or .part
time for at least two semesters eamihg at least 30 credits, and transferred to a four-year
public institution in a nearby state wift be asked to participate.
ijm

}?*J4

■

.

’j |

The actual interviews will Ire at a place agreed upop by both the participant and the
project director

HOW LONG WILL I BE IN THIS STUDY?
Your participation in the study wil lpst approximately one year. You will meet with
Jeanette Gravdahl. the project dire:!or at least one time and possibly two times. The first
visit will last approximately two hours, if there is a need, for a follow-up visit, it will take
about one hour or less.
WHAT WILL HAPPEN DURING THIS STUDY;
At your first visit you will be askei to sign this toon and a copy will be returned to you
for your records.
You will be informed that your mi ne will be kep j confidential hi the .final report. You
will also be informed about Process Consent whip!ih is an on-going consent that allows
you to withdraw from participation at any time.
You will be asked to share your transfer story foil you experienced when you transferred
to a four-year institution. You wil be asked to ta k about the ease of transferring credits,
assimilation into the university ineluding classes organizations, and fellow students.
After your story is transcribed, i will provide
with a copy o f the transenot by either
e-mail or postal service whichever method you iindicate at the time of the interview. You
will be asked to review the transcript and get bac|k to me within two weeks if you have
any concerns.
W H A T A R E T H E R IS K S O F T H E ST U D Y ?
There may be some risk from bcir g in this study You may reveal an event that created
emotional feelings which you wil relive in tellidig the story. HPwever, these risks are not
viewed as being in exc ess o f “mihim a! risk
If, however, you become upset by experiences you recall, you may stop at any time or
choose not to continue with that event If you wonid Iik to talk to someone about your
feelings about this study, you are encouraged to contact Dr, Hf Ip, a clinical psychologist,.
for the tribe and the college.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THIS STt DY?
You will not benefit personally frpm being in thiis study. However, we hope that, in the
future, other people might benefit from this study because we want to be able to do
everything we can for Native Am 2rican students to have a smooth transition into a 4-vear
institution
S STUDY
ALTERNATIVES TO PARTit SEATING IN THIS
Participation m voluntary, and yofrr decision whpifher or not to, participate will, not change
your future relations with the tribal college or the university transferred to. If you decide
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to participate, you are free to withdraw your consent by contacting my by e-maii or
phone.
WILL IT COST ME ANYTHING TO BE IN TllIS STUDY?
Your only cost to be in this study W[ill be to meet at a place agreed upon by both you and
the project director.
W IL L I BE P A ID FO R P A R T IC IP A T IN G ?
You will not be paid for being in thi:s research slutjty
W H O IS FU N DIN G T H E STU D ■V?
The University of North Dakota, tribal college, the four-year university, and the research
team are receiving no payments fro|m other agencites , organizations, or companies to
conduct this research study.
C O N F ID E N T IA L IT Y
The records of this study will be kqpt private to the extent permitted by law. in any report
about this study that might be publ,shed, you will not be identified. Your study record
may be reviewed by Government agencies, the U 'ID Research Development and
Compliance office, and the Uni versitv of North Dakota Institutional Review Board.
Any information that is obtained in this study and that can be identified with you will
remain confidential and will be disclosed only wi h your permission or as required by
law'. Confidentiality will be maintained by means of keeping the audiotapes, CD copy of
computer transcribed stories, transcribed stories, and consent forms in locked files in my
home.
If information from the study is re eased to the Liijttle Hawk College or the four-year
the institutions in order to
i
institution, it would be for the exp ess purpose of improving
make the transition journey a smopther one for Naifive American transfer students.
If we write a report or article about this study, wc will describe the study results in a
summarized manner so that you cannot be identi fied
IS T H IS ST U D Y V O L U N T A R Y ?
Your participation is voluntary You may choose not to participate or you may
acting Jeanette Gravdahl by phone or ediscontinue your participation at any time by
mail without penalty or loss of benefits to which you arc otherwise entitled. Your
decision whether or not to partieipa to will not afic ct your current or future relations with
the University o f North Dakota, triba! college, 01 the four-year instruction to which you
transferred.
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CONTACTS AND QUESTIONS
The researcher conducting this study is Jeanette G 'avdahl You may ask any questions
you have now. If you iater have qudstions, concents, or complaints about .ne research
please contact Jeanette at 123-456- 7891 during the day and at 234-567-8912 after 5 pm.
If you have questions regarding yo■it rights as a re search subject, or if you have any
concerns or complaints about the research, you md:y contact the University of North
Dakota Institutional Review Beard at (701) 777-4,279. Please cat! this number if you
cannot reach research staff, or you wish to talk wiiih someone else.
Your signature indicates that this research study bus been explained to you, that your
questions have been answered, and that you agree; to take part in this study. You will
receive a copy of this form.

Subjects Name:

Date

Signature of Subject

(O ption al)
appropria
w ith the
I h ave d iscu ssed th e above p o in ts w ith th e su bject or, w h ere appropriate,
s u b je c t’s leg a lly a u th o rized repre:sm ta tiv e .

S ig n a tu re o f P erson Who O b ta in ed C on sen t
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Appendix C
Inte -view Protocol
Question guideline for the transfer students) who transferred from LHC and went on to a
4-year college:
1.

Transfer College:

2.

Wliy did you choose that school:

3.

Major at the transfer school:

4.

Number of commute miles to LHC?

5.

How long between leaving LHC and entering the transfer school?

6.

How many credits transferred?

7.

Did you complete an associate’s degree before transferring, if sp what? If not,
what factors influenced your decis on to change colleges before completing your
degree?

8.

When did you begin tc plan for yolur transfer?

9.

Did you receive any assistance at HC when you decided to transfer to the fouryear institution? Did you ask for a ay? *

10.

What has made school hard/easy lor you throughout your educational experience?

11.

How does(did) your schooling fit with your horn 2 and community life?

12.

Did the four-year institution provide any assistance when you decided to transfer
in? Did you ask for any? *

13.

Is there anything the university could have done to assist with your transfer?

14.

Did the four-year institution have ah orientation for transfer students to the
institution? If so. did you attend? If so, was it helpful?*

15.

Did you have an academic advisor at the university to help with the transfer?

16.

What did the LHC experience provide that was most helpful ti> you at the transfer
college?

Major at LHC:
To 4 year institution?
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Relocate?

17.

Do you feel LHC prepared you academic ally to do wei ai the four-year
institution? If net. what might LHC have done differently?

18.

What were some o f the ba] Tiers that you sad to overcome (or could not
overcome)?

19.

What was difficult for you at the transfer university? Housing? Financial aid?
Loneliness? Academics? 0lher? Explain??

20.

What activities, classes, programs, organ izations, or anything else were most
helpful at your transfer school?

21.

Describe your experience, both positive ^nd negative; at the university you
attend(ed).

22.

What do you wish you had done differei
university?

23.

When you dunk about the ischool environment you experience(d) at the university,
Ab
who or what comes to mind?

24.

What or who do you feel pas your main source of strength to keep you going with
your education?

25.

Was/ts the college supportive of your needs, if so, explain how?

26.

What do you remember most about you* experience at the university?

27.

What are (were) some things that keep (cept or did not keep) you in school when
things are (were) tough?

28.

What kinds of things help(ed) you manage the load? (Or impeded you for
managing?)

29.

What are (were) some of the barriers that you had to overcome in order to go to a
4-year institution?

30.

What are some things tha t make (made) you enjoy some o f your classes; or regret
being in some?

31.

What school activities dc (did) you participate in?

32.

Is there anything the university could do (have done) to assist with your
persistence in obtaining yobr baccalaureate degree?
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o the transfer

33.

is there anything the tribal col ege could do ( rave done) to assist with your
persistence in obtaining your baccalaureate degree?

34.

Did you have any experiences in other colleges that you felt helped, or hindered
your educational achievement?

35.

To what do you attribute your pursuit of a baccalaureate degree (your reason for
“stopping out”)?

36.

Statistics show that after transfer, the transfer university grades drop the first year.
Did your’s drop? What factors do you contr ibute to that fact?

37.

What advice would you give n-coming freshman to LHC that are interested in
pursuing a baccalaureate degree that might te helpful to them when they transfer?

38.

Did you change in order to attend the four-y 2ar institution? If so, how?

39.

Is the four-year institution di forent from LHC as far as academics tire concerned?
If so, how it is different? *

40.

Do(did) you have more written assignments at the university than you did at
LHC? (book reports, research papers, etc.)*

41.

Are the classroom setting and atmosphere d ifferent at the four-year institution
compared to LHC? If so, how?*

42.

What advice would you give a student who is thinking of transferring?

43.

What forces external to the college contribi ted to your success? (Or impeded you
from continuing?)

44.

If you were to design a college, what woulc. you do differently to help students
like yourself?

45.

As a parent, what will you say to your children about their education?

46.

What are you doing now?

Other thoughts:

* Townsend, Barbara: Community Colleges Transfer Students: A Case for
Survival
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T im TRANSFER JOURNEY
The purpose of this study was to gain an understand ing of the transfer journey and
transition faced by Native Amer can students transferring from a tribal college to a fouryear institution. This qualitative study sought to find out what could be done by tribal
colleges, receiving four-year ins Rations, family, and tribes to make the path a Little
smoother.
In the fall of 2008 the Little Hawk triba council gave me permission to ask Little
Hawk tribal members to be a part o f my research. I selected 1I4 Native American students
who had been enrolled at Little Hawk College foil time or part time, for at least two
semesters, had earned at least 30 credits, and transferred to one of two four-year
institutions. The participants were all non-traditional students but their experiences
differed depending on the inslitu ion they attenc ed. Twelve of the 14 had children and
five were married or had significant others in th sir life, which meant that many of them
were single parents. Six went to Anywhere College as full -time students and eight to
University of Somewhere as part time students. The characteristics o f the two
institutions are quite different which resulted in different experiences.
According to Dr. Elden L iwrence Native Americans are storytellers and teach
lessons through the use of stories therefore, 1 asked the participants to recount their
journey by having them tell me their transfer story. The stories revealed the uniqueness
of each individual along with the snuggles and triumphs experienced during the
transition.

Six student participants vent to Anywhere College, a priv ate college 60 miles
from Little Hawk College. It is a breach campus cl a much larger college in a different
community. Classes meet once a week in the mom ng, afternoon and evening during the
fall, spring, and summer terms. The flexible course schedule is designed to accommodate
students who have families and employment obligations.
Eight students went to Univeisity of Somewhere, 60 miles from Little Hawk
College. It !'■a liberal arts school with a traditional schedule of classes, traditional
college students, and student poputat. on about four limes that of Anywhere College. The
University provides a multi-cultural center for all students of color. It has a Native
American organization. 'Hie University of Somewhere provides attrition waiver for
American Indians.
Transferring from a tribal college to a four-y Jar institution was a life changing
event for these participants which impacted their lives in different ways. They had to
make academic, social, and personal adjustments. These adjustments differed depending
on the institution attended. There were forces that deterred their education goal and
forces that assisted. The forces that rssisted were separated by institution attended, other
people, and personal forces.
One of the major handicaps expressed by all participants was being a nontraditionai student. Getting into a study mode of concentrating, reading, writing, and
doing homework was a challenge felt :?y all. Finances were an issue for the majority of
participants. Most of the students had children so ha rirg to deal with family issues while
trying to study and complete homework assignments was a challenge. Family time and
family activities were sacrificed by both the participants and th ir fumilies. Another
m

major h.sue of concern for all the part cipants was thb commute time. In all cases, except
one, the commote time was about 60 sjtbinut.es one way.. The commuting caused a strain
for gas money as well as having to drilve in some dreadful mid-wes’ weather in the winter
months.
The majority of participants indicated that they felt unprepared for the four-year
institution, Their writing and reading skills were inadequate. They had a large amount o f
reading to dc for which they were not prepared. They did not know how to research for
scholarships nor make application for ihem. They facet, difficulties with time
management and financial management.
The forces that facilitated the transfer were quite similar for participants at both
institutions. One of the main forces stated as a force that assisted the transfer was having
a role model; in turn they want to be a role mode! for heir cfildren and others. Their role
models were not just someone they looked up to or who was successful, but someone
who had to go through similar struggles and challenges they wore going through. The
majority said it was an internal motivation force that kept them goirg. The real- tatispti
that education was a “doatle" goal was a facilitating force. E. Lawrence called it a “lire
in the belly”; that desire to want to make a difference tor family, friends, and the tribe.
Recommendations
Based on the research and the findings <.f this study 1 have made some
recommendations including those shared by the oturliei;Mints. Recommendations are
provided for tribal colleges, receiving in dilutions, tribes, families, add IHeftds as to what
they can do to improve the transfer exp© ienee for1present students as well as future

students. The participants provided vafuah e insights as to what workM for diem, and
made suggestions as to what could be dope to smooth the way for t e e transfer students.
For Tribal Colleges

The participants in this study disci;isscd things fhp|tribal college did or could have
done to make for a smooth transfer. Biasad on what l learned from the participants. the
research,, and my personally experience,, I recommend dje following:
♦ Establish a position for a tnmstejr officer that would obtain
agreements with colleges, advise transfer students, build rabpon with students,
develop a curriculum for transfer, assist In the 'transfer ^ppltcabonprocess,
assist in locating sources for scholarships and funds, and provide support
After transfer remain in contac t with students on a weekly basts at first and

then monthly by either phone t >r In person jus I to keep tie indent oft track and
to show interest and support. That person should provide encouraging words
and be available to listen ifhasdships should >UH$e, Remind the student o f
their education vtsfoii/focus.
»

Faculty hold students more accountable in tti

-classes..

: students to the

rigor and standards o f students m any other college so Little lltmdl tnmslter
students do not have to pay the price for not | string the full rontent ofoottotos.
*

Develop a curriculum for situd<«m that would include writing across lire

est. holding

curriewtosn, time mattipmicnt, tssastclt topic

mvtimu to « higher staftdMd,

a stnci attendance ftoticy,

* istiW iiit m students confrdcnde to their

they leave the campus.
m

writing abihbes before

•

Develop a course in the curried urn with topi:^ such as time management,
dealing with people, building Confidence, as!king for assistance, coping skills,
isolation and alienation skills, dealing with d^adlines, managing finances,
researching scholarships, locating sources o f funds to help financially after
transfer, and organizational sk lis

In a tribal college students have a ot of support from instructors, administration.
and student services, but is it the wrong kind of support? Is this help enabling them?
Students need to learn to be responsible, I >attend class, ind complete their school work
on time.
Research showed that tribal colleges should collaborate with officials at four-year
institutions to winch their students transfer By working together on articulation
agreements and transfer issues, the transfer can be smoother for students.
For Receiving Institutions
My recommendations for the receiving institutions have been collected from
participants, research, and personal expert ence. Some o these are already being done by
some institutions but not by others. My rccommendafior s tor the receiving institutions
are as follows:
*

Provide an academic advisor from the beginn ng to assist the student to know5
what classes need to he taken ajnd which ones are left. By expanding the
ad vising to he more pro-active, students will ippreeiate knowing the path
ahead o f them, Establishing rapport and a trusting relafionsaip wttti someone
on campus provides m tmpotialm personal cofflection for the Native
American

Providing an orientation program for transfer students

Providing race specific oiganizations
Provide a cultural center.
Offer an upper level course on the tribal college campus.
»

Provide an education coordinator who would be a liaison between a tribal
college and a transfer insititution. The o(jjordinator could help out the receiving
institution by assisting the Students with program requirements, financial aid,
obtaining help from diffepent departnien ts, and encouragement. Research
showed that institutions s lould build an alliance with tribal colleges from
where they receive transfer students
Provide information to tbs-:tribal colleges so there can fee an understanding as
to the transfer of credits sb the transfer tikes place m an efficient and timely
manner. If the majority o credits transfer, the students feel they have already
accomplished a lot and can withstand the hard work ahead to complete the
bachelor's degree

*

Since financial assistance is a huge factcr in retention of Native American
students, the four-year ins titution fmanc al aid staff should collaborate w ith
the tribal colleges to address issues such as scholarship policies, -deadlines,
and other financial assist! nee, If institu •Ions provide educational assistance it
should be administered as a “hand up’*rather than a “hand out”

By collaborating with tribal college officials, having articulation agreements, and
working together on other transfer list!fits, foe trails for will be smooth for statients and
provide them with a better chance of sisuccess in the |traimfer institution.
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For Families and Friends
The participants in this study verified with the research that it id crucial for
students to receive support and encourage!ineni from their families. Thai includes helping
with childcare, meals, housework, and listening when tirr|'es are tough. It also includes
understanding when a family event cannot be attended bee ause of having to do
homework or attend class. It can be that continued call from a friend or family member
asking how school is going and inquiring about the subject;s studied. Programming could
be provided by high schools and tribal colleges that coulc educate and encourage friends
and families to support their students.
Having a role model is important This person co aid be a friend, someone who
had previously attended the institution, sotrieone who attended a different institution, or
someone presently at the institution. Sometimes it mighthe an extended family member
or acquaintance that has a college degree arid just knowingg that if they could do it then it
was doable. Having someone to look up to and learn thi ngs from is important,
Mentors can be helpful. This coulc! be another stiijdent at the college, a person
who has recently graduated from that college, or a conceirned person. The mentor would
need to stay in contact with the student on a regular basis ask about school, and provide
support.
For Future Transfer Students
For students thinking about Iransfe;ring from a tripa! college to a four-year
institution, the following are recommended:
»

Find a class or someone to teach you the skills of time management, financial
rip and grjant
gi
management, research, and scholarship
searches.

Take as many writing classes as possible at the tribal college along with the
general education classes required at the transfer school
Get involved in the organizations and activities at the tribal college to build
leadership skills.
After transferring, talk to an advisor right away, get involved in organizations
and activities, keep your focu$ on your goal, stay committed, attend class
every day.
For Tribes
It seems clear from this research and other research that Native American students
transfer to colleges without the needed tools. Students need to be prepared to do college
level work. Preparing the students begins in the elementary grades and continues through
the tribal college. Tins not only includes the academics. but also the idea that obtaining a
bachelor’s degree is a goal for which they should all strive for. The tribe wants their
people to be high-quality, responsible, m i educated emp loyees and people.
Finances are a big issue for students continuing their education whether they have
to move away from family or drive 120 miles to attend school Many of the participants
in this study will graduate with a bachelor's degree and %irge student loans. The tribe
encourages students to continue their education beyond il le tribal college to receive a
higher, degree and is very proud of the students that complete those degrees. The tribe
provides some higher education money but it would be helpful if a better way to support
the students financially could be examined or provide someone who could assist the
student in researching and writing lor scholarships and grants. Native American students

m

have enough to deal with adapting to college off the reservation without having to worry
about their finances or having to quit school because of a lack of funds.
Education Coordinator
After listening to the students i|n this study and doing the research, people outside
of the institution, tribe, and family need to help transfer students. Attending classes off
the reservation can be scary for students Some of them have not been olT the reservation
other than to go shopping or travel to another reservation. It is important that the students
have a person they can contact if they tave a question about anything. This person
should not be directly connected to the receiving institution so the students could feel
comfortable contacting him/her about college issues This person should be in direct
contact with the students before, during, and after the transfer takes place. Students need
someone to help with the new-student orms, registration forms, scholarship and grant
forms, transfer of credits, and provide Academic advice along with providing answers to
general questions. Students need to be taught how to research and apply for scholarships
and grants to help with their school finances. They ne ed someone to give them a weekly
call and/or a visit to see if there are que stions or concerns and inquire as to how things are
going along and letting the student kno w, *T care abort you and want to help you
succeed.” Students need to know there is someone who genuinely cares about their
educational success and is willing to help them with titat vision/goal. Students’ need
someone they can talk with that is impartial and a non family member. They need
someone who understands the higher education systenji . This person would help them
with the transfer, not coddle them but show them the \tay to handle situations on their
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own. This person could be called an educatio a coordinator. Staying in touch with the
student and being there to lead them along the education path is very important.
This research has been very enlighteni rig to me as I hope it will be for the tribe
and the community college. TTere are tilings o be done to Assist our transfer students
and to make the transfer experience a smoother one. I want to be a part of aiding the
tribal college students to have a good transfer experience. The goal is to have more tribal
members receive their bachelor
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